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Abstract
With the widespread availability of multiple wireless network technologies, mobile com-
puting devices can benefit from almost uninterrupted connectivity by changing network
attachments as they move. This however raises the problem of the selection method to be
used for the choice of the wireless networks to associate with, in order to provide the best
performance. Moreover, mobility events may result in poor application quality, due to
either a disruption in connectivity during the handover or the heterogeneity of the charac-
teristic of different access networks. To address these problems, this thesis introduces and
studies all three elements (observation, decision, action) of a control framework to enable
better use of available network resources.
We first show that a decision mechanism which directly considers the relevant user- and
application-centric metrics is more appropriate than using the common network metrics-
based indirect approach. This mechanism is used to control the entire network stack
of the mobile node in a coordinated way, rather than individual components, to avoid
potentially conflicting combinations. Our results indicate that, by exploiting the flexibility
of application parameters, it is possible to maintain high application quality while reducing
both the power consumption and access price.
We then introduce a mobility-aware extension to the TCP-Friendly Rate Control mechan-
ism (TFRC), as an action element, to address the disruption in connectivity resulting from
the mobility events. We propose to suspend the transmission before disconnections and to
probe the network after reconnections. Simulations demonstrate how this enables faster
recovery after disconnected periods as well as a significantly improved adaptation to the
newly available network conditions. When used with the Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol (DCCP), experiments show that it provides better support for real-time applica-
tions for which the user-perceived quality is very dependent on the immediate transmission
rate.
Finally, we present an experimental process to evaluate the OMF Measurement Library
(OML), a lightweight instrumentation and reporting tool which we propose to use as the
observation element of our framework. We show that this library does not significantly
impact the performance of the instrumented applications, while accurately reporting the
observed metrics.
Keywords network mobility, communication stack, cross-layer framework, optimisation,
quality of experience, transport protocol.
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Re´sume´
Avec les larges de´ploiements de multiples technologies sans fil, les terminaux informatiques
mobiles be´ne´ficient d’une connectivite´ presque permanente, changeant de re´seaux d’acce`s
au gre´ de leurs de´placements. Ceci pose cependant le proble`me de la se´lection de ces
re´seaux, afin de fournir les meilleures performances. Cette mobilite´ risque aussi d’impacter
la qualite´ des applications, souvent lors des « handovers » d’un re´seau a` l’autre, ou en
raison de la disparite´ des caracte´ristiques des re´seaux d’acce`s. Pour aborder ces proble`mes,
cette the`se introduit et e´value trois e´le´ments de controˆle (observation, de´cision, action)
permettant une meilleure utilisation des ressources re´seau par les e´quipements mobiles.
Nous montrons d’abord qu’un me´canisme de de´cision qui utilise directement les me´triques
pertinentes pour les utilisateurs et les applications est plus approprie´ que l’approche indi-
recte classique base´e sur les me´triques re´seau. Ce me´canisme controˆle de manie`re coordon-
ne´e l’ensemble de la pile protocolaire, plutoˆt que des composants se´pare´s, afin d’e´viter des
combinaisons conflictuelles. Nous de´montrons que la flexibilite´ des parame`tres applicatifs
peut eˆtre exploite´e et permet de maintenir une qualite´ e´leve´e pour les applications tout
en re´duisant les couˆts d’acce`s (e´nerge´tique et financier).
Une extension au TCP-Friendly Rate Control mechanism (TFRC) est ensuite introduite,
en tant qu’e´le´ment d’action, pour atte´nuer les perturbations lors des handovers. Nous
proposons de suspendre la transmission avant la de´connexion, puis de sonder le re´seau
apre`s reconnexion. Nous montrons que cela permet un re´tablissement plus rapide et une
meilleure adaptabilite´ aux conditions du nouveau re´seau. Son usage en combinaison avec le
Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) offre un meilleur support aux applications
temps-re´el, dont la qualite´ de´pend de la vitesse de transmission imme´diate.
Finalement, nous pre´sentons une me´thode pour e´valuer la OMF Measurement Library
(OML), une bibliothe`que d’instrumentation dont nous proposons l’usage comme e´le´ment
d’observation. Nous montrons que cette bibliothe`que n’a pas d’impact significatif sur les
applications instrumente´es et qu’elle permet un suivi pre´cis des me´triques idoines.
Mots cle´s mobilite´ re´seau, pile protocolaire, architecture inter-couche, optimisation,
qualite´ d’expe´rience, protocole de transport.
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Re´sume´ de la the`se en franc¸ais
1 Introduction (chapitre 1)
1.1 Anciens mode`les et le Nouvel Internet
Les protocoles supportant l’Internet a` l’heure actuelle sont pour la plupart les meˆmes qu’a`
l’origine (Leiner et al., 2009). Suivant une structure en couches abstraites, fournissant
chacune une fonctionnalite´ bien de´finie (Zimmermann, 1980), la pile protocolaire TCP/IP
a re´ussi a` bien s’adapter aux e´volutions des technologies sous-jacentes. Cependant ces
nouvelles technologies ont graduellement e´tendu le contexte dans lequel ces protocoles
doivent fonctionner.
Ainsi, la re´cente pre´valence des re´seaux d’acce`s sans-fil pre´sente de nouveaux proble`mes
a` des protocoles dont les hypothe`ses de conception sont base´es sur l’usage d’un re´seau
filaire fiable. Le classique protocole de transport TCP, par exemple, souffre d’une mauvaise
interpre´tation des pertes de paquets dues aux conditions du medium radio et non a` des
congestions sur le re´seau. Il ne peut cependant pas distinguer la cause de ces pertes en
raison de la se´paration en couches. Cette erreur entraˆıne des baisses de performances
lorsque des re´seaux sans fil sont traverse´s (Xylomenos et al., 2001).
La re´duction en taille et en prix des e´quipements informatiques a largement facilite´ l’appa-
rition de l’informatique mobile et l’acce`s simultane´ a` plusieurs re´seaux. Ces e´quipements
informatiques miniaturise´s—intelliphones, tablettes et autres ordinateurs portables—sont
transporte´s au rythme des de´placements de leur utilisateur. Plus re´cemment, ces termi-
naux se sont aussi vus pourvoir de plus d’une interface re´seau. Ainsi, ils peuvent, au gre´ des
mouvements de leur porteur, e´tablir une ou plusieurs connexions a` de multiples re´seaux
afin d’eˆtre « toujours connecte´s au mieux » (ABC ; Gustafsson et Jonsson, 2003).
De nouveaux modes de connectivite´ ont aussi fait leur apparition. Les re´seaux mobiles ad
hoc (MANET ; Perkins et Royer, 1999; Jacquet et al., 2002), tole´rants aux de´lais (DTN ;
Fall, 2003) ou fournis par d’autres utilisateurs (UPN ; Sofia et Mendes, 2008) e´tendent
encore le choix de connectivite´s parmi lesquelles les plus ade´quates doivent eˆtre se´lection-
ne´es.
Enfin, l’explosion du nombre d’e´quipements, de plus en plus souvent portables ou embar-
que´s, implantant une pile protocolaire utilisable sur Internet pose un proble`me de passage
a` l’e´chelle. Le protocole d’adressage le plus re´pandu, IPv4, est en passe d’arriver a` court
xv
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d’adresses (Huston, 2011). Ainsi, une nouvelle version, IPv6, a e´te´ propose´e, et est en cours
de de´ploiement pour apporter une solution a` ce proble`me.
Bien que le proble`me de passage a` l’e´chelle soit de´ja` re´solu par IPv6, le reste des proble`mes
introduits par les acce`s sans fil et la mobilite´ sont toujours d’actualite´. De plus, de nouveaux
cas d’usage tirant parti de ces nouvelles opportunite´s ont e´merge´, introduisant de nouvelles
contraintes et demandes pour la pile TCP/IP.
1.2 Cas d’usage e´mergents
Auparavant utilise´s pour quelques taˆches bien spe´cifiques telles que l’acce`s distant ou le
courriel, les re´seaux informatiques ont vu de nouvelles applications e´merger en paralle`le
a` l’augmentation de la puissance des machines les faisant tourner. Les applications mul-
time´dia telles que la vide´o a` la demande (VoD) sont maintenant la norme dans l’usage
quotidien d’Internet. Ce type de contenu multime´dia place une contrainte grandissante sur
la capacite´ des re´seaux les transportant, qu’ils soient filaires ou sans fil. De plus, d’autres
parame`tres tels que les de´lais de transmission de bout-en-bout doivent aussi eˆtre mainte-
nus sous controˆle pour assurer une lecture sans heurt. Une certaine flexibilite´ peut eˆtre
obtenue par l’usage de me´moires tampons ; cependant, des applications interactives bidi-
rectionnelles, telles que la voix sur IP (VoIP) ou la vide´o confe´rence, ne peuvent composer
avec les de´lais additionnels introduits par ces tampons. D’autres solutions doivent donc
eˆtre e´tudie´es.
Le domaine des syste`mes de transport intelligents (ITS) connaˆıt aussi un essor d’inte´reˆt
de la part de la communaute´ scientifique (Laurgeau, 2009). Les standards en cours de
de´veloppement a` l’ETSI et l’ISO spe´cifient l’usage d’IPv6 et ses extensions (ETSI EN 302
665, 2010; ISO 21210:2011) pour les communications ve´hiculaires. Habiliter ces ve´hicules
a` communiquer sur des canaux standards permet d’imaginer une collaboration a` grande
e´chelle entre eux et avec l’infrastructure de transport. Plusieurs classes d’applications sont
envisage´es (Khaled et al., 2009) : suˆrete´ routie`re, gestion de trafic et de flotte, et info-
divertissement. L’info-divertissement est un sur-ensemble des applications multime´dia, et
partage les meˆmes besoins, alors que les applications de gestion et de suˆrete´ introduisent
des contraintes plus fortes, mais pouvant eˆtre supporte´es de manie`re similaire.
1.3 Besoin de solutions palliatives
Plusieurs proble`mes dus a` la disparite´ entre ce que la pile protocolaire TCP/IP peut
supporter et les nouveaux cas d’usage se posent donc :
• question du choix de(s) re´seau(x) d’acce`s le(s) plus adapte´(s) pour supporter au
mieux les flots applicatifs courants ;
• impossibilite´ des algorithmes implante´s dans la pile a` s’adapter rapidement a` des
changements de conditions, re´sultant en un service non optimal fourni aux applica-
tions.
Dans cette the`se, nous nous proposons d’aborder ces proble`mes en apportant des e´le´ments
de re´ponse a` la question suivante :
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Comment permettre a` des nœuds mobiles de maintenir la meilleure qualite´ ap-
plicative possible en utilisant des ressources re´seau changeant dynamiquement,
et supporter une de´gradation controˆle´e de la qualite´ quand ces ressources sont
insuffisantes ?
Plusieurs types de solutions ont de´ja` e´te´ propose´s pour re´gler les proble`mes mentionne´s
ci-dessus. Certains proposent de se de´barrasser de la structure en couche de TCP/IP,
et de reconcevoir une architecture protocolaire plus adapte´e (p. ex. Clark, 2009). Cette
approche pose cependant le proble`me de ne pas eˆtre re´tro-compatible avec les solutions
existantes, standardise´es et de´ploye´es, et risque de poser des proble`mes de migration. Il
semble donc plus raisonnable de proposer des ame´liorations incre´mentales et graduellement
se rapprocher d’une structure mieux adapte´e aux besoins et contextes actuels et futurs.
De nombreuses approches inter-couche, e´tendant l’interface entre les e´le´ments de la pile
protocolaire pour permettre un e´change plus riche d’informations, ont e´te´ propose´es (Sri-
vastava et Motani, 2005), mais des doutes subsistent quant a` leur applicabilite´ (Kawadia
et Kumar, 2005).
Afin d’assurer la possibilite´ d’une transition graduelle, nous pre´fe´rons revisiter cette se-
conde approche, tout en essayant d’en lever les limites d’applicabilite´. Dans ce but, nous
sugge´rons de suivre le mode`le de la boucle d’Observation, Orientation, De´cision et Ac-
tion (OODA ; fig. 1.1, page 6) introduite dans l’arme´e e´tats-unienne pour s’adapter a`
un environnement changeant (Boyd, 1995), et de clairement en se´parer les trois phases
principales pour e´viter les interactions conflictuelles.
1.4 Contributions de cette the`se
Dans cette the`se, nous proposons une architecture inter-couche de´couplant les trois phases
principales d’observation, de´cision et action de la boucle OODA. Les contributions pre´-
sente´es dans cette dissertation sont plusieurs e´le´ments de cette architecture.
Le chapitre 3 introduit un syste`me de de´cision re´solvant le proble`me de gestion des flots
dans un environnement multi-connecte´. Ce chapitre pre´sente et mode´lise le proble`me, puis
de´montre que prendre en compte les crite`res perceptibles par l’utilisateur ou pertinents
pour les applications permet de se´lectionner les re´seaux d’acce`s, la re´partition des flots et
les parame`tres applicatifs et de transport de manie`re plus ade´quate en terme de qualite´
applicative qu’en conside´rant uniquement la qualite´ de service (QoS) offerte par les-dits
re´seaux.
Le chapitre 4 propose d’abord un mode`le du comportement de TFRC lors des changements
de re´seau. Il introduit ensuite une modification de l’algorithme de controˆle de vitesse
d’e´mission afin qu’il puisse re´agir correctement aux e´ve´nements de mobilite´ provoquant
des de´connexions temporaires. Utilise´ au sein de notre architecture, il peut eˆtre pre´venu en
avance de ces de´connexions, et se re´adapter rapidement aux caracte´ristiques du nouveau
chemin re´seau par lequel le flot est transmis.
Enfin, le chapitre 5 e´tudie OML, une bibliothe`que d’instrumentation et de rapport, en
vue de son inte´gration dans notre architecture comme e´le´ment d’observation. Base´ sur
une large quantite´ d’expe´riences, nous quantifions le biais introduit par l’instrumentation
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dans les mesures et les performances des applications instrumente´es. Dans la plupart des
cas, aucune diffe´rence significative n’est identifie´e et, dans les cas ou` une diffe´rence est
effectivement confirme´e, des pistes sont e´tudie´es pour la re´duire.
L’ensemble des contributions—publications et logiciel—provenant des travaux pre´sente´s
dans cette dissertation est liste´ en de´tails dans l’appendice A (page 161).
2 Contexte et e´tat de l’art (chapitre 2)
Le travail pre´sente´ dans cette the`se se base sur les re´seaux IP, et propose des ame´liorations
incre´mentales pour faire face aux nouveaux contextes technologiques et aux nouveaux be-
soins applicatifs. Le chapitre 2 commence donc par donner une vue d’ensemble du contexte
actuel de ces re´seaux, avec une emphase sur le support de la mobilite´.
Ainsi, les couches principales de la pile protocolaire sont pre´sente´es. La couche re´seau (au
niveau 3), instancie´e par IP, se trouve a` la taille du sablier repre´sentant cette pile (fig. 2.1,
page 13). De nombreux protocoles de transport (de niveau 4 dans l’architecture OSI,
comme TCP, UDP, DCCP ou SCTP) reposent sur la capacite´ d’IP a` interfacer d’aussi
nombreux media de communication (telles qu’ethernet, Wi-Fi, 3G ou WiMAX). Nous y
notons, a` la couche re´seau, l’urgent besoin de migration a` IPv6, l’espace d’adressage d’IPv4
e´tant e´puise´ a` l’IANA depuis fe´vrier 2010. Par la suite, les diffe´rences se´mantiques princi-
pales des protocoles de transport y sont classifie´es : fiabilite´ pour TCP et SCTP, controˆle
de congestion pour TCP, DCCP (avec, p. ex., TFRC) et SCTP et support de datagrammes
pour UDP, DCCP et SCTP. Les caracte´ristiques des principales technologies utilise´es pour
les couches physique et de liaison (niveaux 1–2) sont aussi compare´es, avec un accent sur
les technologies sans fil. La table 2.2 (page 16) recense les principales caracte´ristiques,
a` la fois de´finies par les standards idoines et mesure´es sur de re´els de´ploiements, de ces
technologies.
L’impact de ces nouvelles imple´mentations des couches basses (niveaux 1–2) sur les couches
hautes (principalement au niveau 4) est pre´sente´ plus en de´tails, ainsi que les divers pro-
ble`mes introduits par la mobilite´ des nœuds. Ces proble`mes peuvent eˆtre lie´s aux perfor-
mances des protocoles de transport dont certaines hypothe`ses de conception sont viole´es
sur les re´seaux sans fil (p. ex., pertes de paquets dues a` des proble`mes transitoires sur le lien
radio, plutoˆt qu’a` un chemin congestionne´ ; voir, p. ex., Xylomenos et al., 2001). La mobilite´
cause d’autres proble`mes de performance, comme les diffe´rences de caracte´ristiques entre
les technologies d’acce`s, auxquels les algorithmes de controˆle de congestion traditionnels ne
sont pas adapte´s (Bansal et al., 2001). Un proble`me se´mantique est aussi introduit par la
mobilite´, en ce que les adresses re´seau, qui sont utilise´es indiffe´remment et conjointement
en tant qu’identifiant et localisateur sur un re´seau fixe, voient leurs sens se´pare´s dans un
re´seau mobile ; les protocoles des couches hautes, conc¸us pour ne manipuler qu’une seule
adresse, ont donc des proble`mes pour maintenir leur sessions. Finalement, les possibilite´s
de multi-connexion sont rarement exploite´es au mieux, et des choix sous-optimaux sont
souvent privile´gie´s (Wasserman et Seite, 2011).
Plusieurs syste`mes de mobilite´, de la couche re´seau a` la couche applicative (niveau 7 dans
le mode`le OSI), ont e´te´ propose´s pour re´gler le proble`me se´mantique de l’identifiant–
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localisateur (Nazir et Seneviratne, 2007). Au niveau re´seau, il s’agit pour la plupart de
mettre a` jour de manie`re transparente le(s) localisateur(s) correspondant a` un identifiant
particulier, et n’utiliser que ce dernier dans les couches hautes. Plusieurs me´canismes de
micro-mobilite´ e´tendent ces solutions afin de re´duire la surcharge due a` la mise a` jour de
ces associations. Dans les couches les plus e´leve´es, la mobilite´ est ge´re´e de manie`re plus ad
hoc par l’adjonction de protocoles permettant d’identifier une session et de la continuer
depuis une nouvelle adresse. De par son ubiquite´ comme interface entre les couches hautes
et basses, il semble cependant que la couche re´seau est la plus a` meˆme de supporter
un de´ploiement massif de fonctionnalite´s de mobilite´, sans pour autant ne´cessiter une
re´e´criture des couches hautes au cas par cas. De fait, nous concluons que l’usage de Mobile
IPv6 (MIPv6) et de ses extensions (re´sume´s en fig. 2.2, page 22) est le plus adapte´ pour
supporter les ame´liorations incre´mentales que nous proposons.
Pour re´duire ou re´gler les proble`mes de performance, de nombreuses interactions inter-
couche ont e´te´ propose´es, a` tous les niveaux de la pile protocolaire. Celles ci sont donc
passe´es en revue, et classifie´es selon les mode`les propose´s par Srivastava et Motani (2005 ;
fig. 2.3, page 24 et 2.4, page 25). Plusieurs proble`mes existent cependant avec ces opti-
misations inter-couche. La plupart des propositions sont souvent attache´es a` un proble`me
bien spe´cifique et, quand une imple´mentation re´elle existe, la solution est rarement teste´e
dans des cas plus ge´ne´riques. Kawadia et Kumar (2005) observent ainsi que ces approches
risquent de violer les hypothe`ses des protocoles non implique´s dans l’optimisation, et les
performances re´sultantes de se voir de´grade´es plutoˆt qu’ame´liore´es. Nous concluons qu’un
syste`me inter-couche doit, pour eˆtre viable, de´coupler de´cision et action, ne laissant que
cette dernie`re phase sous le controˆle du protocole et sur commande, par le biais de telles
interfaces, du syste`me de de´cision. Allant dans ce sens, certains organismes de standardisa-
tion ont d’ailleurs commence´ a` introduire des possibilite´s d’interaction inter-couche base´es
sur une API externe (Teraoka et al., 2008; ISO/CD 24102:2008; IEEE Std 802.21-2008),
mais se sont effectivement limite´s a` de´crire une interface de communication et non un
syste`me de de´cision.
Nous passons donc en revue les divers syste`mes de de´cisions propose´s dans la litte´rature
pour se´lectionner les re´seaux d’acce`s et y distribuer les flots applicatifs dans le but d’ob-
tenir la meilleure connexion (Gustafsson et Jonsson, 2003). Nous identifions les divers
crite`res selon lesquels les re´seaux sont discrimine´s tels que la puissance du signal, la QoS
du lien ou du chemin re´seau ainsi e´tabli, la consommation e´lectrique induite par l’usage
de l’interface re´seau idoine, le prix d’usage, ou encore d’autres crite`res indirectement lie´s
au re´seau. Nous notons aussi certains travaux qui, plutoˆt que mesurer ces crite`res, tentent
de les estimer par d’autres moyens tels que l’apprentissage automatique ou la mesure
collaborative. Certaines des approches mentionne´es abordent le proble`me en conside´rant
plusieurs crite`res. L’utilisation de fonctions d’utilite´ base´es sur des combinaisons line´aires
des crite`res conside´re´s est souvent la me´thode employe´e pour ce faire. Cependant, d’autres
me´thodes d’optimisation multiobjectif plus e´labore´es sont aussi utilise´es, comme l’optimi-
sation line´aire, les distances de similarite´ ou les vraisemblances statistiques.
Le proble`me de distribution des flots applicatifs dans les environnements multi-connecte´s
repose souvent sur les meˆmes crite`res que la se´lection de re´seaux, mais deux approches
se distinguent. La premie`re consiste a` aborder le proble`me, de manie`re se´pare´e, avec des
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techniques de re´partition de charge sur les liens e´tablis. La seconde, plus globale, essaie
de re´soudre conjointement les proble`mes de se´lection de re´seau et de distribution de flots.
Compte tenu de la possibilite´ d’interagir avec l’ensemble des couches de la pile protocolaire,
il semble cependant plus indique´ de proposer un syste`me de de´cision qui puisse prendre
en compte tous les e´le´ments et protocoles implique´s, et parvenir a` une solution couvrant
l’ensemble de leurs parame`tres.
Finalement, nous proposons un rapide examen des me´triques1 pertinentes pour e´valuer la
QoS des re´seaux ainsi que la qualite´ d’expe´rience (QoE) des applications conside´re´es (Stan-
kiewicz et al., 2011). Pour la premie`re, nous utilisons les de´finitions de l’IETF, qui propose
un cadre cohe´rent pour l’interpre´tation et l’e´chantillonnage des capacite´s, de´lais et autres
mesures de´rive´es (Paxson et al., 1998). Pour la seconde, l’ITU a fait un large effort de
de´finition et d’expe´rimentation ayant mene´ au de´veloppement du MOS, une e´chelle de
qualite´ perc¸ue entre 1 et 5, ainsi que son expression sous forme d’un mode`le objectif pour
les conversations audio et vide´o ainsi que les sessions de navigation sur la toile. Nous com-
ple´tons cette revue avec la de´finition du PSNR qui permet de quantifier la de´gradation
d’une (se´rie d’)image(s) par comparaison avec l’originale.
Pour ces me´triques qui peuvent eˆtre directement mesure´es (c.-a`-d. celles n’impliquant
pas l’avis d’un eˆtre humain), nous poursuivons avec une revue des outils pour ce faire.
Nous notons l’existence de multiples outils de´die´s, mais dont les formats incompatibles
ne permettent pas une consolidation aise´e des donne´es provenant de plusieurs sources.
Nous nous penchons donc par la suite sur les protocoles et bibliothe`ques permettant de
collecter et d’agre´ger ces mesures he´te´roge`nes dans un format unique. Parmi ceux ci, OML
se de´marque par son API permettant l’instrumentation d’outils existants, ses possibilite´s
de rapport a` distance et de traitement en ligne ainsi que sa pre´sume´e le´ge`rete´.
3 Optimisation inter-couche des choix et usages des re´seaux d’acce`s
(chapitre 3)
Les terminaux mobiles, qu’ils soient portables ou a` bord de ve´hicules, se voient de plus
en plus souvent e´quipe´s de plusieurs interfaces re´seau leur permettant de se connecter
simultane´ment a` plusieurs re´seaux sans fil. La disponibilite´ de nombreux ope´rateurs et
re´seaux pour chaque technologie offre ainsi un large choix de configurations afin d’en tirer
le meilleur parti. Un proble`me lie´ a` la multi-connectivite´ e´merge e´galement, dans le sens
ou` les flots applicatifs doivent eˆtre distribue´s sur les acce`s re´seau e´tablis. Nous appelons la
combinaison de ces deux questions le proble`me de gestion des flots dans un environnement
multi-connecte´.
Nous avons vu dans la section pre´ce´dente (et le chapitre 2) que la plupart des approches
pour la se´lection des re´seaux d’acce`s sont base´es sur des me´triques intrinse`ques aux re´seaux
(p. ex., force du signal ou QoS). Cependant, comme l’avance Kilkki (2008), le concept de
QoE a re´cemment rec¸u un inte´reˆt croissant. Il semble particulie`rement ade´quat de consi-
de´rer ce crite`re dans le choix des re´seaux d’acce`s et la re´partition des flots afin de s’assurer
1Par souci de simplicite´, nous utilisons le terme « me´trique » meˆme pour ces mesures pour lesquelles
l’ine´galite´ triangulaire n’est pas vraie.
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que l’utilisateur du terminal en ait l’usage le plus satisfaisant possible. Suivant notre obser-
vation sur les architectures inter-couche et les de´cisions a` la porte´e limite´e pouvant poser
des proble`mes inattendus, nous conside´rons conjointement les deux proble`mes, au sein du
meˆme mode`le. Ayant ainsi la possibilite´ de de´terminer plus spe´cifiquement les conditions
dans lesquelles les flots applicatifs sont place´s, il est aussi possible de de´river les parame`tres
des couches applicative et de transport et, partant, e´viter les de´lais introduits par leurs
boucles d’adaptation respectives.
Dans le chapitre 3 (page 47), nous commenc¸ons par de´crire l’environnement d’un e´qui-
pement mobile multi-connecte´, a` la fois qualitativement et quantitativement, a` l’aide de
donne´es empiriques (section 3.2). Nous formulons ensuite le proble`me de gestion des flots
dans un tel environnement et y proposons une solution prenant en compte des crite`res
de haut-niveau observables par l’utilisateur ou directement lie´s a` la performance des ap-
plications (section 3.3). Conside´rant des applications classiques telles que la navigation
sur la toile ou la VoIP, pour lesquels des mode`les de qualite´ sont connus (cf. MOS ; sec-
tion 3.4) ainsi que les couˆts d’acce`s aux re´seaux et la consommation d’e´nergie induite,
nous implantons le mode`le sous forme de programmation par contraintes et re´utilisons
nos donne´es empiriques pour de´river divers types de sce´narios d’e´valuation (section 3.5).
Les re´sultats de l’e´valuation base´e sur ces sce´narios, discute´s en section 3.6, offrent une
perspective encourageante pour l’approche propose´e : en comparaison avec des techniques
plus classiques telles que la se´lection du meilleur re´seau suivant sa QoS et un e´quilibrage de
charge entre toutes les interfaces, notre proposition produit des solutions pour lesquelles
la qualite´ applicative est syste´matiquement e´leve´e alors que le prix et la consommation
e´nerge´tiques sont maintenus a` des niveaux relativement bas.
4 Protocole de transport supportant la mobilite´ (chapitre 4)
Suivant l’augmentation a` la fois des possibilite´s de connectivite´ et la facilite´ d’usage des ter-
minaux perpe´tuellement connecte´s, il y a un glissement vers l’usage d’applications re´seau
temps-re´el telles que la diffusion multime´dia en continu, la VoIP ou la vide´o-confe´rence.
Cependant, les protocoles de transport supportant ces applications e´mergentes sont prin-
cipalement les meˆmes que ceux conc¸us pour des re´seaux filaires statiques. Ces principaux
protocoles de transport ont e´te´ pre´sente´s dans la section 2 (et le chapitre 2). Alors qu’UDP
a historiquement e´te´ utilise´ pour le transport de flots temps-re´el, il n’est pas recommande´
d’utiliser des protocoles de transport sans controˆle de congestion sur des re´seaux publics
tels qu’Internet (Floyd et Fall, 1999). Cependant, TCP fourni un service trop riche et
inade´quat pour les flux temps-re´el. En effet, sa garantie de fiabilite´, retransmettant les pa-
quets identifie´s comme perdus, est offerte au prix d’un de´lai de transmission accru, souvent
au de´triment de la diffusion en continu.
Pour cette raison, DCCP (Kohler et al., 2006a,b) a e´te´ propose´ afin de fournir un protocole
de transport non fiable mais pouvant ajuster sa vitesse d’e´mission au chemin emprunte´.
DCCP dispose d’un syste`me permettant de se´lectionner le syste`me de controˆle de conges-
tion. Parmi les options, TFRC (Floyd et al., 2000; Widmer, 2003; Floyd et al., 2008),
un syste`me reproduisant le de´bit de TCP suivant le mode`le de Padhye et al. (1998), est
disponible. Ce type de me´canisme base´ sur une e´quation s’est montre´ bien adapte´ pour
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supporter l’envoi en continu de flux multime´dia en raison de l’e´volution sans heurt de
la vitesse d’envoi (Floyd et al., 2008). Cependant, TFRC utilise toujours les pertes de
paquets comme indicateur ine´quivoque de congestion. Comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment,
cette hypothe`se est mise a` mal par les re´seaux sans fil et les e´ve´nements de mobilite´. De
plus, en raison de l’adaptation graduelle du de´bit d’e´mission, TFRC ne s’adapte pas assez
rapidement a` des chemins re´seau offrant une meilleure QoS.
Nous proposons, dans le chapitre 4 (page 75), d’e´tudier ce proble`me spe´cifique a` la mobilite´,
et d’y apporter une solution. Nous commenc¸ons par une e´tude du comportement de TFRC
lors de ces e´ve´nements. Dans la section 4.2, apre`s un bref rappel du fonctionnement in-
terne de TFRC ainsi qu’une de´monstration en simulation des proble`mes en question, nous
de´rivons un mode`le de cet algorithme. Le mode`le nous permet de quantifier le nombre de
paquets induˆment envoye´s—et irre´me´diablement perdus—lors de la de´connexion, le de´lai
avant la reprise de la transmission une fois la nouvelle connexion e´tablie ainsi que celui ne´-
cessaire a` l’adaptation a` un chemin re´seau offrant une capacite´ plus large. Nous quantifions
e´galement la capacite´ « gaˆche´e », c.-a`-d., qui aurait pu eˆtre utilise´e si ces de´lais e´taient
nuls. Afin de diminuer ces facteurs, nous proposons, dans la section 4.3, une extension de
l’algorithme de TFRC, sous forme de nouveaux e´tats et options, permettant de suspendre
l’e´mission des paquets avant la de´connexion du re´seau courant, puis de re´tablir le de´bit,
et l’augmenter si possible, de`s la reconnexion au nouveau re´seau. Dans la section 4.4, nous
e´valuons par simulations la performance de notre extension et montrons qu’elle permet
ge´ne´ralement de re´duire a` la fois le nombre de paquets perdus et la capacite´ gaˆche´e apre`s
la reconnexion. Dans cette meˆme section, nous utilisons aussi une imple´mentation dans
le noyau Linux de notre proposition afin d’e´valuer son impact sur la qualite´ d’une vide´o
diffuse´e en temps-re´el lors d’un cas d’usage typique. Cette de´monstration met en avant
le gain de qualite´ accessible graˆce a` notre extension en comparaison avec celle obtenue
normalement par TFRC.
5 Pre´cision d’une bibliothe`que d’instrumentation (chapitre 5)
Ayant pre´sente´ des exemples d’e´le´ments de de´cision et d’action pour notre architecture
inter-couche, il nous reste a` e´tudier la phase d’observation. L’e´le´ment en charge de cette
taˆche doit eˆtre capable d’obtenir les me´triques repre´sentatives des performances courantes
de l’ensemble des couches de la pile protocolaire, ainsi que les informations quantitatives
concernant les re´seaux couramment accessibles. Ces donne´es peuvent eˆtre utilise´es im-
me´diatement ou conserve´es aux coˆte´s d’autres de´tails contextuels afin de supporter des
algorithmes de pre´dictions (p. ex., Rathnayake and Ott, 2008 ou Petander, 2009).
Comme mentionne´ dans la section 2 (et le chapitre 2) les outils classiques permettant de
mesurer activement ces me´triques, ou de les observer passivement, tendent a` rapporter
leurs re´sultats dans des formats qui leurs sont spe´cifiques, et sont incompatibles entre
eux. Ceci limite leur utilisabilite´ dans le cadre de notre architecture inter-couche. De plus,
certains indicateurs sont de´ja` calcule´s en interne par les e´le´ments de la pile pour lesquels
ils sont pertinents. Plutoˆt que de re-mesurer activement ces derniers ou de les estimer, il
parait plus approprie´ de les extraire directement des couches idoines (p. ex. le RTT observe´
par le protocole de transport). Certaines API permettent d’exposer ces me´triques internes
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(comme l’instrumentation Web100 pour TCP ; voir Mathis et al., 2003), mais ces interfaces
sont l’exception plutoˆt que la re`gle.
Dans ce contexte, OML (White et al., 2010) semble susceptible d’apporter des solutions.
OML est compose´ d’une bibliothe`que d’instrumentation et d’un syste`me de collecte initia-
lement de´veloppe´s pour centraliser les mesures provenant d’expe´riences re´seau distribue´es.
Ce syste`me fournit une API permettant au de´veloppeur d’une application, ou celui en
charge d’instrumenter un outil provenant d’une tierce-partie, de rapporter n’importe quel
type de donne´e en utilisant le protocole d’OML. Toute information transmise de cette
manie`re est horodate´e et stocke´e dans une base de donne´es, ce qui permet un acce`s unifie´
et une corre´lation aise´e des donne´es provenant de plusieurs sources. Nous sugge´rons donc
l’utilisation d’OML comme le bus de collecte des me´triques observe´es par notre architecture
inter-couche, permettant la centralisation des indicateurs de performance pertinents ainsi
que des informations contextuelles approprie´es et leur mise a` disposition de l’algorithme
de de´cision dans un format consolide´. Bien que de´crite comme le´ge`re, la bibliothe`que d’ins-
trumentation d’OML, e´tant utilise´e au sein meˆme de l’application, risque d’en perturber le
fonctionnement. Il est donc important de caracte´riser pre´cise´ment l’influence de cet outil
sur les applications s’en servant comme leur syste`me de rapport.
Dans le chapitre 5 (page 103), nous de´veloppons une approche expe´rimentale pour com-
parer les performance d’outils de mesure actifs ou passifs. Nous nous en servons pour
caracte´riser l’impact d’OML (elle-meˆme de´crite plus en de´tails dans la section 5.2) sur la
performance des applications instrumente´es, et la pre´cision des mesures rapporte´es. Nous
avons choisi d’e´tudier cet impact sur deux applications : l’outil de mesure active de capacite´
Iperf, et la bibliothe`que d’observation passive libtrace. Nous de´crivons l’instrumentation
de ces outils dans la section 5.3.1. Nous e´valuons l’effet de plusieurs facteurs explicatifs,
comme la quantite´ d’information rapporte´e ou le de´bit du trafic observe´ (ou ge´ne´re´), sur
les variables indicatives de la performance de l’application et de la pre´cision de ses rap-
ports. Les se´ries d’expe´riences que nous avons conduites pour ce faire sont de´crites dans
la section 5.3.2. Dans la section 5.4, nous pre´sentons les re´sultats, nous assurons de leur
qualite´, et utilisons des analyses de variance afin d’identifier les possibles de´viations des
variables a` expliquer en fonction des facteurs expe´rimentaux. Dans la section 5.5, nous dis-
cutons les domaines d’ope´ration et sce´narios dans lesquels l’impact d’OML est ne´gligeable
ou non. Pour certains cas ou` la fre´quence de mesure ou la quantite´ de donne´es a` rapporter
s’ave`rent trop importantes pour e´viter un biais, nous sugge´rons e´galement quelques recom-
mandations sur la fac¸on approprie´e d’instrumenter les applications et de mettre en place
le chemin de collecte. Nos re´sultats supportent l’utilisation de ce syste`me comme bus de
collecte de notre architecture, et sugge`rent que meˆme une instrumentation na¨ıve utilisant
OML peut rivaliser avec un syste`me sophistique´ de rapport de´veloppe´ manuellement.
6 Conclusion (chapitre 6)
Le chapitre 6 (page 127) conclut cette the`se. Nous y re´sumons d’abord les proble`mes
auxquels les e´quipements mobiles sont couramment confronte´s. Cette the`se se place dans
un contexte forme´ de la ge´ne´ralisation des acce`s sans fil, du nombre croissant de re´seaux
proposant une telle connectivite´, de la portabilite´ de terminaux informatiques de plus en
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plus puissants et de la demande croissante de connectivite´ lie´e a` l’e´mergence de nouveaux
usages et applications. Les technologies, relativement anciennes, a` la base d’Internet ne
sont plus entie`rement ade´quates pour ces nouveaux environnements. Plusieurs proble`mes
se posent alors, tels que la se´lection du re´seau le plus indique´ pour supporter les besoins
d’une application donne´e, le manque d’adaptabilite´ des algorithmes de la pile protocolaire
aux conditions changeantes introduites par ces de´cisions, et le besoin d’observer l’environ-
nement afin de pouvoir adopter la meilleure strate´gie.
Nous rappelons ensuite les contributions de cette the`se visant a` aborder ces proble`mes.
Elles se basent sur une architecture inter-couche se´parant les e´tapes d’observation de l’en-
vironnement, de choix des parame`tres permettant une bonne performance du syste`me, et
de passage de ces parame`tres aux diverses couches de la pile protocolaire. Les ide´es et
conclusions principales des chapitres 3, 4 et 5 sont par la suite re´sume´es :
• mode´lisation de l’environnement d’un terminal mobile multi-connecte´, et de´monstra-
tion que conside´rer des crite`res de haut niveau plutoˆt qu’uniquement les me´triques
re´seau est plus adapte´ pour le choix des re´seaux d’acce`s et la distribution des flots
applicatifs ;
• mode´lisation du comportement de TFRC lors des e´ve´nements de mobilite´ et intro-
duction d’une extension a` cet algorithme permettant une meilleure adaptation aux
migrations entre re´seaux he´te´roge`nes, ainsi que son e´valuation par simulation et son
imple´mentation dans le noyau Linux de cette proposition ;
• e´tude de la performance d’une bibliothe`que d’instrumentation de´montrant que, en
raison de son faible impact sur les performances des applications instrumente´es et la
pre´cision des mesures rapporte´es, son usage est indique´ pour la phase d’observation
de notre architecture.
Finalement, nous offrons des perspectives pour une continuation des travaux commence´s
durant cette the`se. Nous ouvrons aussi sur d’autres proble`mes lie´s a` ce the`me qui sont
apparus comme importants au cours du travail de´crit dans cette dissertation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Old Designs and the New Internet
The bases of the technologies in use today for the Internet date back to the early sixties,
and their first implementations a decade later (Leiner et al., 2009). A solid communication
architecture based on separating functionalities into stacked layers (OSI model; Zimmer-
mann, 1980; ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994) allowed the gradual upgrade of existing systems and
the introduction of new services. At the time of the conception of the TCP/IP suite,
computer networks were relatively simple and made up of a relatively small number of
end-hosts. Hosts were static and had wired connections to one of their site’s upstream
routers through their single network adapter. In contrast, the situation today is much
more complex, due to multiple factors outlined below.
Increasing Prevalence of Wireless Access The way end-hosts connect to the net-
work is now much more heterogeneous. Wireless connectivity, both in licensed (e.g., 3G or
WiMAX; 3GPP TS 22.101; IEEE Std 802.16-2009) and unlicensed (e.g., Wi-Fi; IEEE Std
802.11-2007) frequency bands can now be integrated within even the smallest terminals.
However, the increased variability of access network properties (e.g., packet loss rates or
delay variability) due to various non-congestion related events such as packet collision or
signal fading, has adverse consequences on the overall performance. A well known example
is that of TCP which assumes that a lost packet is an indication of network congestion
and reacts by reducing its packet-sending rate (Xylomenos et al., 2001). This assumption
was valid in a fully wired network; however, in an increasing number of situations, this is
no longer the case.
Mobile Computing and Concurrent Access The reduction in size of electronic com-
ponents has paved the way for highly portable yet powerful devices. Smart-phones, tablets
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and other portable devices provide their users with networked terminals combining both
portability and computational power. Those devices change physical location as their
owner, carrying them, attends to their daily tasks. Moreover, it is common for these
devices to implement several wireless technologies to provide a better coverage, thus be-
coming multihomed, with a number of uplink/downlink combinations providing connectiv-
ity to the Internet, and different addresses on each interface. This dynamically changing
environment creates both an opportunity to choose between different wireless networks
and the requirement to take appropriate decisions in order to ensure the “Always Best
Connected” (ABC; Gustafsson and Jonsson, 2003) performance and applications quality.
It also puts new requirements on the ability to handle periods with lack of connectivity or
transitions between different networks.
New Connectivity Modes Opportunistic communications use direct device-to-device
links, rather than the infrastructure, to provide communications which are established in
an ad hoc manner. A routing domain can be built on top of these Mobile Ad hoc Net-
works (MANET; Perkins and Royer, 1999; Jacquet et al., 2002) to provide multi-hop reach-
ability. The Internet core can also be used as a support for longer range continuation of
locally initiated communications (Wakikawa et al., 2007). Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN;
Fall, 2003) use the physical mobility patterns of the devices to relay messages to their des-
tination over time-varying overlay networks. Recent years have also seen the emergence of
User-Provided Networks (UPN; Sofia and Mendes, 2008), where users share their upstream
connectivity by relaying packets from guest wireless clients. Depending on the resource
that a user wants to access, it may prove more efficient to establish a direct connection to
the topologically closest UPN rather than via the infrastructure.
Drastic Scale Increase With the lowering cost of electronics, it is now common to see
several personal computers in family homes, with high speed connections to the Internet.
The reduction in size of electronic components has also allowed for very small devices,
such as sensors equipped with a network stack, to be deployed at will. The currently
deployed IP version 4 (IPv4) only allows for 4.3 billions addresses, notwithstanding re-
served ranges (Cotto and Vegoda, 2010). As of late 2011, the exhaustion of this address
pool (at the RIR level) is dangerously nigh (Huston, 2011). This problem was foreseen
by researchers in the early nineties, and led to the development of the next generation
of the protocol (Deering and Hinden, 1998). IPv6 addresses the scale increase problem
by offering an extended address space (3.4× 1038 addresses), the correction of issues that
were observed with IPv4, and a better extensibility.
Although the scale increase challenge has already been addressed with the introduction
of IPv6, other issues caused by the use of wireless access and mobility are still present.
These affect the TCP/IP stack, which was designed for fixed links and stationary hosts.
In addition to this, the availability of concurrent access to multiple networks and new
connectivity modes offer the end devices (and users) the option of more appropriately
selecting the best way to establish a communication with a remote peer. Finally, new
applications leveraging these evolving communications opportunities are appearing; these
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put additional requirements on the networks that support them. We provide an overview
of such applications in the following section.
1.2 Emerging Uses
The new factors presented above allow for new and innovative uses of networked devices.
This in turn introduces additional requirements for the underlying network technologies.
Here we present what we perceive as the most prominent use cases.
1.2.1 Multimedia Applications
Early computer networks were used for only a handful of tasks including remote terminals,
electronic mail and data file transfers. Though those applications are still relevant today,
emerging multimedia applications like media streaming and video on demand (VoD) are
becoming the norm for everyday Internet use. These are used in entertainment, education
or health, to name but a few areas. Multimedia content puts an increasing strain on the
network capacity, both wired and wireless, which is required to support such applications
and their exponentially increasing user base.
In addition to overall capacity, a specific per-application data rate and other quality para-
meters like delays need to be controlled to allow for a seamless playback at the receiver.
Some flexibility can be afforded by buffering data before starting playback in order to
hide transient delay variations, at the cost increased average delay. However, this solution
cannot be easily used in the case of interactive applications such as voice over IP (VoIP)
or video conferencing, which provide two-way communications and cannot afford delays
introduced by large buffers. Additionally, even with non-interactive applications like VoD,
excessive use of buffering can result in potentially unacceptable (to the user) start-up
delays. Other solutions therefore need be explored.
1.2.2 Intelligent Transportation Systems
A second area which has been receiving a lot of attention from the research community in
recent years is that of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS; e.g., Laurgeau, 2009). En-
abling vehicles to communicate over standardised communication channels allows for large
scale cooperation both with the infrastructure (V2I/I2V) and between vehicles (V2V).
Several classes of applications are foreseen by Khaled et al. (2009), as outlined below.
Safety Perhaps the most important aspect, safety services could leverage the network
connectivity to propagate warning messages and allow for collaborative incident manage-
ment. Several European projects have already studied this aspect and proposed architec-
tural prototypes (La Fortelle et al., 2007; SeVeCom project, 2008; COMeSafety project,
2009)
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Traffic and fleet management On a more day-to-day basis, vehicular networks can
be beneficial to traffic monitoring and management. Services such as alternative routes,
vehicle tracking or parking spot discovery can easily be envisioned. Moreover, this could
pave the way to fully automated cooperative driving by allowing direct communication
between closeby vehicles (Bouraoui et al., 2006).
Comfort and mobility Finally, as standard technologies are deployed, legacy Internet
applications can also be used. Web browsing, inter- and extra-vehicular text and voice
conversations, or live video streaming from remote locations are only a few examples of
future typical in-car activities.
A specific instance of MANETs, Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) have been widely
explored (Wakikawa et al., 2005; Lorchat and Uehara, 2006; Ha¨rri et al., 2006; Naumov
et al., 2006; Ernst and La Fortelle, 2006; Mehani et al., 2007) to provide communication
between nearby vehicles and the roadside infrastructure. Geographic networking, where
the information is routed based on the physical location of the nodes, is also getting
increased consideration (GeoNet project, 2010)
The importance of having standard and interoperable technologies has been recognised
in ITS (Ernst, 2006) and some of the above requirements have already been addressed
by standardisation bodies. An amendment to the Wi-Fi standard, 802.11p (IEEE Std
802.11p-2010), has been ratified at IEEE to address the specificities of vehicular and
Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC). A common vehicular networking archi-
tecture is also currently being standardised at ISO as Communications Access for Land
Mobiles (CALM; ISO 25111:2009), as well as at ETSI (ETSI EN 302 665, 2010). Most
notably for our purpose, CALM specifies the use of IPv6 and its extensions for all Internet-
related communications (ISO 21210:2011).
In this context, the comfort class of applications becomes a superset of the multimedia
content use-case of the previous section, and shares the same issues related to both network
capacity and the quality of service required to support them with an experience acceptable
to users. In addition, traffic management and, to an even greater degree, safety applic-
ations introduce more stringent requirements in terms of delivery latency and reliability
required from the networks used to carry their traffic. The ITS use-case therefore also
requires solutions supporting increased quality of network applications in mobile contexts.
1.3 Need for Palliative Solutions to Cater for New Uses
As mentioned previously, there is a growing mismatch between the standard services that
TCP/IP can provide, the current environment in which nodes implementing this stack
evolve, and the requirements introduced by use-cases in mobile contexts. More specifically,
we identify two main problems which need be addressed in order to bridge this gap.
Network Selection With an increasing number of available connectivity options, a
choice can and has to be made on which links to establish, and where to distribute data
flows so the applications’ requirements can be best met according to the current network
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availabitily and characteristics. However these decisions are currently made irrespective
of the applications needs, and are usually based on simplistic heuristics (Wasserman and
Seite, 2011).
Adaptability to Changes In a mobile environment, where network links can be es-
tablished and applications flows redistributed at will, the heterogeneity of the wireless
technologies and network provisioning may result in wide changes in path characteristics.
The current protocols of the TCP/IP stack are not designed for such sudden changes and,
as they cannot adapt quickly to improvements in network characteristics, may not deliver
to the applications the maximum capacity supported by the current path (Bansal et al.,
2001).
It is the primary goal of this dissertation to address these problems. We intend to provide
elements to answer the following question.
How to enable mobile nodes to maintain the best quality for applications and
services from the available dynamically changing network resources, and sup-
port graceful degradation of the quality when the resources are scarce?
The increasingly pressing requirement to address the growing gap in the functionalities
of the current Internet technologies and the needs of the emerging applications, services
and connectivity modes, has led to a large body of research work in recent years. The
clean slate approach, advocated by Clark (2009), amongst others, has received a lot of
attention. However, the recognised problem of redesigning technology without backwards
compatibility has hampered significant adoption in this direction. The second approach
is more conservative, and based on incremental improvements. We perceive the latter to
be a more cautious way to ensure improved functionality without a full redesign and the
associated negative aspects related to the need for full deployment of new, incompatible,
technologies. In the remainder of the thesis, we will propose solutions in line with this
direction.
As previously noted, the TCP/IP suite is not well equipped to appropriately address all
of the new requirements described in previous sections. Though it provides a functional
and resilient best effort service, the layered approach limits the view of each component
and deprives them of potentially useful information needed to provide an overall better
experience. It is recognised that the inter-layer application programming interface (API)
needs to be extended to expose the missing relevant information (Shakkottai et al., 2003).
Historically, knowledgeable users have been playing this role by adjusting the parameters
of their equipment to better match their requirements. However, it is important nowadays
that the devices themselves are able to adapt on behalf of non-technical users, thereby
bridging the “wizard gap” (Mathis, 1999).
To this end, a large number of cross-layer designs have been proposed (Srivastava and
Motani, 2005). Those approaches establish a specific non-standard communication channel
between two or more layers of the stack, adjacent or not. However, cross-layer protocols
tend to create much tighter binds than is desirable between the modified elements of
the stack. Due to several unintended interactions or broken assumptions which are often
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created at the same time, let alone their over-specification to a subset problem, Kawadia
and Kumar (2005) raised some concerns about the large scale applicability of such designs.
In this thesis, we propose to work in the same direction, but stay clear of the unintended
interactions mentioned by Kawadia and Kumar (2005). Perhaps the most generic model to
do so has been proposed by Thomas (2007). It makes use of the Observe, Orient, Decide,
Act (OODA) loop (Figure 1.1) introduced in the military (Boyd, 1995) to represent the
necessary steps in adapting to a changing environment to achieve a defined set of objectives.
It consists of four different steps: the first two steps of observation and orientation include
acquiring and analysing information from the environment; the next step involves making
decisions based on this information and the objectives to achieve. The final step includes
appropriate actions to apply those decisions.
Observe
Orient
Decide
Act
Environment
Figure 1.1 The OODA loop, describing the iterative process needed to adapt to a changing environment:
Observe, Orient, Decide and Act.
1.4 Contributions: Enhancing Mobile Networks Performance
This section summarises our contributions and lists the publications relevant to each topic,
while the rest of this dissertation provides details of the proposed solutions. A compre-
hensive list of all the publications and other contributions of this thesis is available as
Appendix A (page 161).
The remainder of this dissertation is in line with the different steps of the OODA loop.
We envision that a cross-layer framework such as shown in Figure 1.2 can be built from
the components described in this thesis.
We first review the context and the related state of the art, as well as relevant performance
metrics, in Chapter 2. The next chapters then cover the contributions of this thesis, as
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Figure 1.2 Proposed system framework linking the contributions of this thesis.
summarised below. We conclude this dissertation, and consider future research directions
in Chapter 6.
1.4.1 Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Tight cross-layer designs are oblivious of the overall use of the system they are implemented
in, and only focus on improving their own performance in terms of their own metrics.
Only in some very specific cases do those mechanisms provide an actual improvement in
the global performance from the user’s point of view.
In Chapter 3, corresponding to the“decide”phase of Figure 1.1, we thus propose the use of
a system external to the stack which overlooks its behaviour, and adapts the parameters
at various layers in order to improve some specified performance metrics. In this thesis,
we mainly focus on the quality of experience (QoE) a user perceives when using a mobile
device.
Our first contribution is the model of the interactions between the layers of the stack, and
the rest of the network. Based on this model, we conclude that the main problems which
need to be addressed include the decisions on when and to which of the many available
wireless networks a node should attach, how it should distribute application flows when
several uplinks are available, and how application parameters and codecs should be selected
to match the quality of service (QoS) thus made available.
The following publications are based on this contribution.
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• Olivier Mehani, Roksana Boreli, and Thierry Ernst. Context-adaptive vehicular
network optimization. In Marion Berbineau, Makoto Itami, and GuangJun Wen,
editors, ITST 2009, 9th International Conference on Intelligent Transport Systems
Telecommunications, pages 186–191. IEEE Computer Society, October 2009a. ISBN
1-4244-1178-5,
• Olivier Mehani, Roksana Boreli, Michael Maher, and Thierry Ernst. User- and
application-centric multihomed flow management. In Tom Pfeifer and Anura Jay-
asumana, editors, LCN 2011, 36th IEEE Conference on Local Computer Networks,
pages 26–34. IEEE Computer Society, IEEE Computer Society, October 2011a.
1.4.2 Mobility-Aware Transport Protocol
Chapter 4 considers the performance of transport protocols in mobility situations. We first
study the effects of network hand-offs, which create packet losses and delay variations, on
the rate at which the congestion control algorithms allow packets to be sent. We then
proceed to leverage the decision and control framework described above to enhance some
transport layer algorithms to use the extra information and better adapt to mobility events.
This corresponds to the “act” phase of Figure 1.1.
More specifically, we study the TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC; Floyd et al., 2000).
This algorithm computes the sending rate using an equation modelling TCP’s behaviour.
Because it bases its rate computation on the same parameters as TCP, it is also sensitive
to non congestion-related losses. All losses are perceived as the indication of a congestion,
which results in unnecessary reduction of the packet sending rate. In addition, due to its
slow responsiveness (Bansal et al., 2001), TFRC has trouble adapting efficiently to better
network characteristics.
As the second contribution of this thesis, we derive and validate a model of the rate
evolution during a handover between two networks, in order to quantify the performance
degradation. We then propose and evaluate Freeze-TFRC, a handover-aware congestion
control mechanism. As TFRC is a rate control mechanism rather than a complete trans-
port protocol, we focus on its implementation within the Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol (DCCP; Kohler et al., 2006a), a congestion-controlled but unreliable transport
protocol.
We finally show how Freeze-DCCP/TFRC’s properties make it of prime interest, in scen-
arios with mobility handovers, to carry real-time traffic via shared networks and preserve
a good QoE.
The following publications are based on this contribution.
• Olivier Mehani and Roksana Boreli. Adapting TFRC to mobile networks with fre-
quent disconnections. In Keith W. Ross and Leandros Tassiulas, editors, CoNEXT
2008, 4th ACM International Conference on emerging Networking EXperiments and
Technologies, Student Workshop. ACM SIGCOMM, ACM, December 2008. ISBN
978-1-60558-210-8. doi: 10.1145/1544012.1544049,
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• Olivier Mehani, Roksana Boreli, and Thierry Ernst. Analysis of TFRC in discon-
nected scenarios and performance improvements with Freeze-DCCP. In Jo¨rg Ott
and Kun Tan, editors, MobiArch 2009, 4th International Workshop on Mobility in
the Evolving Internet Architecture. ACM SIGMOBILE, ACM, June 2009b. ISBN
978-1-60558-688-5/09/06,
• Olivier Mehani, Roksana Boreli, Guillaume Jourjon, and Thierry Ernst. Mobile mul-
timedia streaming improvements with Freeze-DCCP. In Romit R. Choudhury and
Henrik Lundgren, editors, MobiCom 2010, 16th Annual International Conference
on Mobile Computing and Networking, Demonstration Session. ACM SIGMOBILE,
September 2010.
1.4.3 Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
Both previous proposals require measurements of the current network performance and
environment. This corresponds to the “observe and orient” phases of Figure 1.1. To this
end, we propose the use of the OMF Measurement Library (OML; White et al., 2010).
This off-the-shelf open source instrumentation library enables direct reporting of perform-
ance metrics, with a low overhead, for corresponding instrumented applications. However,
no previous work exists to evaluate the measurement overhead, or to validate the set of
use-cases where OML instrumentation can provide an acceptable accuracy.
The third contribution in this thesis, presented in Chapter 5, is an experimental process
to compare active and passive network measurement tools. We apply it to characterise the
impact of OML instrumentations, and the quality of the reported measurements. Our res-
ults confirm that this tool is well suited for both experimental performance measurements
and to obtain live feedback from a networked system, in order to collect the information
necessary to make the right decisions.
This chapter is based on the work and experience described in the following publications.
• Olivier Mehani, Guillaume Jourjon, Jolyon White, Thierry Rakotoarivelo, Roksana
Boreli, and Thierry Ernst. Characterisation of the effect of a measurement library on
the performance of instrumented tools. Technical Report 4879, NICTA, May 2011b,
• Manabu Tsukada, Olivier Mehani, and Thierry Ernst. Simultaneous usage of NEMO
and MANET for vehicular communication. In Miguel P. de Leon, editor, TridentCom
2008, 4th International Conference on Testbeds and Research Infrastructures for the
Development of Networks & Communities. ICST (Institute for Computer Sciences,
Social-Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering), March 2008. ISBN 978-
963-9799-24-0,
• Jose´ Santa, Manabu Tsukada, Thierry Ernst, Olivier Mehani, and Antonio F. Go´mez-
Skarmeta. Assessment of VANET multi-hop routing over an experimental plat-
form. International Journal of Internet Protocol Technology, 4(3):158–172, Septem-
ber 2009. ISSN 1743-8209. doi: 10.1504/IJIPT.2009.028655,
• Manabu Tsukada, Jose´ Santa, Olivier Mehani, Yacine Khaled, and Thierry Ernst.
Design and experimental evaluation of a vehicular network based on NEMO and
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MANET. EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing, 2010:1–18, Septem-
ber 2010. doi: 10.1155/2010/656407.
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Chapter 2
Context and State of the Art
The work presented in this dissertation builds upon existing technologies supporting
TCP/IP networks. Thus, in this chapter, we introduce this context. We first present
the relevant Internet protocols and the state of the art of mobility mechanisms. We then
review generic cross-layer designs, with an added focus on those supporting wireless net-
works and mobility, or mitigating their adverse effects. We also provide an overview of
the decision mechanisms which are used in these contexts. Finally, we include a summary
of performance metrics for networked mobile applications and tools for the evaluation and
reporting of these metrics.
2.1 IP Networks and Mobility
This section presents the standard protocols within the TCP/IP stack designed to support
end-to-end communication between Internet hosts. It then presents a summary of the work
and mechanisms which have been proposed to incrementally support host and network
mobility and multihoming.
2.1.1 The TCP/IP Stack
TCP/IP is an instantiation of the theoretical Open System Interconnection model (OSI;
ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994), which arranges protocols in a stack according to their respective
functions. Though the OSI model proposes seven layers, the TCP/IP suite is commonly
seen as made of only five.
The physical layer is in charge of the medium and covers tasks such as negotiating the
physical modulation or establishing electrical connections with other stations.
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The data link layer controls access to the medium and ensures proper reception of mes-
sages by the station on the other end of the segment.
The network layer is where inter-networking protocols reside; this layer comprises mech-
anisms for node addressing across network segments and message routing between
these addresses.
The transport layer maintains an end-to-end connection between network nodes re-
gardless of their location in the topology; features commonly implemented at this
layer include reliability, congestion control and multiplexing.
The application layer directly provides services to the end-user and relies on the rest
of the stack for support.
It is worth noting that this layered architecture is attracting increasing criticism in light of
new challenges, with numerous proposals to remodel it to current needs (e.g., Ford and Iy-
engar, 2008; Iyengar and Ford, 2009), or replace it by taking a clean slate approach (Clark,
2009; Goldstein and Day, 2010). However, we believe it is necessary to consider the current
TCP/IP stack when proposing incrementally deployable solutions.
IP as the Common Denominator
The Internet is designed for all the intelligence and control to be at the edges of the net-
work, in the communications endpoints, while the routers in between merely relay packets
towards their destination without complex processing (Saltzer et al., 1984). This allows
for easy incremental deployment of new technologies and applications without having to
upgrade the core networks. The use of IP1 at layer 3 has helped decouple transport layer
and applications from the lower layers by abstracting their respective functionalities. This
approach led to the familiar Internet hourglass (Figure 2.1) where IP, as the inevitable
protocol, forms the waist, and a number of options are supported below and above it.
The most common version of IP at the moment, IPv4, uses 32-bit addresses which allow for
almost 4.3× 109 possibilities. However the available IPv4 address pool is nearing its end.
The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has already depleted its address pool,
and the same is expected to happen soon to the RIRs (Huston, 2011). Sharing a single
public address is possible and already a reality but Ford et al. (2011), amongst others,
recommend against it. Indeed, address sharing creates problems for applications relying
on end-to-end reachability, introduces single points of failure and obfuscates the network
characteristics from some control and adaptation protocols. Foreseeing this global prob-
lem, work on a new version of IP started in the early 1990s and resulted in IPv6 (Deering
and Hinden, 1998). Offering a 128-bit address space (more than 3.4× 1038 addresses), the
transition to IPv6 is now unavoidable, though still rather slow (Perset, 2010).
The extended address space provided by IPv6 also enables direct addressing of objects, such
as personal sensors (Kushalnagar et al., 2007) or in-vehicle devices (Ernst, 2007). Another
1IP is actually a suite of several protocols, such as Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) or various
neighbour discovery mechanisms, allowing maintenance and management of the network in addition to
addressing and routing.
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Figure 2.1 The Internet hourglass. IP has become the ubiquitous connection between heterogeneous
network physical technologies and application protocols.
possibility made available, owing to this larger address pool, is the concurrent use of
multiple addressing schemes. For example, geographical addressing and multicast routing
is considered for information dissemination within networks of vehicles (Baldessari et al.,
2008; GeoNet project, 2010; ETSI TS 102 636-3, 2010). As will be seen in section 2.1.4,
IPv6 also provides a much wider support for various mobility mechanisms and needs.
For these reasons, it would make little sense to study future opportunities and enabling
mechanisms for IPv4. Therefore, this thesis will focus on IPv6, which is assumed whenever
“IP” is mentionned without version qualifier in the rest of this dissertation.
Semantic-Rich Transport Services
The first role of a transport protocol is to provide an interface for applications to make
use of the best effort service provided by IP networks. Most transport protocols also
enhance this service by implementing various control mechanisms such as multiplexing,
connection-oriented semantics, reliability or congestion control. This section reviews the
most prominent ones, with a focus on the semantics they offer to the application and the
rate control mechanisms. Table 2.1 offers a comparison viewpoint.
UDP and UDP-Lite The User Datagram Protocol (UDP; Postel, 1980) merely allows
applications to carry their datagrams on top of IP packets. It however allows to multiplex
several applications at a single address (i.e., on a single host). UDP also provides integrity
checks in the form of a checksum. However, it may not always be desirable to enforce
full integrity, e.g., in the case of bit-error resilient media codecs which can recover from
partially altered frames. For this reason, UDP-Lite (Larzon et al., 2004) has been proposed,
which differs from UDP in the possibility of having only a partial checksum coverage.
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Table 2.1 Feature sets of the common transport protocols standardised at IETF. Symbol ◦ identifies
optional features or extensions and b is used for alternative mandatory options.
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SCTP • ◦ ◦ • • • • •
DCCP • b b • •
TCP The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP; Postel, 1981) exposes a stream interface
to the application, and ensures reliable (no loss nor error) and in-order delivery of the data
to the receiving end. Contrary to UDP, it is connection-oriented. This allows, amongst
other features, to provide flow control, where the receiving end of the connection informs
the sender of its available buffer space as a receiver window (rwnd), to prevent more data
than can currently be stored to be sent.
One of the most important features of TCP is its congestion avoidance mechanism (Allman
et al., 2009). It is based on an additive increase of its congestion window (cwnd, the number
of bytes that can be in flight) every round-trip time (RTT) and a multiplicative decrease
when losses are observed (AIMD). It is also very commonly used as a reference point of
comparison for other such mechanisms (Floyd and Fall, 1999; Bansal et al., 2001; Floyd,
2008). Most notably, fairness to TCP is a very sought-after criterion for algorithms to
be deployed on public networks, due to the fact that the majority of applications on the
Internet currently use TCP. There is however some contention with respect to how this
fairness should be assessed (Briscoe, 2007).
To adapt to a network path more efficiently without overloading it, a slow-start mechanism
complements the AIMD mechanism. Its role is to exponentially probe the path to discover
its available capacity. In this mode, TCP doubles its cwnd every RTT. A slow-start
threshold (ssthresh) is used to detect when to terminate this phase. When cwnd >
ssthresh, the congestion avoidance mechanism is used.
SCTP The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP; Stewart, 2007) has been de-
signed to offer a more flexible choice of feature combinations than TCP or UDP. First, it
can multiplex sub-streams within the same congestion-controlled (slow-start and AIMD)
channel. Second, contrary to TCP, SCTP’s semantic is message-oriented. It maintains the
boundaries of the messages so the receiving application can use them without the need to
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implement its own stream delimiters. Third, in-order delivery is optional, and SCTP can
be instructed to report messages to the application immediately even if earlier messages
have not been received yet. Finally, though initially a fully-reliable protocol, extensions
have also been introduced to support partially reliable operation (Stewart et al., 2004).
DCCP The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP; Kohler et al., 2006a,b)
has also been proposed to provide connection-oriented congestion-controlled datagrams
streams. However, contrary to SCTP it does not enforce delivery reliability (i.e., no
retransmission of lost datagrams nor reordering upon arrival). This makes it a well suited
transport protocol for application such as multimedia streaming, where timeliness of data
arrival is more important than reliability.
DCCP has been designed with modularity in mind, and several congestion control mechan-
isms (identified by their Congestion Control Identifier, CCID) can be chosen. A TCP-like
congestion control algorithm, CCID 2 (Floyd and Kohler, 2006), follows TCP’s cwnd-based
mechanism made of slow-start and AIMD. CCID 3 (Floyd et al., 2006) uses TFRC (see
below). CCID 4 (Floyd and Kohler, 2009) has also been proposed as a variant of CCID 3
for small packets such as used for voice over IP (VoIP).
TFRC The TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) is not a transport protocol per se,
but an equation-based rate control mechanism (Floyd et al., 2000; Widmer, 2003; Floyd
et al., 2008). It uses network-gathered metrics like the RTT and the number of packet
losses (more precisely, the loss event rate) and the data rate observed by the receiver to
compute the allowed sending rate, following a model equation of the throughput of TCP
Reno (Allman et al., 1999) under the same conditions (Padhye et al., 1998).
The use of an equation-based rate control makes the rate changes smoother, which is more
appropriate for the streaming of multimedia content than the abrupt changes introduced
by AIMD (Floyd et al., 2008). Chen et al. (2004) also argued that such class of rate con-
trols tends to be more resilient to wireless losses. TFRC thus appropriately complements
DCCP’s unreliable datagram transport in current environments. Lochin et al. (2010) have
also built a reliable transport protocol based on TFRC, as a smoother alternative to TCP.
Heterogeneous Physical Media
While IP was first used on fully wired infrastructures, the last decade has seen the wide-
spread use of consumer-grade wireless devices. In addition to the common ethernet net-
works (IEEE Std 802.3-2008), with capacities commonly between 1Mbps and 10Gbps
(but up to 100Gbps), the last hop connecting user devices to the Internet can now cross
a wide range of wireless technologies, in both licensed and unlicensed frequency bands.
Table 2.2 summarises the characteristics of the technologies presented below.
Unlicensed Band Wi-Fi (IEEE Std 802.11-2007) provides a low cost wireless solution
which can generally provide data rates from between 1 and 54Mbps, and up to 150Mbps
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Table 2.2 Summary of the characteristics of common last-hop physical network technologies. Figures in parentheses are the true maximums of the standards,
but are not commonly seen in user devices yet.
Technology Link capacity [bps] Delay [ms]
Downstream Upstream
Theoretical (from standards)
Ethernet (IEEE Std 802.3-2008) 1M–10G (up to 100G with IEEE Std 802.3ba-2010) (usually 1–10)
Wi-Fi (IEEE Std 802.11-2007) 1–150M (half duplex) —
WiMAX (IEEE Std 802.16-2009) 128M 56M —
UMTS (W-CDMA; 3GPP TS 25.201) 384 k —
3G/LTE (HSPA; 3GPP TS 25.306) 1.8–14.4M (84.4M) 0.73–5.76M (23M) —
Measured (averages)
IEEE 802.11
4.85M (802.11b, no RTS; Benekos et al., 2004) 15.5 (up to 20m;
Karapantelakis and Iacovidis, 2005)
IEEE 802.16 9.5M (up to 5 km; Grøndalen et al., 2007) 89–167 (Halepovic et al., 2008)
W-CDMA (Prokkola et al., 2009) 370 k 69–98
HSPA (Prokkola et al., 2009) 2.80M 1.30M 40–46
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with later amendments. As 802.11 uses the unlicensed2 2.4, 3.6 and 5GHz radio bands,
anybody can set up such a network without prior authorisation, which makes that tech-
nology highly suitable for personal or ad hoc communication.
Licensed Band In the licensed frequency bands, the 3rd Generation Partnership Pro-
ject (3GPP) has specified several 3G technologies. Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS; 3GPP TS 25.201), which is already widely deployed in mobile phones,
is a cell-based network system with provision to relay IP packets from the mobiles to the
Internet core. 3G has been extended with new air interfaces such as High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA) to support Long Term Evolution (LTE) of the network. Though the
standard (3GPP TS 25.306) specifies downlink (resp. uplink) speeds of up to 84.4Mbps
(resp. 23Mbps), most current user equipments still do not appear to support rates above
14.4Mbps (resp. 5.76Mbps).
WiMAX (IEEE Std 802.16-2009) is another licensed band wireless broadband technology.
Though its initial specification covered fixed access provisioning only, later amendments
also cater for mobile uses. Its physical medium supports downlink rates of up to 128MBps,
while little less than half of it (56Mbps) is supported uplink. Due to licensing complexities,
WiMAX has however seen little deployment worldwide, and is likely to lose the competition
with the upcoming 4G/LTE from 3GPP (as already observable in data reported by Ashai
et al., 2011).
2.1.2 Impact of Wireless Media on TCP/IP Performance
Wireless technologies have different behaviours and characteristics as compared to wired
networks. This breaks some assumptions on which the TCP/IP control mechanisms were
based and causes disruptions in the performance of these protocols. The most important
difference concerns the origin of packet losses but other issues arise due to the greater mo-
bility and connectivity patterns that wireless technologies allow. This section summarises
these problems and reviews some of the proposals to mitigate them.
Wireless Losses
In a well maintained wired-only network, the only possible source of losses is a router
dropping packets due to its queue being full, that is, a congestion. In this context, packet
losses can clearly be considered to be fully equivalent to congestion events.
Wireless links, however, can experience losses for other reasons such as those related to
propagation impairments (e.g., low signal strength or physical obstacles) or collisions at
the receiver (e.g., hidden node problem, where two senders cannot “hear” each other and
transmit towards the same destination at the same time).
TCP’s AIMD does not handle such losses well, as it perceives them as congestion. New
update laws for cwnd have been proposed to replace this mechanism. TCP Vegas (Brakmo
and Peterson, 1995) attempts to identify congestion by reacting to changing RTTs, un-
2A notable exception, 802.11p, uses the 5.9GHz licensed band for vehicular communication purposes.
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der the assumption that their increase is due to congestion-induced increasing length of
queues at the intermediate routers. TCP Westwood (Mascolo et al., 2001) and West-
wood+ (Grieco and Mascolo, 2004) estimate the end-to-end capacity based on the rate
of acknowledgements (ACKs) and adapt the cwnd and ssthresh to match this estimate.
Other modifications have been proposed which extend the TCP protocol (Balakrishnan
et al., 1997), or address other congestion control mechanisms (e.g., for TFRC, Zhang et al.,
2008b).3
Balakrishnan et al. (1997) note that multiple layer-2 mitigating solutions have also been
proposed. Some standardised medium access control (MAC) protocols implement mech-
anisms to remediate or even avoid these losses. For example, in 802.11, each unicast frame
must be ACKed by the receiving station or it will be retransmitted (a limited number of
times). In addition, a signalling mechanism, request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS), can
be optionally enabled to reserve the channel between both nodes and mitigate the hidden
node problem. Most MAC mechanisms also adjust the physical data rate depending on
the channel conditions to ensure the majority of the packets can be successfully received.
These MAC techniques are however not entirely transparent to the upper layers and, if
they successfully recover from a link-layer loss, it is at the price of an increased delay
to transmit the packet or an overall rate reduction. Several studies have confirmed the
performance degradation of TCP on these wireless media (Xylomenos et al., 2001; Pilosof
et al., 2003; Benekos et al., 2004; Franceschinis et al., 2005).
Mobile Usage Patterns
Mobility, that is, the change of network point of attachment of a mobile device which has
one or more active communication session, presents both problems and opportunities. We
describe those in this section.
As table 2.2 has shown, the characteristics of wireless networks are very heterogeneous. In
addition, MAC layers may adjust the base data rate and other devices connected to the
wireless link may use a varying share of the capacity provisioned to that network. Moving
active data flows from one network to another—be it using the same technology (horizontal
handover) or a different one (vertical handover)—is therefore likely to abruptly change
all of the parameters (such as TCP’s RTT or TFRC’s sending rate) that the transport
protocol’s congestion control mechanism has been estimating and adapting to.
As the transport protocols commonly rely on averages of the estimated parameters, there
will likely be a delay in adapting to new conditions (Bansal et al., 2001). The consequences
of slow adaptation range from mild, i.e., underutilising the new network, to serious, when
the attempted rate is significantly higher than what the new network can support.
Therefore, with increased mobile usages, it becomes necessary that upper layer protocols
can adapt quickly to changes of physical medium.
3It is somewhat misleading that some of the proposed solutions include the term“mobile” in their name
while they really address wireless issues.
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Multihoming
Mobile devices are commonly equipped with several network interfaces supporting multiple
radio access technologies. Though early work focussed on selecting the best interface to
activate and use depending on the context—most common user appliances still do (Wasser-
man and Seite, 2011)—it is also possible to activate more than one interface.
Associating each interface to a selected network of the relevant technology, the mobile
device becomes multihomed. It is therefore reachable at several network addresses and can
choose which interface to use for outgoing packets. The concept of multihoming can also
be extended to networks (i.e., more than one node).
Standard transport protocols like TCP cannot benefit from multihoming natively, as their
notion of a connection socket is tightly bound to the network addresses in use. Standard
SCTP has a mechanism to register several IP addresses for the endpoint of an association
but they are only used as fail-over solutions. A similar extension for DCCP has been
proposed by Kohler (2006). Modifications for TCP to support simultaneous communic-
ation over multiple paths also follow the same concept and exchange information about
additional paths between endpoints (Ford et al., 2010).
Identifier/Locator Problem
The emergence of mobility and multihoming highlights a problem of the use of IP addresses
in transport protocols. IP addresses are locators indicating the topological position of a
node within the network. However, rather than with a specific location, transport-layer
connections are established with a given host. In a purely static topology where each host
has a single unchanging link to the rest of the network, as the Internet used to be, it is
safe to also use this IP address as an identifier for the endpoint (Zhang et al., 2007).
However, now that a single host can change locators during the lifetime of some con-
nections (mobility) or be reachable via several of them (multihoming), the problem of
unambiguously identifying the node arises (Lear and Droms, 2003). Moreover, as trans-
port protocols were designed to directly manipulate locators as identifiers, establishing
and using multihomed associations requires heavy modifications to the current protocol
stack implementations.
2.1.3 Mobility and Multihoming Support
Many mobility mechanisms have been proposed to mitigate the above-presented addressing
problem. Such proposals can be found at almost all layers from network to application of
the OSI model (Nazir and Seneviratne, 2007). Even though there are various arguments
in favour of mobility and multihoming support residing in a specific layer stack (Eddy,
2004b), the question remains largely open.
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Mobility at Various Layers
Network layer mobility solutions allow nodes to maintain transport layer connections by
using some network addresses as identifiers (Akyildiz et al., 2004; Perera et al., 2004). Two
classes of network layer solutions can be identified. Some solutions create overlay networks
to carry packets from the topological location of an identifier (the address when the com-
munication was initiated) to a locator (the current address). Common examples include
Mobile IP (MIP and MIPv6; Perkins, 2002; Johnson et al., 2011) orMobility Support using
Multicasting in IP (MSM-IP; Mysore and Bharghavan, 1997). The second class introduces
new database elements to map identifiers to their current locators and answer queries from
correspondent nodes or routers along the way. Proposals in this class include Mobile IP
with Location Registers (MIP-LR; Jain et al., 2001), Location Independent Networking for
IPv6 (LIN6; Teraoka et al., 2003) and the Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP; Farinacci
et al., 2011a,b).
In order to yield better performance and reduce the global network traffic caused by mo-
bility, various IP micro-mobility schemes have also been proposed (Reinbold and Bonaven-
ture, 2003; Akyildiz et al., 2004). They follow similar models as for global mobility and
hide a device’s movement within an administrative domain. Mobile IP with Regional Re-
gistration (Gustafsson et al., 2004), Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (Soliman et al., 2005) and
Intra-Domain Mobility Management Protocol (IDMP; Misra et al., 2000, 2002) extend the
overlay network approach of MIP, while Cellular IP (Valko´, 1999; Campbell et al., 2000)
and Handoff-Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure (HAWAII; Ramjee et al., 2000,
2002) maintain local collaborative databases in the form of the domain’s routers’ routing
tables. Proxy Mobile IPv6 (Gundavelli et al., 2008), is a hybrid solution, leveraging MIP
messages, but letting the visited network maintain associations on behalf of the visiting
node. It is recognised as well suited for operator-centric mobility management with light
terminals and has been proposed for use in 3GPP architectures (3GPP TS 29.275)
There are two main types of transport-layer solutions to support mobility. One type
extends the protocols messages with secrets to allow re-establishment of an existing session
from another IP address. The TCP Migrate options (Snoeren and Balakrishnan, 2000),
TCP-R (Funato et al., 1997) and TCP Mobility (Eddy, 2004a) are examples of such
mechanisms. Multihoming extensions to this concept propose to simultaneously register
several endpoint addresses with the peers for TCP (Matsumoto et al., 2003), SCTP (Riegel
and Tuexen, 2007; Budzisz et al., 2008) or DCCP (Kohler, 2006). Another approach
consists in splitting the connection at a proxy element. I-TCP (Bakre and Badrinath,
1995), M-TCP (Brown and Singh, 1997) and MSOCKS (Maltz and Bhagwat, 1998) are
based on this approach. Despite its name, Session Layer Mobility (SLM; Landfeldt et al.,
1999) also fits in this category.
At the application layer, proposals to support mobility maintain state information across
mobility-induced losses of connection, and manage correspondent peers with multiple net-
work addresses by introducing application-layer identifiers for the sessions. The Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP; Rosenberg et al., 2002; Sparks, 2003) is a generic session manage-
ment protocol, which has been extended by Schulzrinne and Wedlund (2000) to provide
Application-Layer Mobility. Tourrilhes (2004) introduces an application-aware proxy ser-
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vice able to re-establish application sessions from a mobile device to the infrastructure and
resend the data which may have been lost due to the change of network.
Finally, some proposals argue for the specific introduction of a new layer to support naming
or mobility (Henderson, 2003). The Host Identity Protocol (HIP; Moskowitz et al., 2008)
introduces a layer based on cryptographic identifiers to decouple transport bindings from
network addresses. Shim6 (Nordmark and Bagnulo, 2005; Launois and Bagnulo, 2006)
introduces a shim4 layer which is located between the network and transport layers, and
performs the necessary lookups to find the currently valid locator addresses for a given
identifier. Shim6 however only addresses the multihoming problem.
2.1.4 Which Layer Is the Most Appropriate for Incremental Mobility?
Recalling the hourglass shape (Figure 2.1 on page 13) of the IP stack, it is clear that the
network layer is the only one for which a single common protocol exists. It is also the layer
for which locators are meaningful. Although the upper layers also deal with addresses in
the same scope, they misuse them as identifiers. We note that the lower layers use their
own specific addressing schemes, however these are not visible to higher layers.
To provide incrementally deployable solutions, introducing mobility mechanisms at, or
around, the network layer seems to be the wisest approach. Furthermore, providing IP-
like identifiers to the upper layers and transparently mapping them to relevant locators
would avoid the need for the large number of applications and transport protocols to be
modified in order to become able to support moving hosts. With appropriate support,
simple multihoming can also be provided by associating more than one locator to an
identifier.
In this respect Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) is the most promising solution. Its featureful set of
extensions further supports this statement. We therefore choose this solution as the basis
for our work, and present its operation, terminology and extensions in more detail in the
next section.
MIPv6 and Its Extensions
Mobile IPv6 allows to establish bi-directional IP tunnels between a mobile node (MN)
and its home agent (HA). The MN has a particular IP address, the home address (HoA)
which it uses as an identifier. The HA thus intercepts any packet for the MN’s HoA, and
encapsulates it in the tunnel towards the care-of address (CoA) of the MN, its current
locator, as negotiated during the binding update (BU) phase.
This mobility scheme only requires the addition of HAs in the infrastructure. Performance
can however be improved if the correspondent node (CN) also supports MIPv6. In this
situation, route optimisation (RO; Arkko et al., 2007) can take place to avoid the triangular
routing problem, where all packets to the MN have to go through the HA. The top and
left parts of Figure 2.2 graphically provide an overview of these concepts.
4A shim is a piece of code which emulates an application programming interface (API) used by the
layers above it and either modifies or translates the parameters it is passed. Shims are usually used to
transparently hide API compatibility issues or implement new functionalities on behalf of the upper layers.
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Figure 2.2 Mobile IPv6 and NEMO concepts. A mobile node (MN) can communicate in two ways with
a correspondent node (CN). A tunnel can be established with its home agent (HA) in which the latter
forwards all packets addressed to the MN’s home address (HoA) to its care-of address (CoA). If it supports
it, the CN can be the endpoint of a route optimisation (RO) tunnel to avoid the triangular routing problem.
With NEMO, a router can become mobile (MR), and transparently forward traffic on behalf of its mobile
network nodes (MNN). Multiple care-of address registrations and flow binding allow either MN or MR to
be connected to several networks and finely control the distribution of the traffic on those uplinks.
MIP is completely transparent for the higher layers as long as they only manipulate HoAs.
However, it introduces delays during handovers, while the CoA changes (Lee et al., 2004).
MIPv6 Neighbourhood Routing for Fast Handoff (Yegin et al., 2000) and Fast Handovers
for Mobile IPv6 (F-MIP; McCann, 2005; Koodli, 2008) have therefore been proposed to
reduce this delay. In these schemes, an MN, once it has established connectivity, keeps
sensing the medium and pre-emptively negotiates associations with other networks’ access
router (AR).
Multiple extensions to MIPv6 have been proposed. The most important is the extension
to IPv6 NEtwork MObility (NEMO; Devarapalli et al., 2005). Following the principles of
MIPv6, a mobile router (MR) maintains a binding with its HA. Traffic to all its guest
mobile network nodes (MNN) is then similarly forwarded via the MR’s CoA.
The registration of Multiple Care-of Addresses (MCoA; Wakikawa et al., 2009) brings
multihoming to mobile nodes and networks as transparently as MIPv6 did mobility. Flow
Binding rules (Tsirtsis et al., 2011; Larsson et al., 2009) allow an MN (or MR) to negotiate
with its HA and enabled CNs to finely control the distribution of both upstream and
downstream flows. The bottom-left part of Figure 2.2 shows the NEMO and MCoA
concepts. The latter can however also be used in the context of a single MIPv6 MN.
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Mitsuya et al. (2007) present a compelling example of an architectural framework which
enables exploiting the full benefit of this type of approach.
Manner and Kojo (2004) and Ernst and Lach (2007) have defined a terminology for ele-
ments and events involved in MIPv6 and, respectively, NEMO. In the rest of this disser-
tation, we use these terms as defined in these documents.
2.2 Cross-Layer Designs to Improve Performance of Mobile Networks
Though it solves the semantic identifier/locator problem, introducing mobility at the net-
work layer does not address performance issues that often occur when changing access
networks. While only a small number of changes, e.g., congestion level, may occur over
time in fixed networks, a broader range of characteristics may vary in wireless and mobile
networks, based on the environment or other conditions.
As it is currently specified and implemented, the API between layers of the TCP/IP
stack, historically designed for wired links, does not allow for the relevant information
about these changes to be shared across different layers. It would however be beneficial to
the performance of applications and services if this information were available. To address
this issue, a class of solutions based on cross-layer interactions has been the focus of an
extensive research effort in the last decade (Shakkottai et al., 2003, e.g.,).
Cross-layer designs extend the amount of information two or more layer implementations
can exchange in order to provide more insight about their current conditions and allow
for a better adaptability. Based on the work of Srivastava and Motani (2005), cross-layer
approaches can be classified in four main classes: exchange of information between layers
(upwards, downwards, or in both direction), merging of adjacent layers, coupled design of
protocols and vertical calibration (Figure 2.3). They also identified three implementation
approaches: extension—often in a very ad hoc way—of the API, addition of a shared
database-based vertical plane or complete reorganisation (Figure 2.4).
The remainder of this section summarises the research work on cross-layer designs and is
organised following the classification shown in Figure 2.4.
2.2.1 Direct Communication Between Layers
In this section, we review direct communication between layers as well as approaches which
implicitly rely on assumptions from other layers. These two classes are by far the most
common. This section is organised according to the layer which is the primary focus of
the introduced enhancement.
Radio Link
Radio links are instantiated by the two lower—physical and link—layers. The typical
802.11 link layer selects the channel modulation and transmission rate based on the suc-
cess rate of recent packet (re-)transmissions (Kamerman and Monteban, 1997). Rather
than using this purely MAC-centric approach, Holland et al. (2001) propose to pass meas-
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Figure 2.3 Four main classes of cross-layer designs: direct information flow (upwards, downwards, or in
both direction), merging of adjacent layers, coupled design of protocols and vertical calibration (adapted
with permission from Srivastava and Motani, 2005).
urements of the physical characteristics of the medium upwards for use at the MAC layer.
Their Receiver-Based Auto-Rate (RBAR) extends the 802.11 RTS/CTS MAC messages
for the receiver to measure the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and inform the sender to adjust
its sending rate accordingly. Sadeghi et al. (2005) introduce an Opportunistic Auto-Rate
(OAR) to further extend the proposal and allow stations to equally share the medium by
controlling the time they hold it. Pairs with higher SNRs transmit at a higher rate and
can therefore send more than one back-to-back packets in the same time it would take for
one packet on a worse link. While the former proposal improves transmissions over bad
quality channels at the cost of more signalling, the latter leverages the same approach to
reduce the per-packet overhead when the channel is good, and fairly shares the spectrum.
Camp and Knightly (2008) propose an experimental framework for the implementation
and evaluation of such cross-layer rate-adaptation mechanisms such as those above. They
pay particular attention to vehicular networks and show that SNR-based rate adaptation
is indeed better suited than loss-based in mobile environments.
ElBatt et al. (2000) present a downward information exchange scheme to control the phys-
ical transmission power based on the achieved throughput between nodes in wireless ad
hoc networks. The goal is to maintain connectivity while limiting the transmit power in
order to avoid interference to by-standing stations, as well as the battery drain. This
enhanced MAC protocol enables each node to periodically select a set of closest neigh-
bours and inform them on a control channel. The selected neighbours then adjust their
transmission power to achieve an acceptable signal-to-interference ratio (SINR) at that
receiver. ElBatt and Ephremides (2004) further extend this concept by complementing it
with a finer-grained power control with channel access scheduling to maximise the number
of non-interfering communications within each time slot.
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Figure 2.4 Three approaches for cross-layer implementation (reprinted with permission from Srivastava
and Motani, 2005).
Network Layer and Routing
Routing protocols generally maintain a table of neighbours which can potentially for-
ward traffic, and their associated metrics. While the metric for static wired networks is
most commonly the number of hops to reach a target network, mobile networks com-
prise links of variable quality which cannot be accurately represented by a static metric.
New metrics based on cross-layer information about the radio link have therefore been
introduced to better support Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) and Vehicular Ad hoc
Networks (VANETs) (Qin and Kunz, 2004).
De Couto et al. (2003) introduced the Expected Transmission count (ETX) metric. ETX
is a compound metric incorporating the forward and reverse delivery success to estimate
the expected number of retransmissions for a packet to be successfully received and ac-
knowledged by the destination. The delivery ratios are measured by link-layer probes and
passed upwards to the routing protocol. A similar metric has been introduced by Draves
et al. (2004): the Expected Transmission Time (ETT). ETT is an adjustment of ETX
which also incorporates the raw data rate of the radio links. Therefore, rather than the
number of retransmissions, it estimates the time for a packet to be successfully transferred,
in order to be able to account for links of different speeds, and gives preference to routes
with a higher delivery speed. Both ETX and ETT are shown to efficiently replace more
standard metrics in multi-hop ad hoc networks.
The work of ElBatt et al. (2000) uses the negotiated transmission power as the metric at
the network layer to provide a minimal-power routing.
Zhou et al. (2005) propose a generic cross-layer route discovery framework for MANETs.
It is a reactive protocol, that is, it tries to find a route to a destination only when traffic
towards this destination exists. However, rather than relying on a unique route metric,
the possible relays evaluate their utility based on information or requirements from upper
layers (e.g., capacity or delay for the application, throughput of the transport or local
node’s battery level).
Vehicular network nodes equipped with sensors can use VANETs to exchange their read-
ings. However, the short validity time of some of these readings requires a quick delivery
for which Wiegel et al. (2007) suggest a tighter link between MAC and routing protocols.
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Their cross layered cluster based packet forwarding proposal exposes neighbours detected
at the link layer to the route discovery mechanisms to allow the creation of clusters of
vehicles.
In another attempt to provide delay-based quality of service (QoS) support to MANETs,
Tian et al. (2005) introduce a cross-layer approach to QoS provisioning by increasing
the interactions from the application, down to the link via the network layer. At the
application layer, the flows are classified depending on their delay requirements and the
current performance of the network. The network layer protocol then marks the packets
accordingly. This mark is used by a MAC-layer scheduling algorithm, both locally and
when forwarded. If the deadline for a packet to be delivered is missed, it is also pro-
actively dropped. This approach shares similarities with the classification mechanism of
802.11e (IEEE Std 802.11-2007, sec. 5.4.5) but allows intermediate routers to also schedule
the packets appropriately.
With a similar objective in energy-constrained MANETs, Hortos (2003) derives a more
generic bidirectional cross-layer optimisation of routing policies to better control the QoS
given to each class by focusing on the dependence of protocol performance on lower layer
metrics. Likewise, Johansson and Xiao (2006) present a joint optimisation of the achievable
end-to-end rate and power consumption in multi-user wireless networks. Using mathemat-
ical models of the network layer and radio link, they propose a non-linear technique which
explores the parameter space in terms of flow routing and packet scheduling which, they
show, finds a globally optimal and fair solution.
Mobility
In addition to the signalling needed to accomplish the handover described in Section 2.1.3
(page 19), mobility presents other challenges. One common aspect of mobility situations
is the need to identify when to start and how to drive a handover. Deciding when to hand
off a network and appropriately choose the next network to use is a complex problem for
which we review the decision mechanisms later, in Section 2.3.1 (page 32). However, many
of the proposed techniques rely on information acquired from other layers, which we detail
here.
Perhaps the most common approach is based on obtaining received signal strength (RSS)
information from the radio-link layer which is then used by the upper network/mobility
mechanism to decide whether to prepare for a hand-off. A number of proposals use this
cross-layer information as the basis for all or part of the decision to change the currently
attached network (Ma¨kela¨ et al., 2000; Ylianttila et al., 2001; Gwon et al., 2002; Park
et al., 2003; Mohanty and Akyildiz, 2006).
In an attempt to further improve the seamless nature of F-MIPv6-based handovers,
Montavont and Noe¨l (2006) and Krishnan et al. (2007) have proposed to use layer-2 call-
backs for the mobility system to be aware in real-time of the status of the link without
relying on periodic layer-3 messages. This work has then been oriented towards an ab-
straction of layer-2 states and events (Gogo et al., 2006; Teraoka et al., 2008) to allow
for less dependence of the mobility subsystem on the type of link layer. With this level
of information, layer-3 mobility algorithms can prepare the handover with other ARs in
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advance and feed instructions back to the layer-2 to hand off at the most appropriate time
(i.e., before the signal strength has been reduced to too low a level to maintain the link).
Puttonen et al. (2005) and Sooriyabandara et al. (2008) also propose generic link layer
abstractions which can be used for handover purposes.
Transport Layer
A large body of cross-layer designs exist to adapt various transport protocols to wireless
networks (Sarolahti et al., 2007).
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN; Ramakrishnan et al., 2001) may be the best known
example of collaboration between the network and transport layers. It relies on the IP
routers’ marking the packets when their queue approaches congestion. The TCP receiver
reports this information to the sender which uses it in its congestion control to reduce
the rate before a loss occurs. ECN has been used as the basis of multiple proposals to
differentiate wireless losses from congestion-induced ones, with mixed results (Biaz and
Wang, 2004; Ramadan et al., 2009).
To alleviate the impact of serious degradations of the wireless channel on the TCP conges-
tion control, Goff et al. (2000) propose to detect such events at the receiver and temporarily
suspend (“freeze”) the sender. To this end, they leverage the window-based flow control
mechanism of TCP by advertising a null rwnd (zero-window advertisement) when the
wireless channel fades away. When the channel is restored to a usable level, the receiver
sends a non zero-window advertisement, therefore resuming the sender’s operation with
the same congestion window. Baig et al. (2006) extend on this work for vehicular networks
and analytically show that, with appropriate disruption prediction, Freeze-TCP provides
a real performance gain over a large range of disconnected periods. Park et al. (2009) also
extend this work in the case of vertical handovers. They point out that the achievable
capacity on the new network may be notably different than the previous one, and propose
to adjust the congestion window based on the difference in the measured RTT, in a way
inspired by TCP Vegas.
Zhang et al. (2008a,b) show that, as for TCP, losses due to contention in wireless LANs
disrupt TFRC’s rate estimation. They identify the specific case where TFRC’s natural
rate increase during loss-less periods leads to the wireless medium being saturated. The
thus created losses lead TFRC to reduce its rate, and eventually results in an oscillating
behaviour. The authors therefore suggest to limit the transport protocol’s sending rate
control law to the data rate currently achievable by the underlying wireless link. They
further extend the proposal by adding a similar constraint in order to fairly share the
wireless link with other users. Lochin et al. (2006) also extend TFRC with knowledge
about the user’s QoS agreement so the rate control always uses the minimum throughput
guaranteed by a DiffServ Assured Service classification. The algorithm controlling the rate
is adapted to take into account this guarantee, using it as a minimum.
Using the upwards triggers proposed by Teraoka et al. (2008), Han and Teraoka (2008;
2009) propose to inform the SCTP sender about upcoming disconnections, without relying
on timeouts, so it can preemptively switch its communication to the backup path. The
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proposal is then extended to configure fall-back addresses for each wireless network in
range, thus allowing for very short hand-off times.
Chiang (2004) introduces a distributed power-management scheme which identifies and
eliminates bottlenecks impacting TCP throughput in MANETs. Based on the assump-
tions of the TCP Vegas algorithm, each node evaluates the evolution of their current
queueing delay and transmits this information to the network. Using an aggregate of
such information from all nodes, every node adjusts their transmit power to favour the
neighbours with the largest queue. That node can subsequently increase its power by the
largest amount to benefit from a larger data rate, and flush its queue faster.
Applications
The most common proposals using cross-layer approaches for applications have been for
multimedia content, due to the close link between the network capacity and delays and
the quality of such applications. Models of the radio link layer and losses at the different
supported rates have been used in a number of cross-layer proposals for applications with
a video component over wireless links. They mostly follow the up-/downwards approaches
in Srivastava and Motani (2005)’s first main class, but also show interesting examples of
design coupling and vertical calibration.
Some proposals adapt the application parameters to the characteristic of the lower layers.
Van der Schaar et al. (2003) model the video codec and adapt its parameters in terms of
redundancy (using forward error correction, FEC), frame size and packet retransmission to
maintain an end-to-end video transmission over wireless links based on their current char-
acteristics. Kofler et al. (2008) take a similar approach but use abstracted information and
metadata containers standardised as part of the MPEG-21 multimedia framework (Bur-
nett et al., 2006) for end-to-end signalling. They also use TFRC at the transport protocol,
due to its non bursty profile (Bansal et al., 2001), for which the knowledge of the rate
control law allows to determine an estimate of the current transmission rate—an example
of Srivastava and Motani (2005)’s coupled design, in addition to upward information ex-
change. TFRC is used in a similar but more direct fashion (no coupled design) by Sarwar
et al. (2011) in a DCCP-based cross-layer tool which matches the encoding rate of an
H.264 video to the current sending rate of the transport protocol.
Conversely, other approaches adapt the lower layers’ parameters based on information on
the application’s requirements. Khan et al. (2006) take into account knowledge from the
application and its codec to adapt the link-layer rate for each group of pictures, in order
to trade speed off for reliability depending on the importance of the frames. Loiacono
et al. (2010) propose a similar method which adapts the physical rate depending on the
observed quality of the link in terms of SNR and bit error rate (BER). Finally, Saesue
et al. (2010) add the 802.11e (IEEE Std 802.11-2007, sec. 5.4.5) access class, to which each
group of pictures is allocated, as an adjustable parameter to enhance video transmission
quality.
Solutions which attempt to more finely control both the applications’ and lower layers’
parameters at the same time have also been proposed. Ci et al. (2008) introduce an
analytical model of multimedia communication over wireless networks. They use the
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insight gained from that model to derive a cross-layer mechanism for video transmission
over MANETs. They propose to adjust the video encoding bit-rate, select the network
path with the highest SNR, and minimise the radio-link delay along that path. Considering
a wireless network used by multiple users to receive on-demand video streams, O¨zc¸elebi
et al. (2007) propose a cross-layer packet scheduling approach to maximise the overall
users’ satisfaction. The solution is in charge of deciding which user flow gets transmitted
on the radio link for each time-slot and selects the encoding size for the transmitted
groups of pictures in order to maximise the video quality and avoid empty buffers leading
to unwanted pauses in the playback.
2.2.2 Vertical Plane Approaches
Overall, the approaches overviewed in the preceding sections are very specific in the prob-
lem they attempt to solve and the way they are suggested to be implemented does not
allow for much flexibility. In contrast, other works, which we review in this section, have
taken a more generic approach, which in most cases can be mapped to Srivastava and
Motani (2005)’s shared database architecture.
To address the problem of long-term stability of the Internet in terms of congestion,
Balakrishnan et al. (1999) introduce an architecture based on a Congestion Manager. It
relieves the transport layer from having to do congestion control locally for each connection
by implementing a global information system about the achievable rates on the paths in
use. It also provides similar notifications to applications, thereby removing the need for
ad hoc adaptation loops. More generally, noting the poor applicability of the default TCP
parameters in some scenarios, Tierney et al. (2001) and Dunigan et al. (2002) propose the
use of a TCP tuning daemon. Based on the samples from a network monitoring framework
(e.g., delays or capacity) and an instrumented TCP (Mathis et al., 2003), this daemon
adjusts parameters of the TCP instances, such as buffer sizes or number of streams, to
best fit the characteristics of the network path they use.
Within the MobileMAN project (Conti et al., 2003), which explores the potential of metro-
politan MANETs, MobileMAN project (2004) and Conti et al. (2004) design a cross-layer
architecture based on a sideways network status information bus which the legacy proto-
cols of the stack can be extended to interface to. In a more generic context, Chang and
Gaydadjiev (2008) propose a similar vertical bus. Both proposals therefore allow legacy
protocols to obtain more information relevant to their operation about the overall network
state without changing their interfaces to the rest of the stack.
Contact Networking, proposed by Carter et al. (2003), is intended to support proximity
mobility by providing agility in the wireless connectivity it uses, as a complement to
MIP for local connections (i.e., not involving the core Internet architecture). Within a
connectivity manager spanning the link and network layers, it maintains a database of
neighbours and the technologies they support. This information allows the mobile nodes
to establish new radio connections and configure the network layer appropriately, as needed
to maintain communication with a peer when the current link breaks.
With a focus on NEMO-based mobility in vehicular networks, Ben Rayana and Bonnin
(2008) introduce the concept of Mobility Aware Applications (MAwA). This awareness is
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realised by introducing a management component spanning both the MR and its MNNs.
This new component lets the MNN-hosted applications state their requirements and, based
on observations of the current conditions, it then calls decision modules and configures
accordingly the link and network layers as well as the mobility infrastructure. MAwAs
can also receive information on the current conditions for use in their own adaptation loop.
Recently, approaches based on such vertical layers have seen an increasing interest from
standardisation bodies. IEEE specified 802.21, primarily to support media-independent
handovers (MIH; IEEE Std 802.21-2008; Piri and Pentikousis, 2009a). Though the initial
objective was to leverage ideas such as link layer triggers (Teraoka et al., 2008) and pree-
mptive network configuration (Koodli, 2008), 802.21 provides a framework for information
passing and remote function execution which seems well suited to more generic cross-layer
interactions. Piri and Pentikousis (2009b) have introduced a discussion on implementation
considerations for some platforms and projects such as OpenMIH (Lopez and Robert, 2010)
or ODTONE (Corujo et al., 2011) already provide working components of the standard
for common operating systems.
More specifically for vehicular communication, the ISO Communications Access for
Land Mobiles (CALM) ITS-Station reference architecture includes a similar management
plane (ISO/CD 24102:2008; ISO 21217:2010) providing information to support cross-layer
configuration of radio and network interfaces in order to maintain connectivity between
on-board applications and the infrastructure over mobility events, amongst other things.
Purposefully, both IEEE 802.21 and ISO CALM specify only APIs and the way informa-
tion is exchanged, without any provision on how any decision is made.
2.2.3 New Abstractions
For the “new abstractions” in Figure 2.4, Srivastava and Motani (2005) consider all devi-
ations from the current TCP/IP stack to be some form of cross-layer design. In line with
them, we review notable architectures which significantly diverge from the TCP/IP stack
model. We note that some proposals keep the wireline TCP/IP message structure, with
headers and encapsulation, and only change a node’s internal processing, while others also
depart from this data serialisation.
Hutchinson and Peterson (1991) argue for a much finer-grained protocol selection. Their
proposed x-kernel framework allows the developer to select a set of features to support
each flow, therefore building a protocol stack dedicated to each communication. A more
recent proposal by Ford and Iyengar (2009) introduces a similar framework where the
communication peers can negotiate which of the protocols implemented on both ends are
to be used for each application flow. In earlier work, Ford (2007) has also proposed to
decouple the function of congestion control from the semantics of the application flows by
providing a connected channel sub-layer on top of which multiple types of stream- and
datagram-based exchanges can be transported.
Moors (1998) proposes a decomposition of the protocol stack into functional modules to
avoid code and semantic elements (e.g., transport- and application-layer acknowledge-
ments) duplication. Similarly, Braden et al. (2003) introduce a role-based architecture
where all the communication protocols can access all information (headers) of a message
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to decide how to best handle it. Such an approach is used in the Click router architec-
ture (Kohler et al., 2000) and shown to manipulate IP packets more efficiently. In his
PhD thesis, Grunenberger (2008, chap. 6, sec. 2) introduces a generic packet manipulation
solution, PACMAP. Each packet received from the radio link layer is extracted from the
interface’s buffer, including headers down to the MAC layer. These can then be inspected
and used by several functions implementing different protocols. We note that PACMAP
could be a good candidate to implement the two former proposals and any type of message
format.
Mitola and Maguire (1999) have first introduced the concept of cognitive radios using an
abstract representation of their environment to adjust their parameters. In his DTech
thesis, Mitola (2000) presents a framework allowing radios to sense their environment and
negotiate with their peers to select the most appropriate communication parameters at the
current time. Perhaps the most interesting possibility of this approach is the opportunity
of using the full frequency spectrum, including reserved bands when they are found to be
free. Cognitive networks, first introduced by Thomas et al. (2005), are a generalisation of
this concept to the rest of the stack to efficiently support the end-to-end communication
goals. In contrast with more common cross-layer approaches, cognitive networks need to
account for multiple conflicting optimisation criteria (Thomas et al., 2006).
Unfortunately, apart from the notable exception of Ford (2007)’s structured streams (and
the Click router, as it is natively designed for IP), all the solutions presented above require
support in all the involved communication peers and, sometimes, networks. This makes
them difficult to deploy in the already existing Internet infrastructure.
2.2.4 How to Best Implement Cross-Layering?
In small-scale controlled evaluations, cross-layer designs have shown encouragingly good
results. However, only few of the proposals have been experimented within real systems,
and some have not even been evaluated in realistic network simulations. Moreover, as
is apparent for some of the work presented above, the context of enhanced operation
of cross-layer designs tends to be very limited (e.g., MANETs with specific routing and
MAC protocols, or video streaming with selected application and physical layers). Overall,
approaches crossing the layer boundaries tend to be very ad hoc solutions to very specific
problems rather than readily usable in a wide range of contexts exhibiting similar problems.
The scarcity of general models of cross-layer interaction also limits the understanding of
the implications of using such designs (Ci et al., 2008) and leads to a concern that linking
layers too tightly may hinder the applicability of the modified protocols. Kawadia and
Kumar (2005) argue that, by modifying the behaviour of some layers, even if to improve
them, one runs the risk of breaking some other layer’s protocol assumptions. Taking as
examples the proposals of ElBatt et al. (2000) and (resp.) Holland et al. (2001), they
highlight their point by showing bad interactions with TCP’s control loop and (resp.) a
minimum hop routing algorithm. In both cases, the proposed enhancements conflict with
the expectations of the other protocols and lead to worse performance than if using a
purely standard approach.
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Selected research works have used more analytical approaches to better model cross-layer
designs and information sharing. Hortos (2003) recognises that metrics at one layer are
really relevant to another only whenmapped through the intermediate layers, e.g., physical-
layer modulation impacts the link-layer data rate, which in turn affects the transport-layer
throughput and, ultimately, the application goodput in various ways depending on the
protocols in use. Ci et al. (2008) make a similar observation in the limited context of
multimedia applications. However, Grunenberger (2008, chap. 6, sec. 1.1) notes practical
issues like mismatches in units, ranges or even meaning of some metrics reported by dif-
ferent hardware drivers. These discrepancies need be addressed before any mapping-based
adaptation can be done. We more specifically review how decisions are made based on
such metrics in the next section, and present some of the important metrics in Section 2.4.
Based on this review, it appears that implementing cross-layer approaches based on direct
communication between layers results in too specific solutions which are unlikely to be
of use in other contexts. Conversely, the new abstractions offer the largest freedom in
information access, and the most control over the decisions. However, only a small num-
ber of these solutions are incrementally deployable. Therefore, it seems that the shared
database approach, which introduces a vertical plane for cross-layer information exchange
and decision may be the most practical approach. This may explain why this solution has
already seen some standardisation work.
2.3 Decision Making
While cross-layer designs provide a wider possibility for information sharing and all the
overviewed mechanisms enable some kind of action to be taken, we have purposefully
omitted the discussion on how decisions to take such actions can be made based on the
available information. It is the purpose of this section to summarise decision techniques,
both those previously mentioned it this chapter and the relevant others which can assist
in achieving the “Always Best Connected” (ABC) case of Gustafsson and Jonsson (2003).
The decision can be on a number of aspects: when to hand-off from an access link, which
link to handover to, how to distribute traffic in multihomed scenarios, how to best ad-
apt higher layers, or any combinations of these choices. We review these aspects in the
remainder of this section.
2.3.1 Network Hand-off and Selection
Decisions regarding network hand-off and network selection are very similar tasks, as
both need to evaluate the relevant access link (and network) based on some criteria to
either decide to disconnect from, or connect to, this link. Both decisions are needed
to complete a handover, but there is no requirement on their ordering: finding a more
suitable network may be the trigger to start a hand-off but detecting that a currently
connected network is no longer adequate (or even usable at all) can also activate the
network selection mechanism. Both intra- (horizontal) and inter-technology (vertical)
handovers are considered here. Yan et al. (2010) provide a more detailed survey and
comparison of vertical hand-off decision mechanisms.
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Criteria for Network Selection
A number of parameters have been introduced and used in the literature to discriminate
access links and networks in order to select the best ones to connect to.
Radio signal quality The simplest mechanisms are based on measuring the quality of
the radio signal (e.g., SNR or RSS) and comparing it to a threshold for the hand-off
decision, or selecting the network with the best value (Ma¨kela¨ et al., 2000; Ylianttila
et al., 2001; Gwon et al., 2002; Park et al., 2003; Mohanty and Akyildiz, 2006).
Access link properties The threshold approach can also be applied to more precise
metrics from the access link such as the delay or data rate (Wang et al., 1999; Song
and Jamalipour, 2005; Wilson et al., 2005; Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008; Kandula
et al., 2008; Lahde and Wolf, 2009; Yahiya and Chaouchi, 2009).
Network usability Some networks only provide limited connectivity to the rest of the
infrastructure or require specific credentials to grant access; the reachability of the
current communication peers (Carter et al., 2003) or the Internet in general (Nich-
olson et al., 2006) are therefore obvious criteria to discriminate networks in such
cases.
Network characteristics More relevant than the link layer properties for end-to-end
communication facilitated by transport protocols like TCP, parameters such as
network path capacities or RTTs are important to support feature-rich applica-
tions (Gazis et al., 2005; Adamopoulou et al., 2005; Nicholson et al., 2006; Kan-
dula et al., 2008; Akyildiz et al., 2005; Song and Jamalipour, 2005; Wilson et al.,
2005; Xing and Venkatasubramanian, 2005; Bari and Leung, 2007; Bonnin, 2008;
Lee et al., 2008; Zafeiris and Giakoumakis, 2008; Pang et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2009);
some proposals also specifically take the application requirements into account in
this phase (Liu et al., 2006; Bari and Leung, 2007; Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008; Sun
et al., 2009).
Power consumption Not all networks or the underlying technologies can provide the
same performance with the same power consumption; in a mobile context, battery
life is important and trade-offs can be considered to preserve it (Xing and Venkata-
subramanian, 2005; Rahmati and Zhong, 2007; Bonnin, 2008; Zafeiris and Giakou-
makis, 2008; Sun et al., 2009; Petander, 2009).
Access price Network operators have different pricing policies and though flat rates are
not uncommon for fixed line access, mobile connectivity is still often priced on a
data quantity quota base; it is therefore appropriate to take monetary considerations
into account (Gazis et al., 2005; Adamopoulou et al., 2005; Bari and Leung, 2007;
Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008; Bonnin, 2008; Zafeiris and Giakoumakis, 2008; Sun
et al., 2009; Piamrat et al., 2010).
Infrastructure load An overloaded network is unlikely to provide good connectivity to
prospective stations it is therefore the interest of both the user (Guo et al., 2005;
Liu et al., 2006; Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008; Alperovich and Noble, 2010) and
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the network operator (Akyildiz et al., 2005; Choque et al., 2010) to establish new
associations on the least contended links.
Application performance estimates The currently observed application layer perform-
ance, as observed by already connected nodes, can also be used as an indication of
the “health” of a network link (Piamrat et al., 2010).
Availability duration or mobility support To limit the number of handovers and
their potential disruptions of performance, it may be relevant to select non-transient
networks (Rathnayake and Ott, 2008), or those which allow some level of seam-
less intra-technology mobility compatible with the current mobility pattern of the
node (Vidales et al., 2005; Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008).
Non network-related context Finally, depending on high level descriptions of the cur-
rent environment, some inferences can be made about which network would be the
best (Yang and Galis, 2003; Rathnayake and Ott, 2008; Jeney et al., 2009).
In addition, rather than measuring the relevant parameters, a number of works introduce
some predictive estimates based on analytical models (Lee et al., 2008; Choque et al., 2010),
other nodes’ past observations (Pang et al., 2009), history (Guo et al., 2005; Rathnayake
and Ott, 2008; Petander, 2009) or localisation (Rahmati and Zhong, 2007; Yao et al., 2008;
Jeney et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2009).
Multi-criteria Selection Techniques
To enable a finer selection of an access network, it may also be argued that considering a
single criterion is not sufficient. Therefore, a number of more recent proposals use some
sort of multi-objective optimisation (MOO) technique where the various criteria can be
composed and compared.
Some of the most straightforward approaches select specific networks when some arbit-
rary conditions are met. These criteria are usually introduced based on external know-
ledge (Wang et al., 1999; Chan et al., 2001; Yang and Galis, 2003; Wilson et al., 2005;
Xing and Venkatasubramanian, 2005; Vidales et al., 2005). Examples of such mechanisms
include prioritising Wi-Fi over 3G access links—as most current smart-phones do—or giv-
ing a higher ranking to the least costly network. Other comparable approaches use utility
functions in order to create a weighted compound variable for each network, to be com-
pared to a threshold or that of other networks (Aust et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006). Psaras
and Mamatas (2011) balances guests of User-Provided Network (UPN; Sofia and Mendes,
2008) by probabilistically moving them to specific UPN-APs depending on their respective
load. Both Song and Jamalipour (2005) and Chan et al. (2001) use the analytic hierarchy
process (Saaty, 2000, AHP;), a more formal way of ranking choices, according to multiple
criteria, to find the highest ranked options.
A number of proposals introduce sub-optimal but computationally efficient al-
gorithms (Adamopoulou et al., 2005; Xing and Venkatasubramanian, 2005). Linear pro-
gramming techniques have been proposed to find optimal solutions for specific formulations
of the problem (Zafeiris and Giakoumakis, 2008; Choque et al., 2010), but these cannot
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always be used for real-time decisions. Other approaches, comparing the available choices
to an optimal target, have been elaborated based on TOPSIS similarity distances (Bari
and Leung, 2007; Sun et al., 2009) or statistical likelihood that the considered option is
the best (Yahiya and Chaouchi, 2009).
Finally, weights or scaling factors are an important parameter in MOOs, as the input
variables need be mapped to comparable ranges. Alkhawlani and Ayesh (2008) use a
genetic algorithm to derive these weights while Song and Jamalipour (2005) rely on grey
relational analysis (Liu et al., 2011). This preprocessing is also often done using fuzzy
logic approaches (Chan et al., 2001; Guo et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2005; Alkhawlani and
Ayesh, 2008).
2.3.2 Flow Distribution
The distribution of application flows over multiple uplinks active at the same time could
be seen as a superset of the network selection schemes just presented. Indeed, quite a few
of the proposals generalise some of the presented approaches to make this selection for
each flow instead of only once per node.
However, the flow scheduling problem has to accommodate additional constraints. Perhaps
the most important limitation is that only the networks to which the device is associated
can be used, some of which are mutually exclusive, e.g., two networks reachable by a
device with only one interface for this technology. Solutions for traffic distribution in
mobile networks proposed in the literature therefore can be classified in two categories
depending on the level of interaction of the flow scheduling mechanism with the network
selection algorithm.
The first class of solutions applies traffic classification and load balancing approaches of
more conventional wired technologies in a second phase, after network uplinks have been
selected and established. Zhao et al. (1998), Ylitalo et al. (2003) and Tsukada et al. (2008)
use simple policies, based on flows’ destinations or port, to decide which network is the
most appropriate. The proposal of Nicholson et al. (2010) in essence randomly distributes
flows to network as they are created, but provides a simple API for an application to
choose a specific network, while Kandula et al. (2008) and Yao et al. (2009) distribute the
new flows to the network with the least relative load in terms of capacity. Thompson et al.
(2006) schedule the flows over the available networks in order to minimise the maximal
transmission time; they use a flow-size predictor and consider the RTT of the networks
more than their capacity when scheduling small flows.
Approaches in the second class take a more holistic approach by performing network
selection and flow distribution at the same time. This gives the opportunity to derive
more adequate solutions to the current usage pattern. A number of solutions rely on
knowledge—be it assumed or explicit—of the applications’ requirements to select the net-
work which most closely matches them (Gazis et al., 2005; Suciu et al., 2005; Bonnin,
2008; Bonnin et al., 2009). These approaches however come at the cost of a larger solu-
tion space to search. To address this issue, Singh et al. (2010) modelled the problem as
a Markov chain to leverage decision process techniques on those models to explore the
solution space more efficiently. Meanwhile, Zafeiris and Giakoumakis (2008) use binary
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integer programming techniques on their constrained model for the same purpose. Both
solutions allow for redistribution of flows in addition to the on-line introduction of new
flows that all proposals support.
2.3.3 Parameter Adaptation
Most cross-layer designs reviewed in Section 2.2 (and more specifically Section 2.2.1) are
introduced to support the adaptation of one layer’s parameter to another’s. As is com-
monly the case with such approaches, the adaptation mechanisms tend to be very ad
hoc and embed a lot of assumptions about the operation of the involved layers and the
surrounding system.
However, some—mostly in the vertical calibration class—tend to use more elaborate tech-
niques such as stochastic modelisation (Hortos, 2003) or analytical search of a constraint-
based space (Johansson and Xiao, 2006; Ci et al., 2008). All these approaches share the
common characteristic that they lead to consider a very large state space, which the chosen
models and solving techniques allow to explore with some degree of efficiency and/or5 con-
fidence in the optimality of the solution.
Several PhD theses have also contributed to the corpus of MOO applied to cognitive
networks. Thomas (2007) introduced the basic framework and classification of cognitive
networks as well as utility function-based MOOs in a game-theoretic context, Friend (2009)
used both multi-agent and Markov decision processes approaches, and El-Nainay (2009)
mainly focused on the use of genetic algorithms.
2.3.4 What Scope Should the Decision Cover?
Only some of the flow scheduling approaches reviewed above present themselves as superset
of the network selection problem. In the vast majority of the decision mechanisms the focus
is on a single task and the adaptation of the parameters of the other layers is approached
in a completely orthogonal manner.
However, it is clear that one decision (e.g., starting a hand-off) also directly impacts all
other aspects of the system (e.g., current flows and the performance of the application they
belong to). Therefore, rather than micro-optimising each layer, it would seem appropriate
to model the network stack as a whole, and let a single decision algorithm take care of
finding, or trying to approach, the best operating point.
Intuitively, the search space of such a solution could easily become quite large. Attention
should therefore be paid to strictly limiting the parameters to what is necessary, and
modelling the problem in such a way that exploratory algorithms can effectively rule
portions of the search space out without having to exhaustively explore it.
5“And/or” is “ ‘and’ and ‘or’ ” or “ ‘and’ or ‘or’ .”
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2.4 Operational and Performance Metrics
Up to now, we only referred to metrics in generic, unqualified terms. This section provides
an overview of various metrics defined in the literature which are relevant both for the
operation of network protocols, and the evaluation of their performance. In the networking
community, metrics tend to be grouped in “quality of —,” which Stankiewicz et al. (2011)
review in detail and show how different quality metrics relate to each other, and how they
are interpreted by different standardisation bodies. For the sake of simplicity, we choose
to use the term “metric” liberally in this dissertation, even for measures for which the
triangle inequality may not be valid.
We first discuss network-level QoS, then present user-level quality of experience (QoE).
We also mention some less usual criteria and metrics which can prove useful in our context,
and conclude this section with an overview of the tools which can be used to measure these
metrics.
2.4.1 Quality of Service
The concept of quality of service (QoS) encompasses all the metrics that can be used to
describe the performance of a network segment or the full path between two end-points.
Boundaries on QoS metrics are usually contractually agreed on between each customer and
their network operator, who supports them by instantiating classes of service in which the
customer’s traffic is categorised. Technologies and protocols to enforce those boundaries
are reviewed by Stankiewicz et al. (2011).
With respect to the definition of the metrics themselves, the IP Performance Metrics work-
ing group (IPPM)6 at IETF has published several requests for comments. The existence
of different concepts and definitions by other standardisation bodies, notably ITU-T re-
commendations, are also acknowledged in these documents. We choose to use the metrics
defined in these RFCs for the remainder of this thesis. We argue that the clarity of the
definitions and the coherence of the framework (Paxson et al., 1998) justifies our choice.
We summarise these metrics below.
Capacities and Throughput Chimento and Ishac (2008) note that several different
capacities can be observed either at a link or path level, and at different layers. Their
relation is defined as follows. We however took some liberty in slightly adapting the
notations to something we believe is more discernible and usable.
link capacity CL(l, t, i) is the average number of IP bits, including the header, that can
be transferred, per time unit, over link l during period [t, t + i[. It depends on the
physical layer’s current data rate and the size of the preambles and MAC header.
link usage Used(l, t, i) is the actual number of IP bits transferred during period [t, t+ i[.
link utilisation Util(l, t, i) = Used(l, t, i)/CL(l, t, i) is the ratio of the link which is used
during period [t, t+ i[.
6http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/ippm/
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Table 2.3 First decimal and binary multiples of a byte, as defined by IEC 80000-13:2008.
Decimal multiples (SI) Binary multiples
Name Symbol Value Name Symbol Value
Kilobyte kB 103 B Kibibyte KiB 210 B = 1.024 kB
Megabyte MB 106 B Mebibyte MiB 220 B ≃ 1.049MB
Gigabyte GB 109 B Gibibyte GiB 230 B ≃ 1.074GB
...
available link capacity AvailCapL(l, t, i) = CL(l, t, i) · (1−Util(l, t, i)) is the additional
average number of IP bits per unit of time that can be sent over link l during period
[t, t+ i[.
path capacity CP (p, t, i) = mini∈[0,n]CL(li, t, i) is the available average link capacity
along a path p composed of links l0, . . . , ln.
available path capacity AvailCapP (p, t, i) = mini∈[0,n]AvailCapL(li, t, i) is the average
number of IP bits, including the header, that can be transferred per time unit over
path p during period [t, t+ i[.
All capacities are measured in bits/s (or bps), while the link utilisation is a percentage.
In addition to these definitions, we use the terms throughput to refer to the capacity
used by the transport protocol, and goodput for that made available to the application
by the transport protocol. The throughput is only dependent on AvailCapP (p, t, i) and
the behaviour of the congestion control algorithm, while the goodput also depends on
the size of the transport protocol’s header. Taking a notation similar to Chimento and
Ishac (2008)’s, the throughput Thr(p, t, i) therefore represents the average number of bits,
including its own headers, that a transport protocol manages to send per unit of time
during period [t, t+i[, and the goodput is that of data units (including application headers,
if any) that the application manages to send in the same time. Throughput and goodput
are also measured in bps, but do not include the IP headers. The latter also ignores the
size of the headers of the transport protocol. We propose a formula for Thr(p, t, i) as (3.4)
on page 54.
In this dissertation, we will use the above-defined term“capacity”in place of the commonly-
used “bandwidth.” Indeed, the latter has multiple overlapping meanings (either part of a
spectrum, or related to data rate) in the field of wireless networks.
Finally, there tends to be some uncertainty with respect to multiples of base units when
it comes to capacities in bits or bytes. It is usually unclear whether a kilobyte is 210 or
103 bytes. IEC 80000-13:2008 standardises these notations by reasserting the SI notation
(e.g., k, G) to refer to powers of 10 and ratifies the binary multiples names and symbols
(e.g., Ki, Gi). This dissertation strictly adheres to these definitions, which are exemplified
in Table 2.3.
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One- and Two-Way Delays Packet delivery time—from the first bit of a packet being
sent to the last one being received—are an important criterion for real-time and other
delay-sensitive applications. However, as Almes et al. (1999a) note, it is difficult to obtain
accurate one-way measurements unless the environment is tightly controlled, as a lot of
factors can bias the observations (e.g., lack of time synchronisation). They therefore
introduce a formal definition of the RTT in (Almes et al., 1999c). This two-way delay
measurement is not as accurate—mainly as it may be the sum of the one-way delay of
two different paths—but it is much more easily measured with precision, as only one node
is in charge of all the measurement and calculation tasks. Both delays are measured in
seconds.
Delay Variation and Jitter Demichelis and Chimento (2002) introduce a metric meas-
uring the variation in the one-way delay. This variation is defined as the signed difference
between the delay of two packets of the same length selected by some arbitrary function.
As this metric is based on the variation of transit times, rather than the immediate values,
it is more robust to loose time synchronisation between nodes than the one-way packet
delay. The delay variation is also mesured in seconds.
Furthermore, the authors accept the jitter to be a specific instance of that metric where
the selection function chooses consecutive packets and the absolute value of the difference
is reported. Schulzrinne et al. (1996) apply an exponential filter with α = 1/16 to this
metric to obtain a time-varying estimate of the current jitter. It is computed at packet p
as
τp = T
Rcv
p − TSndp
∆τp = |τp − τp−1|
Jp = Jp−1 +
1
16
(∆τp − Jp−1), (2.1)
where the T ∗p are the transmission and reception times of packet p.
Errors and Losses A lost packet is pragmatically defined by Almes et al. (1999b) as a
packet which has not been received without error within a given—large—time period. This
definition therefore covers losses due to congestion or contention as well as bit errors which
may alter the packet and render it useless. The document does not explicitely mention
the case of transport protocols which allow a certain level of corruption such as UDP-
Lite (Larzon et al., 2004) or DCCP’s partial checksum coverage (Kohler et al., 2006b); we
assume “corrupted” to mean “refused by the destination.” This metric is binary.
Almes et al. (1999b) then derive a Poisson-based sampling method to actively measure
one-way packet losses along a network path without disrupting it. When the measurements
are done in-band, e.g., as part of the transport protocol’s messages, it is however possible
to sample all packets. Based on these samples, a more relevant metric, the packet loss
average, can be derived. It is a percentage of lost packets, and its precision is directly
linked to the sampling rate.
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2.4.2 Quality of Experience
The QoS metrics presented above are purely network engineering criteria. They do not
reflect the satisfaction of a user or the performance of an application. For this purpose, the
concept of quality of experience (QoE) has recently raised a lot of interest (Kilkki, 2008).
It is defined by ITU as “the overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived
subjectively by the end-user” (ITU-T Recommendation P.10/G.100 Amendment 2).
QoE is a complex measure which is dependent on many factors such as the achievable
QoS, users’ expectations or terminal and application characteristics, as represented in
Figure 2.5. This section first reviews the scale and the evaluation processes proposed
by ITU-T, then details the analytical models for common application and content types.
It also covers some non content-related criteria which can impact the overall perceived
quality.
User profile
Pricing policy
Terminals,codecs, etc.
Environmental, psychological,sociological aspects Application specific features
QoE
QoS
Figure 2.5 Quality of experience is a user-visible metric dependent on the performance of the underlying
systems and various other contextual metrics (adapted with permission from Stankiewicz et al., 2011).
Measuring Subjective QoE with the Mean Opinion Score
QoE is measured using the mean opinion score (MOS; ITU-T Recommendation P.800).
MOS is an empirical quality scale which ranges from 5 (excellent) to 1 (bad). It is com-
monly accepted that MOSs under 3 (fair) are not tolerable. MOS was first introduced to
allow for subjective evaluation of the quality of voice conversations in telecommunication
systems but was later extended, as presented in the next section.
In the same document, ITU-T provides detailed recommendations on how to conduct large
scale opinion tests to evaluate the MOS for a given set of parameters of a telecommunic-
ation system. These parameters include, most notably, the characteristics of the codec,
the QoS of the transporting network, the properties of the terminal equipment, and the
environment. The recommendation also includes directions for calibration of the test and
the procedures to correctly collect MOS samples in these tests.
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Objective Computational Models of QoE
Voice Conversation In several subsequent documents, ITU-T develops the E-model,
a set of computational relations allowing to predict the expected QoE of various media
based on information about the communication paths and equipments. ITU-T Recom-
mendation G.107 analyses the mouth-to-ear path through the telecommunication system
and introduces the R factor to assess the expected quality of a given connection,
R = 93.193− Is − Id − Ie−eff , (2.2)
where Id is the one-way delay and echo impairment, Ie−eff accounts for the audio codec
and its robustness to losses, and the packet loss rate. Is is a combination of all impairments
which occur simultaneously with the voice signal. Based on studies following the MOS
assessment procedures (ITU-T Recommendation P.800), a cubic relationship between the
R factor and MOS is defined as
MOS = 1 + 0.035 ·R+R(R− 60)(100−R) · 7× 10−6. (2.3)
Image and Video Winkler and Mohandas (2008) review techniques to measure the
intrinsic quality of a video transmission at runtime. Perhaps the most common measure is
the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR; ANSI T1.TR.74-2001, 2001). PSNR is usually used
to evaluate the quality of an n×m image I, or a sequence thereof, based on a reference R
of the same dimensions. It allows to measure the amount of noise introduced by various
treatments (e.g., codec, lossy compression or transmission), by evaluating the mean square
error,
MSE =
1
mn
m−1∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=0
(R(i, j)− I(i, j))2 ,
PSNR = 20 log10
MAXR√
MSE
, (2.4)
where MAXR is the maximum value that a pixel of R can take. PSNR is measured in
decibels, with +∞ being that of the reference itself (i.e., MSE = 0).
Video-Telephony ITU-T’s E-Model was also extended to video-telephony applications
in ITU-T Recommendation G.1070. In order to integrate audio and video quality, the
delay is decoupled from the rest of the R factor. This leads to the delay-independent
metric
Q = 93.193− Idte − Ie−eff ,
in which only the echo Idte is considered. The speech quality MOS Sq is derived from Q
in the same way as (2.3). Similarly, a delay-less formula is proposed for the MOS of the
video component,
Vq = 1 + Icoding exp
(
PplV
DPplV
)
, (2.5)
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where Icoding is the basic quality of the video codec for a given bit-rate and frame rate,
while DPplV is its loss robustness, and PplV is the current loss rate. Finally, time is
reintegrated in the model as a linear weighted combination of Sq, Vq and the respective
delays.
IP-Based Elastic Traffic ITU-T Recommendation G.1030 provides an equivalent model
for more general IP-based applications. It includes a regression-based estimate of the qual-
ity of web-browsing sessions,
MOSweb = 5 + 4 · ln(WeightedST )− ln(Min)
ln(Min)− ln(Max) , (2.6)
WeightedST = 0.54 · T1 + 0.72 · T2 + 0.98 · T3 + 1.76 · T4,
where T1 and T2 are the times to display the first and, respectively, last element of a search
page, and T3 and T4 are the corresponding times for the results page. Min and Max are
the minimal expected and maximum accepted times for completion of the request.7
External Factors
The objective models introduced by ITU-T rely on a knowledge of both the terminal and
the network QoS, while PSNR only allows to evaluate the distortion of image data along
the communication path from source to destination. However, as Figure 2.5 has shown,
other factors also impact the QoE but are not taken into account in the above models.
To the best of our knowledge, measures and models of these criteria are yet to be proposed
and integrated into QoE metrics. Until then we try to establish a list of such criteria which
could influence the perception of quality when using a mobile terminal.
Battery life As seen in Section 2.3, the power consumption of a battery-powered device
is not negligible as too high a draw could greatly limit the usability of the device for
any purpose. An empty battery would obviously render the QoE null, and should
be pre-emptively avoided.
Price Most cellular networks provide access for a fee. However, it is clearly the interest
of the user to minimise their expenses and, comparing two otherwise similar trans-
missions in terms of the other quality criteria, the one which incurs a lighter cost
will always be preferred.
Security Some transmissions cannot afford the risk of eavesdropping. However, such a
task is easy when the communication medium is wireless, as various such technologies
and networks may provide a varying level of encryption. Depending on the type of
transmission, the user may have a preference for using a properly secured access
network, or not have it at all.
7The weights here are taken for a user expecting a 15 s session time; however, ITU-T Recommendation
G.1030 contains more weight groups for other contexts.
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Trust Related to the previous concern about security, trust can be seen as a more generic
criterion, in which some networks or nodes in, e.g., ad hoc networks may be trusted
to a different degree to provide the expected service (e.g., packet delivery).
2.4.3 How to Measure and Report These Metrics?
Having identified the relevant metrics, in this section, we provide an overview of meas-
urement and recording methodologies related to those metrics. In a distributed network
environment partly composed of mobile devices, measurement may not necessarily take
place where the samples are needed and can be utilised. Reporting and collection systems
are therefore needed in addition to measurement tools.
Measurement
Many tools exist for the observation of raw network performance. Most of them fit in two
classes: active probing and passive monitoring. Probing tools actively generate traffic to
test the characteristics and resilience of network paths. Avallone et al. (2004) proposed a
distributed Internet traffic generation tool (D-ITG; Botta et al., 2007) and compared it to
the state of the art at the time to find their application most accurately tests the capacity
of a path. More recently, however, Kolahi et al. (2011) conducted a similar experiment to
find that more recent versions of Iperf8 outperform all other tools, including D-ITG. Both
references include a comprehensive list of active network probing tools, details of which
are outside the scope of this thesis.
Passive traffic monitoring in networking environments is usually done via wrapper lib-
raries hiding the operating system’s underlying API such as the BSD or Linux capture
filters (McCanne and Jacobson, 1993; Insolvibile, 2001). Perhaps the most common library
for this purpose is the libpcap, derived from work on the tcpdump command line tool.9
A more recent library designed for the same purpose is the libtrace (Alcock et al., 2010),
which offers a broader range of input and output formats, and a more detailed API to
access information and fields contained in the captured data.
As mentioned in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.4.1, many transport protocols need to maintain in-
dicators of the QoS of the path they are using in order to efficiently control the congestion.
As an example, both TCP and TFRC directly measure the RTT R. The latter also dir-
ectly computes its current rate while the current rate of TCP can easily be derived, for
non data-starved senders, from its congestion window as cwnd/R. Based on such observa-
tions, Mathis et al. (2003) proposed, in the form of the Web100 Linux kernel patch and
utilities,10 an extension which allows to expose the internal parameters of established TCP
sockets, thus enabling passive monitoring of the performance of the local stack. Tirumala
et al. (2003) proposed a modification to Iperf based on this patch which, though it is not
a passive observation tool, allows to greatly reduce the period during which the network is
probed. The Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT; Zekauskas, 2005) is another Web100-based
8http://iperf.sourceforge.net/
9http://www.tcpdump.org
10http://www.web100.org/; the Web100 project has recently been continued with the Web10G project
at http://www.web10g.org/.
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client-server application to test a network path and observe the transport-layer parameters.
The interface to TCP’s extended statistics has also been standardised at IETF (Mathis
et al., 2007), but only seems to have been implemented under Linux and Windows.11
Contrary to QoS measurements, QoE is much more complex to evaluate, and would usually
need ad hoc tools or, better, user feedback. Objective metrics can however be implemented
in generic tools. For example, the compare command line tool12 from ImageMagick (Still,
2005) features computations of the image PSNR, amongst other image quality metrics.
Reporting and Collection
When observing a complex system, it is necessary to ensure collection of the multiple
samples using clearly defined units and appropriate timestamping to allow for valid com-
parisons and correlation when analysing the data. However, many of the tools highlighted
in the previous section implement their own formatting and local-only reporting methods.
In addition, various idiosyncrasies of the different tools13 make it non-trivial to do even the
simplest metric comparisons. Often, preprocessing is mandatory before any of the data
can be used. This limits data re-usability in large-scale distributed measurements where
observations from several tools on many network hosts must be correlated.
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP; Harrington et al., 2002; Harrington
and Schoenwaelder, 2009) is an IETF standard providing a unique interface which can
be used, amongst other things, to access operational and performance metrics of various
network equipments. However, though the metrics which can be collected are clearly
specified, they are limited to those included in the Media Information Base (MIB; Presuhn
et al., 2002). This base can be extended by local additions, but doing so limits the ability
to share or reuse collected data, as the local definitions may not be as specific, or even
available, as the standard MIB. Additionally, and more specifically for IP traffic, Claise
et al. (2008) have proposed the IPFIX protocol to export flow information in a standardised
format towards collection elements.
Several advanced frameworks have also been proposed to address the collection problem.
PlanetFlow (Huang et al., 2006) and CoMon (Park and Pai, 2006) provide flow logging
and slice or node monitoring for PlanetLab (Fiuczynski and Matthews, 2006), including
sophisticated query mechanisms; CoMo (Iannaccone, 2005) is a similar distributed flow
measurement tool but not tied to PlanetLab. In a more mobile environment, Tsukada
et al. (2010) proposed AnaVANET, a distributed traffic monitoring framework based on
tcpdump and Iperf, which can perform a posteriori analysis of traces to correlate net-
work performance to the localisation of each node in a VANET. Current evolution plans
for the latter framework are considering the use of a real-time multi-sensor development
platform (RTMaps SDK) to leverage this tool’s accurately timestamped sample databases.
11http://kb.pert.geant.net/PERTKB/WebOneHundred
12http://www.imagemagick.org/script/compare.php
13As an example, Iperf can report transferred size and probed capacity either in bytes or bits, but without
proper use of the IEC 80000-13:2008 prefixes, the meaning of the reported values is left as a guess for the
experimenter. Inspection of the code reveals that powers of ten are used for bytes, while powers of two are
used for bits.
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MINER (Brandauer and Fichtel, 2009) and OMF Measurement Library (OML; White
et al., 2010) specifically focus on the instrumentation of applications to aggregate their
measurements into central databases for convenient real-time or oﬄine analysis. These
tools are not tied to any specific type of measurement, framework or platform. They
provide client libraries for use to extend any application with their unified measurement
reporting channel. As such, these systems allow to leverage the large number of open-
source applications by offering a simple way to report their measurements in a unified
format to remote databases.
Though these proposals provide an experimenter with convenient reporting and collection
tools, it is however unclear what accuracy or precision can be expected from either of
them. Indeed, there are no studies that characterise these measurement collection tools
and platforms in terms of their effects on the accuracy and precision of the measurements
of the underlying systems they are helping researchers to observe. We address this question
in Chapter 5 by evaluating the effect of OML instrumentation on selected applications.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the state of the art of mobility mechanisms, cross-layer designs
to better support disruptions and decision mechanisms to best take advantage of the
multiplicity of wireless accesses. We have also presented performance metrics, both from a
network device’s and a user’s perspective, as well as how they could be efficiently measured
and shared in distributed mobile networks.
We have identified several issues which could benefit from further research. Namely, there
are needs for decision mechanisms which can take a global view of the system into account,
controllable network stack element to enforce the decisions, as well as reliable information
exchange channels to support both internal adaptation based on currently observed per-
formance, and external observation for performance evaluation. We develop these aspects
in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Multi-layer Optimisation of Network
Choice and Usage
3.1 Introduction
Mobile devices, be they hand-held or on-board vehicles, increasingly support multiple in-
terfaces, enabling them to connect to different wireless network technologies. Additionally,
a number of service and network providers may also exist for any specific access technology,
further increasing the number of available network choices. The concurrent availability
of a number of networks presents both the opportunity and the problem of selecting the
most appropriate ones. An ensuing problem is the distribution of application data flows
over the selected networks for all the applications running on the mobile device. We call
the problems of network selection and flow distribution the multihomed flow management
problem. Also, we call destination of a flow the remote end-point of the connection, even
if data is transferred from that correspondent peer to the mobile device.
Section 2.3 (page 32) reviewed the literature addressing the selection of appropriate access
link and networks. It showed that the most common criteria include network quality
of service (QoS) parameters such as capacity or delay. Researchers have also proposed
more user-centric criteria which are highly relevant to a mobile user, such as the power
consumption (Wang et al., 1999; Petander, 2009), or the cost of network use (Wilson
et al., 2005; Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008). In some of the aforementioned, the user is also
expected to provide policies or preferences (Wang et al., 1999; Song and Jamalipour, 2005;
Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008).
However, as Kilkki (2008) highlights, there is growing awareness of quality of experience
(QoE) in the research community. This emerging concept casts a new light on the meaning
of Gustafsson and Jonsson (2003)’s Always Best Connected (ABC) nodes. It seems that
the question of whether a device is technically best connected should be replaced by
the evaluation of whether the end-user feels their terminal provides them with the best
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currently achievable performance. Though we focus on this previous case, this question
can also cover applications not directly visible to humans. We therefore propose that the
multihomed flow management problem would be best solved by considering the criteria of
application quality, mobile resource use and price of network service. We collectively refer
to these as high-level performance metrics.
We consider application quality metrics directly, rather than by relying on the network
QoS. We argue that the non-linear relationship between the application quality and QoS
is a good motivation for this approach. Piamrat et al. (2010) already considered QoE in
order to select the optimum access link. However, they use it only as a single global metric
for that link, while we recognise quality can vary differently depending on the application,
and should therefore be treated with a finer level of granularity.
Additionally, we concluded in Sections 2.2.4 (page 31) and 2.3.4 (page 36) that micro-
optimisation is a risk in cross-layer designs, and that one had better designing decision
mechanisms which span the entire stack. We therefore include adaptive variation of the
application and protocol parameters in our proposal. By pre-emptively determining the
best set of parameters, we can greatly shorten the adaptation process of the application
and underlying transport protocol parameters, among others, to the network conditions.
In this chapter, we introduce a generic decision mechanism with global view and control
of the network stack (Figure 3.1) in order to avoid the potentially adverse interactions
risk presented by Kawadia and Kumar (2005). In Section 3.2, we start by describing
the vision a multihomed device has of its environment. In Section 3.3, we formalise this
description as a constrained optimisation model while Section 3.4 develops how we intend
to use the quality metrics introduced in Section 2.4.2 (page 40). Section 3.5 presents
scenarios in which we evaluated this proposal, with the evaluation itself and comparison
with commonly used approaches presented in Section 3.6. We conclude and present future
work in Section 3.7.
3.2 Environment of a Multihomed Mobile Device
We consider MIPv6-enabled devices with support for Multiple Care-of Address (MCoA).
Each of those mobile nodes (MNs) can therefore inform their home agent (HA) and
correspondent nodes (CNs) about their current locators (care-of address, CoA) to which
the data flows are to be directed. A multihomed device has more than one network in-
terface, and therefore multiple CoAs. No limitation is made on the technologies of these
interfaces: they can be all similar, all different, or any combination. The MN can use each
of these interfaces to connect to any compatible access link in range. We also consider that
the MN can instruct how each data flow should be directed to their destination (Mitsuya
et al., 2007; Larsson et al., 2009; Tsirtsis et al., 2011). This multihomed device can use
several access links and networks to support its communications with other servers and
peers in the Internet, as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.1 Relation of the contribution presented in this chapter to the cross-layer framework of this
thesis. Bold lines and non greyed-out components are the current focus.
3.2.1 Partial View of the Network Path
Due to its location and interactions with the elements along each IP network path, an
MN only has a partial view of its environment. It has full control and information over
the local link to its first hop, usually via the link layer of the relevant network interface.
However, forwarding decisions along the rest of network route are usually made locally at
each router, and are beyond the control, or even knowledge, of the MN. Only aggregate
information about the route can be observed and collected by this node. This information
is usually collected and used at the transport layer. Figure 3.4 shows a decomposition of
some paths of Figure 3.2 with respect to the knowledge and control of the MN.
We assume that a network n can have one or more access routers, or gateways, g, each
providing one access network to the MN. The MN can decide to establish a link l to some
of the gateways of the access networks. That link then represents the first hop of a data
flow’s packets forwarded for the MN. The network route r is an aggregate view of the rest
of the way, from the gateway’s operator’s network to the flow’s destination d. Regardless
of which technology the MN uses to get its packets into the network, it is reasonable to
assume that the rest of the route from any access router of a given network will have the
same properties towards a given destination.
3.2.2 Conditions Along the End-to-end Path
An end-to-end path, from a local interface to a given destination, can be seen as a combin-
ation of the physical link from that interface to an access network and the route from that
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Figure 3.2 A multihomed mobile device can access multiple wireless networks of various types at the
same time to carry flows to and from remote destinations.
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Figure 3.3 Typical use-case scenarios of a multihomed mobile device: (a) Public Wi-Fi provisioned with
a 3G uplink (e.g., commuter train or ferry); (b) Data server on a network offering wireless access but a
slow uplink; (c) 802.11 ad hoc link is available which is much shorter than going through both HAs or even
the infrastructure.
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Figure 3.4 An MN has a partial view of the network path to its CNs. It has good information about the
locally available access routers gi accessible from its interfaces on the wireless media. Its view and control
of the network route from the operators’ networks nj to which those routers belong is less precise and lacks
detailed information such as other intermediate routers. Here, CN1 does not natively support mobility
features and flows exchanged with this peer have to go through the HA. Conversely, CN2 supports these
features and related flows directly use the MN’s selected CoA.
access network to the destination. An additional element has also to be taken into account
to determine the network performance an application can achieve along that path: the
socket interface between the application and the network stack. The transport protocol
may indeed induce some rate limitation and potential losses may happen with real-time
application data. Figure 3.5 illustrates this decomposition.
First Hop Link
We consider direct links from the MN to a next hop using one of its interfaces. For the
sake of simplicity of the discussion, we assume that a single network-layer datagram is
encapsulated in each frame, and no fragmentation occurs (i.e., each frame corresponds to
one and only one complete IP packet). This section also lists the power consumption and
monetary costs that may be incurred when using a specific link as additional metrics.
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Figure 3.5 Three main elements contribute to the performance of network path p from the perspective of
an application running on an MN: the first hop on the local link l, the route r from the operator network
to the destination, and the socket interface between the application and the network stack s. Capacity,
delays (RTT and jitter) and loss metrics are represented as a tuple for each element.
Capacity The physical and link metrics are highly dependent on the type of network
interface and technology in use. All network technologies have a physical limitation on
the maximal speed at which they can put symbols on the medium. This maximal capacity
achievable through that interface is simply CL(l, t, ·)1 as defined by Chimento and Ishac
(2008). However, depending on the spectrum use and load of the gateways, the MN can
only expect to get a capacity of cl = AvailCapL(l, t, ·) from that link to carry its flow.
Delays At the link layer, the medium access control (MAC) protocol allows to make
the spectrum a reliable shared link. An interface taking part in the distributed MAC
algorithm may delay sending frames until the medium is next free. Until then, packets
to be sent are queued in local buffers. This introduces a delay in the delivery of those
packets, and may even result in losses if the station has to contend for the network for
too long while its buffers fill, or the packets’ deadlines expire. The delay is denoted dl,
and the link’s contribution to the RTT can be estimated as 2dl. In addition, as the most
common MAC algorithms rely on random back-offs (e.g., IEEE Std 802.11-2007), they
also introduce some jitter jl.
Packet Error and Loss Rates As outlined is Section 2.1.2 (page 17), wireless links
are prone to experience packet losses unrelated to congestion. Packets sent properly, as
far as the sending station is concerned, may also be decoded incorrectly due to transient
interferences at the receiver. Such errors lead to the packet being discarded and counted
as lost. This packet error rate is denoted el. MAC-level retransmissions can mitigate these
losses, at the price of an increased delay and jitter.
Power Consumption Transmitting data over a wireless network, or merely keeping an
interface on, draws power from the node’s battery. When an interface i is uploading data
at speed su and downloading at sd, its instantaneous power consumption can intuitively
1We use notation “·” in functional relations as placeholders for parameters which are not relevant to the
current discussion.
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be estimated as the sum of both components,
Pw(i) = Pwa(i) + (Pwu(i) · su + Pwd(i) · sd) , (3.1)
where Pwa(i) is the power consumption of the interface when it is active and associated to
a network, but and Pwu(i) (resp. Pwd(i)) is that of using it to upload (resp. download)
1 bps.
Monetary Cost Some networks may not be free, and charge the user various types
of usage fees. Those can either be for time access, transfer volume, or both. Thus,
transmitting data at speed s = sd + su would cost
Pr(n) = Pra(n) + Prt(n) · s, (3.2)
where Pra(n) is the cost of having an active connection to the access network n for a
second, and Prt(n) is that of using it to transmit 1 bps.
Network Route
The physical link directly connected to the mobile node is rarely the only one traversed
by data flows before they reach their destination. They will be forwarded by a series of
other links with varying characteristics. We refer to this part of a path as network route,
as this is how it appears to the MN.
A network route r is intrinsically a network path in the acceptation of IP Performance
Metrics working group (IPPM), presented in Section 2.4.1 (page 37), as it is composed of
one or more links. From the perspective of the MN, r is all of the path to the destination
d but the first hop-link l. A flow may however need to go through the HA if d does not
natively support route optimisation (RO), which is likely to increase the length of the
route (triangular routing).
Capacity Similarly to our approach for the first hop link, the achievable capacity of
route r is the path capacity cr = AvailCapP (r, t, ·).
Delays As Almes et al. (1999a) noted, it is easier to observe the RTT rr of a route
from an access network to a destination. Under the assumption that a network path is
symmetric for delays, the one way delay can be roughly derived by halving the RTT. The
routers’ queues along the route may however introduce a variable delay which will manifest
itself as jitter at the destination, jr.
Packet Loss Rates Properly maintained networks should not experience any loss.
Losses native to the path infrastructure (i.e., not related to congestions) are denoted
er, but should usually be null.
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Socket Interface
A socket is the programming abstraction for the connection as seen from one of its ap-
plicative endpoints. As such, it is the interface through which the application layer uses
a network path, and is dependent on its performance. Being within the same machine,
this link is highly unlikely to add significant delay to the transmission, but may limit the
usage of the available capacity along a path (e.g., congestion control); doing so, it may
also create losses for the application.
Congestion-Limited Throughput As we consider shared networks, only congestion
controlled transport protocols are discussed. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2 (page 17),
wireless losses may disrupt such rate controls’ performance. For TCP (and TFRC), it
is possible to determine the maximal throughput that the application would be able to
achieve under certain loss conditions. The model of TCP derived by Padhye et al. (1998)
allows to derive an average stationary rate given the packet loss rate lp = el · er and the
RTT rp = 2dl + rr along the full path as
TCP(rp, lp) =
MTU
rp
(√
2lp
3 + 12
√
3lp
8 lp(1 + 32lp
2)
) , (3.3)
where MTU is the maximum size of a packet (Maximum Transmission Unit). It is note-
worthy to observe that baseline packet error rates of wireless networks, after MAC retrans-
missions, are sufficiently low so as not to limit TCP’s throughput more than the nominal
capacity of the access technology, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. This is, however, not always
the case for higher loss rates. Equation (3.3) can therefore be used in a predictor of the
expected throughput for a TCP or TFRC sender on path p,
Thr(p, t, i) = min
(
TCP(rp, lp),AvailCapp(p, t, i)
)
. (3.4)
This measure is therefore the end-to-end capacity available to the application using socket
s over path p,
cs = Thr(p, t, i). (3.5)
However, this rate may be lower than the rate at which the application has to send its
packets. In this case, the application will experience packet losses as the socket’s buffer
fills up but the transport protocol cannot send its contents fast enough.
Application Data Losses Though not all applications have a capacity requirement
creq, we propose to evaluate the loss rate ls of those which do as
ls =
{
(creq − cs) /creq creq > cs,
0 otherwise,
(3.6)
when their throughput is limited by the congestion-control algorithm of the transport
protocol in use. This is more specifically the case of real-time traffic when the load from
the application cannot adapt without changes in the encoding parameters.
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Figure 3.6 TCP’s maximum throughput under various delay and loss conditions. Typical capacities and
loss rates (after retransmissions) for TDMA (GSM) and CDMA/CA (Xylomenos et al., 2001), and W-
CDMA (UMTS; Prokkola et al., 2009) are reported. They suggest that these errors alone may be ignored
as a throughput-limiting factor for TCP.
3.2.3 Experimental Evaluation of Path Conditions
To obtain realistic figures for the characteristic conditions of a path from an application
or user perspective, we set up a QoS measurement testbed, depicted in Figure 3.7. We
also analysed data from external sources in order to evaluate the power consumption and
price of using specific access networks.
End-to-end Path QoS
Our QoS measurement system is based on common network administration and research
tools. The client software runs on mobile devices equipped with multiple interfaces for
various network technologies. It collects information about the current path to a test
server (e.g., RTT, number and location of intermediate servers or presence of NAT),
performs two-way throughput tests using Iperf and the command-line client Wget2, and
2http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
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investigates other transport-layer parameters with the Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT)
suite (Zekauskas, 2005).
3G access network
(Three, Australia)
3.5G access network
(Unwired, Australia)
Public Wi-Fi
access networks
(Australia/Germany)
Nicta network (Aarnet, Australia)
Corporate Wi-Fi
access network
Inria Rocquencourt Network
(Renater, France)
Home ADSL2+
(Internode, Australia)
Home Wi-Fi
access
network
Web100 server
application
Test paths
Figure 3.7 QoS measurement testbed. Several test servers are located in Australia and in France. The test
clients connects from the locally available access networks (private or public Wi-Fi, 3G or pre-WiMAX)
to the servers in sequence, and test the network path.
Due to the lack of control on the intermediate routers, already mentioned in Section 3.2.1,
our system does not allow us to obtain detailed characteristics for all elements of Figure 3.5.
Only cs, the end-to-end capacity, can be collected through the use of either Iperf and Wget,
while rp is obtained through the use of the system ping tool. NDT can collect both metrics.
For this testbed, three networks hosted measurement servers: two academic networks in
Australia and in France (Aarnet and Renater), and an ADSL2+ provided by an Australian
ISP (Internode). Test clients were laptops running a Linux 2.6 kernel, equipped with a 3G
modem with a subscription to the Australian operator Three and a pre-WiMAX technology
deployment (3.5G) based on Navini Ripwave modems (operated by Unwired), in addition
to their built-in Wi-Fi interface. Public hotspots as well as some private ones available to
the experimenter have been used as access networks to conduct the Wi-Fi tests.
Over a period of a few months (September–November 2010), measurements using this test-
bed have been taken from several locations in Sydney, Australia, and Bremen, Germany.
Only Wi-Fi tests were run at the latter location. Figure 3.8 summarises the measured
characteristics for each network type.
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Figure 3.8 Empirical QoS distributions as measured from the testbed. Top: upstream and downstream
capacity, bottom: RTT. Boxes show the 25–75% inter-quartile range (IQR), the heavier line represents
the median of the data-set and whiskers extends to the extreme data within 1.5IQR from the median.
Circles denote outliers.
Power Usage and Battery Consumption
We obtained the 3G and Wi-Fi power consumption data-set used by Petander (2009).
Figure 3.9 shows characteristic examples from the dataset: UMTS uploads and, Wi-Fi
downloads and idleness. We analysed it using linear models to evaluate the impact of time
and transmission speed on the battery. Table 3.1 summarises the parameters and goodness
of fit (in the form of residual standard errors, RSE) of regressions of dependent variable
battery consumption against independent variables active time (for Pwa) and amount of
transferred data (Pwd,u).
This analysis confirms that the main drain comes from whether the radio circuit is powered.
The transmission speed does not seem to have a strong impact on the power consumption,
and is more dependent on the signal quality and network load. Pwa(i), in (3.1), is a much
more important factor than Pwd, u(i). Equation (3.1) can therefore be simplified to
Pw(i) ≃ Pwa(i). (3.7)
Monetary Cost of Using an Access Network
The pricing terms of the main mobile broadband operators in Australia were collected in
December 2010. There is a wide variety of contract types (timed or quota, plan or prepaid,
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Figure 3.9 Empirical battery consumption of UMTS and Wi-Fi devices in Petander (2009)’s dataset,
and linear regression against time and transferred size. Active interfaces exhibit a time-constant power
consumption, regardless of the amount of data transferred. Inactive but enabled Wi-Fi interfaces also incur
a significant battery usage. For legibility, not all empirical data points are reported.
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Table 3.1 Averages and residual standard errors (RSE) of the regressions performed on the battery data-
set. Fitting with only Pwa yields much smaller and less varying RSEs than for Pwd,u.
Technology Direction Pwa SEPwa RSEa SERSEa Pwd,u SEPwd,u RSEd,u SERSEd,u
UMTS download 0.017 0.0018 1.35 0.20 1.31 0.34 2.26 0.36
high load upload 0.013 0.0013 1.04 0.16 1.59 0.59 1.48 0.33
UMTS download 0.013 0.0022 1.87 0.34 0.24 0.0079 3.12 1.37
low load upload 0.011 0.0010 1.61 0.014 0.27 0.023 1.60 0.12
Wi-Fi
download 0.012 0.00034 1.96 0.22 0.098 0.060 2.32 0.34
upload 0.015 0.00050 2.39 0.38 0.042 0.0067 2.81 0.42
peak and off-peak periods) and ways to handle excess usage (increased price, data blocks,
traffic shaping).
Depending on commercial factors such as bundled plans, quotas or off-peak period, Pra
and Pru see large variations depending on the users’ operator and contract oc, history of
usage h and time of the day t. A more realistic formulation of (3.2) for the monetary cost
of using a network should therefore be
Pr = Pra(oc, h, t) + Prt(oc, h, t)s. (3.8)
However, at any point in time T , Pr∗ = Pr∗(oc, h, T ) can be precomputed, leaving (3.2)
as a good approximation of the price of using an access network.
3.3 Multihomed Flow Management
We propose to optimise overall performance metrics by deciding on network associations,
distribution of flows across links and application parameters. The UML model shown
in Figure 3.10 is proposed as a summary of the basic interactions between conditions
presented in the previous section and some optimisation objectives.
We model this proposal as a constrained optimisation problem (COP). This section
presents the model, the objective function to be optimised, and the structural constraints.
The sets and operations are summarised in Table 3.2.
3.3.1 The Flow Management Problem
Let I be the set of network interfaces, N the set of all available networks, including the
special network None, and L ⊆ I × N the set of links that can be established between
interfaces and networks. At all times, each interface i ∈ I is associated to a network
n ∈ N . This is represented as link li = (i, n). Vector a of length |I| represents the network
associations of all the interfaces i ∈ I; ai = n when li = (i, n).
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Figure 3.10 Environmental elements involved in the multihomed flow management problem.
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Table 3.2 Sets and their operations used to define and model the multihomed flow management problem.
Set of access networks N
None ∈ N null network to represent unassociated interfaces
Set of interfaces I
a ∈ N |I| network association vector where ai ∈ N, ∀i ∈ I
Set of links L ⊆ I ×N
QoS(l) achievable QoS achievable on link l ∈ L
Pw(l) power consumption of link l, Eq. (3.7)
Pr(l) access price of link l, Eq. (3.2)
QoS tuple q = 〈c, r, e, s, . . .〉
C(q) = c available capacity
R(q) = r round-trip time
e link error rate
s security level
. . . other metrics relevant to an application
Set of flows F
d ∈ L|F | flow distribution vector where df ∈ L, ∀f ∈ F
p, |p| = |F | application-specific parameters (pf for flow f)
Q(f, pf , qf ) quality profile of flow f ∈ F under QoS qf
qreq(f, pf ) min. required QoS to maximise Q(f, pf , qreq(f, pf ))
We define operation QoS(·) = 〈c, r, e, s, . . .〉 on elements of L which represents the QoS
achievable on a given link. Components of QoS(l) include the capacity of the link C(l) =
C(QoS(l)) = c, the round-trip time R(l) = R(QoS(l)) = r and the potential error rate
e. It can also include indices such as the security level s (e.g., WPA2 would rank better
than WEP). We also define two other operations on links, the induced power consumption
Pw(·) and the price that some operators charge for use of their network, Pr(·). These
operations are the respective equivalent of (3.7) and (3.2).
Additionally, let F be the set of application flows which have to be distributed on active
interfaces. The performance quality of a flow f can be expressed as Q(f, pf , qf ) where pf is
a set of application configuration parameters (such as codec or bit-rate) and qf is the QoS
the flow obtains. Examples of functional relations usable as Q(·) are given in Section 3.4
for video, voice and web QoE. We denote qreq(f, pf ) the QoS so that Q(f, pf , qreq(f, pf ))
is the highest. This is the requirement for a flow with parameters pf to perform best.
Finally, each flow f must be distributed on one single link,3 df = l ∈ L, where d is the
flow distribution vector, of size |F |.
The multihomed flow management problem thus consists selecting the network association
for each interface (a; possibly turning some off), distributing the flows over the active
links (d) and adjusting application parameters to the best matching set (p). The concept
of ABC terminals requires to maintain a high performance quality while keeping low power
3This work does not consider the possibility of multipath flows.
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consumption and access prices. This triple objective can be expressed as
max
a,d,p

∑
f∈F
WfQ (f, pf , qreq(f, pf ))
−Wb
∑
i∈I
Pw(li)−Wp
∑
i∈I
Pr(li)
)
,
(3.9)
where the W∗ are weighting factors which can be used to scale performance metrics to
comparable ranges, and express their relative priority. Also, the following structural con-
straints apply, 

∀f ∈ F, ∃i ∈ I / (ai 6= None) ∧ (df = li),
∀i ∈ I,
∑
f∈F |df=li
C (qreq(f, pf )) ≤ C(QoS(li)).
(3.10a)
(3.10b)
In other words, (3.10a) attributes a single active link to each flow and (3.10b) ensures that
the maximal capacity available on each interface is respected.
A noteworthy fact about this model is that, in the process of optimising (3.9), it derives the
QoS that the flow is expected to receive (for example its throughput). This information
can be reported as a hint to the transport protocol the flow uses in order to skip its
adaptation phases and directly adjust the rate to the selected conditions.
3.3.2 Comparison to QoS-based Decisions
To evaluate the potential improvements that could be achieved by the increased awareness
of user and application requirements, we compare our proposal to two other mechanisms:
1) selecting only the network with the highest capacity and 2) load balancing flows over all
interfaces, with each of the interfaces connected to the highest capacity uplink. The object-
ive functions and additional required constraints for those two mechanisms are described
below.
Network Selection
This first mechanism consists in selecting a single network which can provide the highest
capacity. It is similar to what is currently done in consumer devices such as smart-phones
(e.g., Android-based or iPhones; Wasserman and Seite, 2011). These devices use a Wi-Fi
connection in preference to the 3G connection. This default policy is logical as, in general,
the Wi-Fi connection is likely to provide a higher capacity at a lower cost of network use.
The network selection problem can thus be represented as
max
a
∑
i∈I
C(li)
s.t.
{ ∃i ∈ I / ai 6= None,
∀j ∈ I − {i}, aj = None.
(3.11)
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Flow Load Balancing
For the flow load balancing scheme, we consider a device which associates all its interfaces
with their respective best networks, chosen by any or other QoS criteria. The current flows
are then distributed so that each interface is equally loaded with respect to their available
capacity (similar to Kandula et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2009).
To maintain loads roughly equal on all the interfaces of the terminal, we use a formula
based on Jain et al. (1984)’s fairness as an additional optimisation objective. Rather than
intrinsic capacity usage, we are interested in load balancing the flow requirements over
links according to their capacity. We thus define for each link l a load ratio,
Lr(l) =
∑
f∈F |df=l
C(qreq(pf ))
C(l)
,
which we use in the fairness index,
Fr =
(∑
i∈I Lr(li)
)2
|I|∑i∈I Lr(li)2 . (3.12)
This index is 1 when all load ratios are equal, and tends to 0 with increasing unfairness
in the load.
The load balancing problem can thus be formulated as
max
a,d
(
Wc
∑
i∈I
C(li) +WfFr
)
, (3.13)
which represents the ideal load-balancing, probably better than what actual (sub-optimal)
algorithms can achieve.
3.4 Using QoE Models for Network Selection
Not all applications serve the same objective. Therefore, there are different ways to meas-
ure the observed quality. Depending on the type of application, different quality metrics
will be used. As presented in Section 2.4.2 (page 41), there has been a large body of
research and standardisation work in the telecommunications community to provide QoE
quality profiles. We reuse these models here to estimate the achievable QoE of interactive
flows for various sets of application parameters and available access networks’ QoS.
3.4.1 Motivational Example for Quality-Based Flow Management
Quality profiles tend to exhibit a non-linear behaviour. Figure 3.11 shows an example of
such a behaviour for a video encoded with H.264 at different bit-rates, based on (2.5).
Without knowledge of the application, reducing its allotted QoS can have adverse con-
sequences on its quality. This strongly supports our hypothesis that application quality
metrics are more relevant than raw QoS for flow management.
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Figure 3.11 Quality profiles (2.5) for a video stream encoded with H.264 at various rates for varying
network capacities. The optimum MOS is not a linear function of the available capacity. At a chosen
bit-rate, a reduction in capacity may make no difference or may make the video unusable.
Application quality information allows more flexibility in the distribution of flows and
allows to safely consider trade-offs to reduce power consumption and price of access while
still providing an acceptable performance across all applications.
3.4.2 Assumptions for the Objective Models
Though we reuse the models presented in Section 2.4.2 (page 41), we make some assump-
tions about some of their parameters.
ITU models for real-time applications include information about packet error rate. How-
ever, our QoS measurements did not include it as they used TCP to probe the network
path. Instead, we estimate this parameter based on the available capacity and the flow
bit-rates. As discussed by Floyd and Fall (1999), it is not recommended not to use conges-
tion control in the public Internet. Congestion-controlled transport protocols may however
limit the throughput of an application to match the path’s congestion level. For real-time
applications, such limitation to a rate lower than their nominal bit-rate will incur packet
losses as per (3.6). Therefore, if C(qf ) < C(qreq(f, pf )), a ratio
plr =
C (qreq(f, pf ))− C(qf )
C (qreq(f, pf ))
of packets is lost. This ratio is used as the packet error rate component (e) of the QoS
tuple to compute the performance quality of a flow with this reduced capacity as
Q (f, pf , 〈cf , rf , 0, . . .〉) = Q (f, pf , 〈creqf , rf , plr, . . .〉) ,
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where cf = C(qf ), rf = R(qf ) and creqf = C (qreq(f, pf )). This assumes that packets lost
due to too small a capacity are not retransmitted. This is reasonable as the time it takes
to retransmit a packet makes it useless for real-time media streaming.
The R factor (2.2) includes, more specifically for voice conversations, a parameter Is which
is a combination of simultaneous impairments not related to network conditions. However,
there is no default or well-known value for this parameter. In the following, we follow the
approach of Graubner et al. (2010) and ignore this term by setting it to 0.
Finally, the QoE profile for elastic traffic (2.6) considers a web session to start with a query
through a web-based search engine or directory (T1 and T2 in WeightedST ). We however
note that not all web sessions start with a search query (e.g., bookmarks or e-mails). We
therefore propose to only consider the time needed to load the actual page by setting
T1 = T2 = 0 and using
WeightedST = 0.98 · T3 + 1.76 · T4, (3.14)
where T3 = rf and T4 = s/cf . We will use (3.14) in the rest of this thesis.
3.5 Evaluation Scenarios
To evaluate and compare the performance of all three approaches, we implement them
in the MiniZinc modelling language (Marriott et al., 2008) and evaluate the various ap-
proaches in multiple scenarios. Each scenario differs in the number and type of interfaces,
the possible links and their achievable QoS, and the number and type of flows. All para-
meters come from empirical measurements. This section first details our implementation
of the model, then explains how evaluation scenarios were created.
3.5.1 MiniZinc Models
The models are relatively straightforward representations of the constraints expressed in
Section 3.2. The functional relationships between network and monetary cost; network
and interface, and QoS; and network and interface, and power consumption, are all repres-
ented as table constraints. Furthermore, the functional relationship between application
parameters and QoS and QoE is also expressed as a table constraint. In this latter case
the table is a discrete approximation of the functions. Consequently, the model has the
form of a traditional constraints satisfaction problem (CSP; Dechter, 2003) for which we
wish to optimise the objective function.
The MiniZinc language is supported by several different solvers. To run the scenarios
we used the default solver. This solver employs the standard constraint programming ap-
proach: it uses constructive search, constraint propagation, and branch-and-bound pruning
to completely explore the space of possible solutions and find the optimal one.
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3.5.2 Numerical Parameters
The empirical data-sets collected and analysed in Section 3.2.3 have been used as the basis
to create evaluation scenarios. They are summarised below, along with some assumptions
which had to be made about them.
QoS The tuples of QoS parameters observed during the collection campaign described in
Section 3.2.3 have been used to provide realistic network conditions.
Battery consumption We used the energy consumption data from Petander (2009).
This data-set only covers 3G and Wi-Fi interfaces. As an equivalent for WiMAX ad-
apters was not available, we have used the Wi-Fi measurements as nominal WiMAX
values. We believe that this does not qualitatively change the outcome of our com-
parison.
Access Price The presented model does not encompass all different pricing methods
which have been identified. However, as a first approximation, only pricing per
connection time has been taken into account. Additionally, all Wi-Fi networks were
considered cost-free.
Quality of experience The QoE for video, audio and web flows has been computed and
tabulated for a wide range of supporting QoS, based on the models presented in
Section 2.4.2 (page 41) and our assumptions from Section 3.4.2.
Web Demand Unlike real-time constant-bit-rate streaming, web traffic does not have a
throughput requirement. Rather, as shown by (2.6), the perceived quality depends
on the duration of the transfer which, in turn, depends on both the available capacity
and the page size. We therefore used another data-set from Petander (2009) for the
size distribution of web pages.
Priority and Scaling Factors Though the optimisation objective functions (3.9)
and (3.13) include weighting factors W∗ for all singular objectives, they are all equal
and set to 1 for now. It is the subject of future work to study how to adjust them
from user feedback.
3.5.3 Generic Scenarios
We first consider a set of generic scenarios which covers a wide range of use-cases for
mobile devices (e.g., smart-phones or vehicular routers). Those scenarios are synthetically
generated by a random process. The numbers of interfaces, access networks and flows are
first determined. Then, the power consumption, cost and QoS of the links are randomly
chosen from the data-sets. The identifier of the scenario is used as the seed of the pseudo-
random number generator in order to allow identical recreation. The parameter ranges
for the scenario generation are shown in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.12 shows the parameters of the scenarios we considered. We arbitrarily chose the
first 100, though 5 of them did not have any available networks, reducing the number of
significant scenarios to 95. For each scenario, the three approaches have been evaluated by
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Table 3.3 Parameter ranges used for the generation of the synthetic scenarios.
Technology Interfaces Networks
Min Max Min Max
3G 1 1 0 1
Wi-Fi 1 2 0 10
WiMAX 0 1 0 2
Flow type Min Max
voice over IP (VoIP) 0 3
Video 0 3
Web 5 10
the constraint solver to find the optimal solution each technique could yield. In order to
study how the different approaches perform under different demands, the number of flows
has been varied from 1 to the total number for each scenario. This allowed us to observe
the variation of overall performance metrics, which we discuss in the next section.
3.5.4 Typical Smart-phone Use Scenarios
We additionally study the performance of the proposal for more specific scenarios of the
smart-phone use-case. We consider a two-way video conversation and web browsing. This
gives a fixed demand of 2 VoIP flows, 2 video flows, and 3 web sessions. The sizes of the
web sessions are taken from the nearest rank from the 40, 50 and 60th percentiles of the
data-set. We also limit the scenarios from the previous sub-section to those which have a
single Wi-Fi interface, as is currently the case for hand-held mobile devices. The available
networks remain the same.
3.6 Results and Discussion
We ran the scenarios presented above for our combined approach as well as for the network
selection and load balancing schemes. The number of flows from each scenario was varied
from 1 to the maximum of each scenario to study the behaviour of the different approaches
under various demands. However, the solving models were not implemented with speed
of solving in mind. As a result, the time to find the optimal solution increases more than
linearly with the number of flows.
To avoid unmanageable completion-waiting times, we added a stopping condition in the
iteration from 1 to |F | flows if the most recent solution took more than a given time to
find.4 This stopping criterion has the adverse effect of limiting the number of samples for
large numbers of active flows, which widens the confidence interval of the results. However,
with fewer than 7 concurrent flows, solving the problem often takes less than 20 s.
4The scenarios were evaluated on a cluster made of 2GHz Xeon machines running Redhat Linux with
kernel 2.6.18-92.1.13.el5 #1 SMP. However, the solver did not make use of the multiple cores of the machine,
and ran in parallel with other jobs.
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Figure 3.12 Scenarios parameters. Top: number of interfaces and available networks of each technology
in the studied synthetic scenarios; Bottom: number of flows per type.
For all scenarios, we focus on the average quality over all flows, as well as the power
consumption and the price. The latter two metrics have been transposed to units more
meaningful for a user: consumption of the full battery in %/s, and price in ¢/s.
3.6.1 Generic Scenarios
Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 respectively compare the average quality, power consumption
and access price achieved depending on the approach. Both overall averages and median
values are reported. For the average plots, error bars show the standard error of the
results; for the median ones, they are placed at ±1.58 · IQR/√ns, where ns is the number
of samples for the given number of flows, as an estimate of the 95% confidence interval.
Only values for which ns > 20 experiments finished within the deadline are plotted.
Figure 3.13 shows the variation in the achievable QoE. As could have been expected, the
network selection scheme quickly delivers bad quality because it tries to fit all flows over
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a single link with limited capacity. The load-balancing approach performs better here,
provided there is more than one link available for distributing the flows. The QoE-aware
decision system, however, manages to maintain the average quality consistently between 4
and 5. It even increases with a larger number of flows, as it becomes worth enabling more
interfaces to better support the demand.
The power consumption is shown on Figure 3.14. The network selection scheme, using only
one interface at a time, usually has the lowest battery consumption. The load balancing,
which uses all its interfaces, regardless of the needs, always uses a larger amount of battery.
Our proposal has a more dynamic power consumption, which increases as it establishes
more links to cater for a higher demand.
Finally, the price is shown on Figure 3.15. In the same way as the power consumption, it
is directly related to the number of established links. As all the Wi-Fi networks, with the
highest capacity, were considered public and free in our scenarios, the network selection
scheme unsurprisingly yields a rather low price. The load balancing approach establishes
links even on for-a-fee networks, and tries to distribute traffic evenly on them. Using
this technique therefore results in higher prices overall. As one of the objectives of our
QoE-aware proposal is to keep the price to a minimum, it rarely uses costly network
where alternatives exist, even if with lower QoSs, as it can adapt application parameters
accordingly.
3.6.2 Smart-phone Scenarios
Figure 3.16 compares the performance of the proposed performance metrics-aware multi-
homed flow management technique to the network selection and load balancing approaches
with a fixed realistic demand over the subset of scenarios (56) which include a single Wi-
Fi interface. We note that the single network selection approach currently implemented
in smart-phones provides, on the average, the worst QoE performance and that our pro-
posal, while maintaining a high QoE, manages to keep the median battery consumption
in between those of the two others and keep the access price to a minimum.
From those two sets of results, it appears that awareness of application parameters and
QoE metrics allows to make better decisions with respect to which network to connect to,
and how to distribute application flows on them. The possibility to manipulate application
parameters based on the knowledge of the QoS they will encounter permits keeping the
overall perceived experience high, while maintaining low battery consumption and access
costs.
3.7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we have argued that QoS-based network selection is not sufficient to
provide a good experience to the user. We introduced a user- and application-aware
decision mechanism for multihomed mobile devices to support this. We devised it to
select access networks to use for each interface, distribute the application flows over those
links and configure the applications to maintain a high quality of experience and keep
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Figure 3.13 Average QoE achieved by the three decision schemes. The QoE-aware approach outperforms
the two others as it is the only one to manipulate application parameters to match the current QoS.
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Figure 3.14 Battery consumption depending on the number of active flows for each approach. A consump-
tion of 0.03%/s results in a battery lifetime of less than an hour. The apparent decrease in consumption of
the load-balancing strategy is biased by the limited number of scenarios with 8 or more flows which could
run without hitting the time limit.
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Figure 3.15 Price per second of the solutions found by the presented approaches. Only the QoE-aware
scheme is mindful of that metric, and tries to keep it as low as possible by using free networks.
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Figure 3.16 Distribution of the overall performance metrics yielded by the QoE-aware multihomed flow
management (QA), network selection (NS) and load-balancing (LB) approaches in the static demand eval-
uation. Our approach outperforms the two others in terms of application quality, while keeping reasonably
low power consumption and price.
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other perfunctory factors such as battery consumption and access price as low as possible.
Performance indices other than QoE can also be used for non-interactive applications.
To evaluate our proposal, we modelled it as a COP. We compared its performance in terms
of overall performance to two common decision mechanisms: the single network selection
approach which is currently used in most smart-phones, and multihomed load balancing.
Experimental results have shown that the proposed quality-aware approach out-performs
others by supporting high application quality while keeping power consumption and price
to a minimum. We also showed how those results remain valid with increasing demand.
The results presented in this chapter are encouraging and lead to interesting future work.
First, some assumptions of the model should be removed to get more accurate quantitative
results.
• The direction of flows was not considered (all were assumed to be downloads with
respect to link capacities); networks’ asymmetric QoSs should be taken into account
in future iterations of the model.
• The price modelling does not properly reflect the actual complexity of current oper-
ators’ practice;
• WiMAX power traces were missing, and field experiments should be conducted to
acquire those;
• Encapsulation and tunnelling overhead (e.g., going through the HA) was not ac-
counted for;
• Due to the way QoS measurements have been performed, they were not as accurately
decomposed as our initial model was; specific work on separating the contribution
of the various components of a network path would benefit our approach as much
finer decisions could be taken.
• It was assumed that the decision mechanism was given full information and full con-
trol on the flow it had to manage; this is acceptable in the case of an MN originating
all the flows but, in the case of a mobile router merely managing flows on behalf
of mobile network nodes, information and control systems for NEMOs have to be
studied (see Ben Rayana and Bonnin, 2008; Gaultier et al., 2009, for example).
• The presented optimisation method considered the operation of a single device.
Study of the stability of a system where all users are using such a mechanism has been
left out. However, synchronisation problems and oscillatory patterns could emerge
from a global use of our proposed decision system, such as users joining and leaving
the same networks simultaneously. This should be considered, and methods to avoid
it should be studied and included in further studies on this decision algorithm and
its criteria.
Second, though weights were introduced in the objective functions, they were not used.
How to let the user give feedback to the system to adjust those weights and provide
solutions more finely tailored to their needs should be explored. Possible approaches
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include using Likert-type scales (Likert, 1932) to let the user input their opinion in real-
time and use techniques such as the analytic hierarchy process (Saaty, 2000) to adjust the
weights accordingly.
Finally, as was discussed when presenting the results, the CSP-based implementation was
not optimised for solving time. It is important that the mechanism is able to run in
real-time, either on a mobile device or delegated to a decision “provider,” to benefit from
optimal QoE-aware decisions in a real system. Work on improving the CSP representation,
comparing the performance of various solvers, and considering restarting the optimisation
from partial or previous solutions is therefore important. Alternatively, other approaches
such as linear programming techniques could be used to search the solution space.
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Chapter 4
Mobility-Aware Transport Protocol
4.1 Introduction
Following the increased connectivity and ease of use of constantly connected mobile devices,
there is also a shift towards real-time applications such as multimedia streaming, voice over
IP (VoIP) or video conferencing in mobile environments. However, the supporting pro-
tocols to transport the real-time traffic of emerging applications are still mainly those
designed to carry best effort traffic for fixed and wire-connected devices, which were re-
viewed in Section 2.1.1 (page 13).
While UDP has historically been used to carry real-time traffic, it does not provide con-
gestion control. Such a feature is however highly desirable in a shared network infra-
structure (Floyd and Fall, 1999). The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP),
proposed by Kohler et al. (2006a,b), is a non-reliable but congestion-aware transport pro-
tocol which could efficiently replace UDP for such purpose. However, as described in
Section 2.1.2 (page 17), the performance of congestion-controlled transport protocols suf-
fers in mobile wireless environments due to several underlying assumptions being broken.
DCCP’s congestion control mechanisms are not immune to these issues.
In this chapter, we therefore propose a mobility-aware enhancement to one of DCCP’s
congestion control mechanisms, the TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC; Floyd et al.,
2000; Widmer, 2003; Floyd et al., 2008). We consider handovers between networks with
potentially heterogeneous characteristics. In our generic scenario, depicted in Figure 4.1, a
wireless mobile node (MN) moves between two or more networks while having established
sessions with fixed correspondent nodes (CNs) in the Internet. The handover can be
between two access points of the same technology, that is, horizontal, or vertical, between
heterogeneous wireless networks such as 3G to Wi-Fi.
We first study the behaviour of standard DCCP/TFRC in mobility situations, and nu-
merically model the effects of such handovers on TFRC. We use this model to quantit-
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Figure 4.1 Generic use-case scenario: vertical handovers between a number of access networks with
different characteristics.
atively derive the potential for improvement. We then present an end-to-end protocol
extension designed to better cope with mobility events and adapt faster to different
quality of service (QoS) on the new access network. Our proposal relies on explicit
notifications—similarly to, e.g., the work of Montavont and Noe¨l (2006)—and can be
directly integrated as an enforcement element in our cross-layer framework (Figure 4.2).
This disconnection-tolerant modification of DCCP/TFRC shares similarities in concept
with Freeze-TCP (Goff et al., 2000) but has different target applications and introduces
further enhancements.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 uses simulations to highlight the impact
of mobility-induced disconnections on TFRC and introduces an numerical study of its be-
haviour, allowing to estimate possible performance gains; Section 4.3 presents the proposed
TFRC protocol modifications and their implementation into Freeze-DCCP/TFRC; simu-
lations and experimental results with a Linux implementation are presented in section 4.4.
Finally, in Section 4.5, we summarise this work and present future research directions.
4.2 Behaviour of TFRC Over a Disconnection
In this section, we investigate the issues TFRC faces when used in mobile scenarios with
heterogeneous handovers. We first describe the operation of TFRC as standardised by
Floyd et al. (2008). We then provide an example simulation highlighting some of the
issues, before modelling the behaviour of this rate control to quantify the performance
discrepancies.
4.2.1 Operation of Standard TFRC
Based on feedback from the receiver, a standard TFRC sender controls its rate X fol-
lowing a model of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)’s throughput under the same
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Figure 4.2 Relation of the contribution presented in this chapter to the cross-layer framework of this
thesis. Bold lines and non greyed-out components are the current focus.
conditions (Padhye et al., 1998),
XBps = T (p,R) =
s
R
√
2p
3 + tRTO
(
3
√
3p
8
)
p (1 + 32p2)
, (4.1)
X ← min(XBps, 2Xrecv) (4.2)
where s is the packet size, R the round-trip time (RTT), and tRTO the retransmit timeout
(usually 4R). Parameters p and Xrecv are reported by the receiver roughly every RTT and
are, respectively, the loss event rate, and the current received rate. If no report from the
receiver is seen before tRTO expires, the sender reduces its allowed sending rate by halving
the last used Xrecv.
As for TCP, a slow-start phase is also present to first adapt the rate to the network path’s
capacity. During this phase, the sender updates its rate once per RTT following
X ← min(2X, 2Xrecv), (4.3)
until the first loss is observed. When the first loss occurs, the TFRC receiver reports a
loss event rate p which reflects its observed throughput Xrecv before the loss. The value
of p is initialised by inverting (4.1).1
When further losses are observed, the TFRC receiver computes p as the inverse of the
weighted average of the lengths of the n most recent loss intervals i0, . . . , in−1. The length
1Floyd et al. (2008) do not specify how this inversion should be done. Most implementations use a
binary search, but Jourjon et al. (2007) suggest a more CPU efficient method based on a Newtown search.
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of a loss interval is measured in number of packets successfully received. The average is
computed using a vector of decreasing weights w = [w0, . . . , wn−1] as S0 =
∑n−1
i=0 wiii.
The TFRC receiver actually keeps a history i = [i0, . . . , in] of the last n+ 1 loss intervals.
This slightly larger buffer is designed to avoid overly increasing the loss event rate when
one of these events has just happened. Indeed, when losses have just been experienced,
the size of the current loss interval i0 starts increasing from 0. At first, i0 is so small
that it would incorrectly drive p up and needlessly reduce the rate XBps = T (p,R). It is
therefore ignored and the reported loss event rate is still based on the previous i1, . . . , in
intervals. As these values do not change anymore, p is stationary during this period.
Taking S1 =
∑n−1
i=0 wiii+1, Floyd et al. (2008) therefore compute p as
p =
1
imean
=
∑n−1
i=0 wi
max(S0, S1)
. (4.4)
Computing p this way only considers the duration of loss-less periods, and is not related to
the duration of periods during which all packets are lost, even if they span several RTTs.
As T (p,R) has an inverse relation with the loss event rate p, TFRC is not fit to work on
networks with loss-inducing disconnections. A temporary break in the end-to-end path
would indeed have several consequences. First, packets will needlessly use parts of the
network path’s capacity before being dropped, resulting in losses. The sending rate will
then gradually be reduced. Upon reconnection, the transport protocol’s rate will therefore
not match the network’s characteristics and need some time to re-adapt. We illustrate
this behaviour in the next section.
Moreover, as the computation of the loss event rate is based on a history of several loss
events, TFRC reacts slowly to immediate decreases in p. In the case of a cross-technology
hand-offs to access networks with a larger capacity, it will therefore take a much longer
time to adjust the rate to the newly available capacity.
4.2.2 Simulation of Mobile Handovers
To present an example of the adverse consequences of disconnections on the sending
rate of DCCP/TFRC in mobility situations, several simulations were run with ns-2 (ns-2
manual).2 The simulation scenario consists of a landscape of 800×1600m where a Mobile
IPv6 (MIPv6) MN moves between the coverage of three access routers (ARs). Figure 4.3
presents the simulated environment, consisting of one backbone router and the three ARs
providing non-overlapping wireless connectivity to the MN receiving traffic. Some simula-
tions were also run with the second base station disabled in order to observe the behaviour
of the data stream in the case of a more sporadically available network coverage.
ns-2 was configured to simulate a regular single-rate 11Mbps 802.11b wireless channel.
Some parameters had to be adjusted to obtain the desired simulation conditions: the
wireless reception threshold has been fine-tuned to simulate a 400mWi-Fi range. Table 4.1
2A complete rewrite of this tool, ns-3, was available at the time of this work, but some of the main
protocols were not yet implemented. This is no longer the case, and we believe it is time to move forward,
and that it would now be ill-advised to keep using ns-2 for such simulations as the new version is much
more flexible and has a cleaner and more extensible code-base.
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Figure 4.3 The basic simulation scenario. An MN moves back and forth between three adjacent (but not
overlapping) wireless networks with different prefixes. The CN sends a constant stream of data to the MN
using DCCP/TFRC. For simplicity, the MN’s home agent (HA) is set to be the AR of the first access
network. Addresses are expressed in ns-2 format.
summarises these configuration changes. We have also ported the MobiWan3 (Ernst, 2001)
MIPv6 support and DCCP module4 (Mattsson, 2004) to version 2.33 of this simulator, and
updated these to the latest versions (at the time) of their respective specifications (Johnson
et al., 2004; Floyd et al., 2008).5 All kinds of route optimisations for MIPv6 were disabled.
In the first scenario, the MN moved back and forth at constant speed between all three
ARs (from adjacent Wi-Fi networks), losing connectivity with the current one, associating
with the new one, and re-establishing its mobility bindings with its HA. Figure 4.4 shows
that, in addition to the delay to associate with the new AR and re-establish the bindings
when the previous link breaks, there is a delay between the time when a CoA is fully
configured on the new access network, and when the rate of TFRC is reinstated: 100ms
until it restarts, but 500ms until it is fully restored. Figure 4.5 shows the results for a
similar scenario where the second access point has been disabled, thus creating a period of
complete lack of connectivity. The previous delay effect becomes much larger, up to 50 s,
in this case.
In the next section, we model this behaviour in order to evaluate the performance issues
in terms of lost packets, delay until restart and “wasted” capacity.
3http://www.inrialpes.fr/planete/mobiwan/
4http://lifc.univ-fcomte.fr/~dedu/ns2/
5These updated patch-sets are available at http://www.nicta.com.au/people/mehanio/nsmisc/.
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Table 4.1 Parameters adjusted from ns-2’s defaults.
ns-2 parameter Value
11Mbps 802.11b channel
Phy/WirelessPhy bandwidth_ 11Mb
Phy/WirelessPhy freq_ 2.472e9
Mac/802_11 dataRate_ 11Mb
Mac/802_11 basicRate_ 1Mb
Miscellaneous
Phy/WirelessPhy RXThresh_ 5.57346e-11
Agent/MIPv6/MN bs_forwarding_ 0
Agent/MIPv6/MN rt_opti_ 0
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Figure 4.4 DCCP/TFRC data stream moving through adjacent Wi-Fi access networks. Labels on the
top axis represent the time when the new CoA has been configured and is fully usable.
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Figure 4.5 DCCP/TFRC data stream moving through non-adjacent Wi-Fi access networks.
4.2.3 Numerical Model of TFRC’s Behaviour
In order to quantify the highlighted impact, we introduce a model of TFRC’s behaviour
when a disconnection occurs. It is used to derive the number of packets that are lost
during the disconnection, the delay before TFRC resumes sending after a reconnection, the
available capacity and the time it takes to adapt to the new characteristics. After validating
it with ns-2 simulations, we evaluate these metrics for various typical horizontal and
vertical handover scenarios. This shows that there is ample room for better management
of these events. A summary of the symbols used throughout this section is given in
Table 4.2.
During the Disconnection
Evolution of Internal Parameters We evaluate the changes in sender rate X during
a disconnection, as well as the nofeedback timer period tRTO. Both values have an impact
on the number of packets lost during the disconnection and the rate recovery after the
reconnection. Figure 4.6 represents the evolution of these parameters.
tit
RTO
t0RTO
0 it ix
Xd
x
Td = T
0
NFI
X = s
tmbis
0
NFI index
Figure 4.6 The evolution of TFRC’s internal parameters after a disconnection.
Just before the disconnection occurs, at Td, the sender sends at rate X = Xd. In the
following, this is assumed to be the nominal TFRC rate that the underlying link can
support. Consequently, the receiver measures and reports an Xrecv roughly equal to Xd.
Therefore, (4.2) is limited by XBps.
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Table 4.2 Notations used for the analysis of TFRC over a disconnection.
Symbol Meaning
During disconnection
tiRTO Duration of no feedback interval (NFI) i
Xi Sender rate during NFI i (Xd = X
0)
ix First NFI so that X
ix = s/tmbi
it First NFI so that t
it
RTO starts increasing
nlost Number of packets lost during the disconnection
After reconnection
pr Loss event rate upon reconnection, entirely based on the previous network
Xmax Maximal TFRC sender rate the new network can support
tidle Time before the first packet is sent after reconnection
Xir Sender rate during RTT i after the reconnection (Xc = X
0
r )
Rir Sender’s estimation of the RTT of the new network
nεR Number of RTTs on the new network before R
i
r is within ε of Rnew
nipkts Total number of packets sent after RTT i on the new network
tss,recov,grow Times to recover from the disconnection and adapt to the new capacity
n∗wasted Number of packets that could have been sent
In the absence of feedback, the TFRC sender halves its allowed sending rate every time
the nofeedback timer expires by reducing its local estimate of Xrecv. When X becomes
small, tRTO is increased to cover the transmission of at least two packets.
For convenience, we segment the disconnected period into no feedback intervals (NFI). An
NFI is the interval between two consecutive expirations of the nofeedback timer.6 NFIs
are indexed starting at i = 0. The first expiration of the nofeedback timer marks the end
of NFI 0. Hence, the effects of this timeout start at the beginning of NFI 1. The rate then
gradually decreases until it reaches its minimum value during NFI ix.
Every NFI, the sender halves the value of Xrecv, which then drives (4.2). In the worst
situation, X can reduce to the minimal value of one packet every 64 seconds (s/tmbi).
Taking ix as the NFI during which 2X
ix
recv drops below s/tmbi, the sender rate can be
expressed as
Xi =
{
Xd
2i
if 0 ≤ i < ix,
s
tmbi
otherwise,
(4.5)
ix =
⌈
log2
Xd · tmbi
s
⌉
, (4.6)
where ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling operator.
Additionally, the nofeedback timer, initially set to t0RTO = 4R, increases when the sending
rate becomes smaller than 2s/4R. Assuming Xd ≥ 2s/4R and taking it as the NFI during
6An NFI is the same concept as the NFT of Kohler et al. (2008).
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which 2s/X it becomes larger than 4R, the duration of NFI i is then
tiRTO =
{
4R if i < it,
2s
Xi
otherwise,
(4.7)
it =
⌈
log2
2R ·Xd
s
⌉
. (4.8)
Note that (4.8) is only valid for R < tmbi/2, in which case it ≤ ix. Otherwise, 4R is larger
than the time to send 2 packets at the lowest rate, and it is considered to be +∞.
Packet Losses Though the number of losses happening during the single loss event of
the handover does not directly impact TFRC’s sender rate, they are an unnecessary charge
on the rest of the network which could be better used for other traffic for which data can
actually be delivered to the destination. It is interesting to quantify this charge on the
network in the form of the number of packets which will eventually be lost during the time
of the disconnection.
Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of the sender rate over a handover. Two cases are repres-
ented, for different reconnection times Tc and T
′
c. They respectively occur before and after
the sender’s estimation of the receiver rate has reduced to less than one packet per RTT.
tRTOR tsstss
Lost packets Unused bandwidth
tidle
tD t′D
tT ′
c
Td
Xd
x
X ′
c
Xc
Tc
Figure 4.7 TFRC rate behaviour in a period with no connectivity. Two cases are shown, with different
times of reconnection: at Tc, a time tD has elapsed which is short enough that TFRC’s rate didn’t reach its
minimum (red) and at T ′c, when the time t
′
D elapsed since the disconnection was sufficient for X to reduce
to s/tmbi, an additional delay tidle is present in this case before TFRC starts restoring its rate (blue).
Time tD = Tc − Td is the length of the disconnected period. All the packets sent during
this period are lost. The number of lost packets when the reconnection occurs, after nD
NFIs (such that
∑nD
i=0 t
i
RTO ≥ tD), can be estimated using
nlost =


⌊
tDX
0
s
⌋
if tD ≤ t0RTO,⌊
t0RTOX
0
s +
∑iD
i=1
tiRTOX
i
s
⌋
otherwise,
(4.9)
where iD = nD − 1 is the index of the nthD NFI and ⌊·⌋ is the floor operator.
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After the Reconnection
Variation of the Loss Event Rate The losses will only be noticed by the receiver
after reconnecting. Floyd et al. (2008) specify that the expected arrival time of a lost
packet is interpolated using those of both packets received directly before and after the
loss. Multiple losses over the disconnected period will then be considered part of the same
loss event starting in the middle of the disconnected period.
Following the procedure described in Section 4.2.1, the evolution of p can be in three
different phases:
no loss when S0 ≥ S1, p gradually decreases as the number of received packets, in i0,
increases;
first loss observed makes S0 < S1 which stabilises p until the current loss interval i0
becomes large enough so the inequality is reversed;
new loss observed when S0 < S1, i gets shifted which increases p as (4.4) now has a
smaller denominator.
In the congestion avoidance state, the variation of p can be in different ranges depending
which of the three phases it is in.

∆p = 0 after the first loss has been observed,
∆p > 0 when more losses are observed,
∆pmin(∆npkts, pprev) ≤ ∆p < 0 otherwise (no loss).
(4.10)
The lower bound of ∆p = p − pprev when no losses occur can be derived using (4.4) to
estimate p. If all ∆npkts packets sent since the last feedback, which reported pprev, have
been received and taken into account in the receiver’s next feedback the reduction in p
will be
∆pmin(∆npkts, pprev) =
∑n−1
i=0 wi
w0∆npkts + (
∑n−1
i=0 wi)/pprev︸ ︷︷ ︸
p=1/imean
−pprev. (4.11)
Event Timing While the time base of changes of the disconnected sender are regulated
by the length of its retransmit timeout, feedback from the receiver takes on this role once
reconnected. The receiver sends periodic feedback messages at least once per RTT. For
the rest of this section, time will then be segmented in units of RTTs. Indices i now refer
to how many of those have elapsed since the reconnection, rather than NFIs as previously.
The periodicity of sender-side events triggered by these feedback messages will follow the
RTT of the visited network. While this value is mostly stationary for a given network,
the sender does not use it directly for its computations, most notably that of the sending
rate. To ensure a smooth evolution, it uses an exponentially weighted moving average of
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the past samples to estimate the RTT. After feedback message i allowing to sample RTT
Rnew of the new network, the sender’s estimate of the RTT is
Rir = qR
i−1
r + (1− q)Rnew, (4.12)
with 0 < q < 1 (q = 0.9 in Floyd et al., 2008). Just after the reconnection, before the
first feedback message has been received, the estimate completely reflects the RTT of the
previous network, R0r = Rold. Expanding the series, this estimate can be expressed as
Rir = (1− q)Rnew
i−1∑
j=0
qj
︸ ︷︷ ︸
q0−qi
1−q
+qiR0r
=
(
1− qi)Rnew + qiRold. (4.13)
It will then evolve from a representation of the RTT on the previous network, Rold, to
that of the new network. Depending on the difference ratio between these two values, a
variable number of samples will be needed for the sender to have an accurate estimate of
Rnew. The number of samples, denoted n
ε
R, needed to have an estimate within ε of the
actual value, that is,
∣∣∣RnεRr −Rnew∣∣∣ ≤ ε, is
nεR =
⌈
ln ε− ln |Rold −Rnew|
ln q
⌉
. (4.14)
Assuming that the order of magnitude can vary from the millisecond to the second de-
pending on the network technology and load, it can take up to almost 30 RTTs on the
new network for the estimate to be accurate within a 5% margin.
It is important to note that the TFRC equation (4.1) is directly dependent on this estimate.
Given a static p = pr after the reconnection, as per (4.10), successive samples of the new
RTT will refine the estimate which will in turn impact XBps. As tRTO = 4R, XBps can
be expressed as a function of any of its previous values T (p,R′) and the associated RTT
estimate R′
XiBps = T (p,R
i
r)
=
R′
Rir
T (p,R′). (4.15)
The most useful such relation involves Xd = T (pr, Rold): X
i
Bps = (Rold/R
i
r)Xd. Upon
reconnection, the new TFRC rate, as compared to that before the disconnection, is thus
only dependent on the ratio of the current and previous estimations of the RTT.
Number of Sent Packets When the connection is re-established and the TFRC sender
restarts sending packets, it goes through a few phases before being able to resume a rate
appropriate to the current network. Depending on the differences between the previous
and the current networks’ characteristics, the duration (or existence) of these phases will
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vary. An important factor impacting theses phases is the number of packets that have
been sent since the reconnection. In the following, it will be expressed as
nipkts =
1
s
i∑
j=0
RjrX
j
r , (4.16)
where i is the RTT at the end of which the packets are counted and Xir is the sending rate
during that RTT, as detailed below.
Unused Capacity When connectivity is re-established, two factors can cause the TFRC
sender not to fully use the available capacity instantaneously. First, the sender is not
directly aware of the reappearance of connectivity. It has to wait for a packet to be
acknowledged by the receiver. As the sending rate has been gradually reduced, said packet
may not be immediately sent. Secondly, when feedback is received, the sending rate is not
resumed directly, but through a phase similar to slow-start (Tc in Figure 4.7).
Additionally, the sender rate will be constrained by the loss event rate p. Due to its history,
p will reflect the old network capacity. A better network will therefore not be used at its
full capacity until enough loss intervals have been observed. (T ′c in Figure 4.7)
If the sending rate when reconnecting, Xc = X
nD , is small, the delay s/Xc between
the transmission of two subsequent packets becomes significant. When connectivity is
recovered, it can take up to this delay before the first packet is sent. The average idle time
after reconnecting can be expressed as
tidle =
s
2Xc
. (4.17)
After this delay, the sender eventually starts increasing the rate. Packets are first sent at
rate Xc. Every RTT, a feedback is received with the current value of Xrecv. According
to (4.2), the rate can then be updated to twice this value until Xir reaches the rate allowed
by the TFRC equation, XiBps = (Rold/R
i
r)Xd. During the slow-start RTT i, the sender
rate is
Xir = 2
iXc. (4.18)
Assuming the new network provides the same capacity as the previous one, the average
number of packets that could additionally be sent is
nwasted =
1
s
(
tidle ·Xd +
nss∑
i=0
Rnew
(
Xd −Xir
))
. (4.19)
Parameter nss, in (4.19), is such that X
nss
r ≥ XnssBps. The development of this inequality
using (4.13), (4.15) and (4.18) leads to
Rnew
Rold
2nss +
(
1− Rnew
Rold
)
(2q)nss >
Xd
Xc
, (4.20)
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which is not linear in nss. It thus cannot be solved in a purely analytical fashion. In our
implementation of the model, we used the Newton-Raphson method (Ypma, 1995) with
f(nss) =
Rnew
Rold
2nss +
(
1− Rnew
Rold
)
(2q)nss − Xd
Xc
and (4.21)
f ′(nss) =
Rnew
Rold
2nss ln 2 +
(
1− Rnew
Rold
)
(2q)nss ln 2q. (4.22)
This allowed us to solve (4.20) for nss in only a few iterations starting from an arbitrary
nss0 = 10, regardless of the network parameters.
Networks with Larger Capacity The estimate of the loss event rate p is designed to
evolve smoothly. This may cause an additional under-usage of the available capacity in
case the mobile node connects to a network with a higher capacity Xmax than the previous
link. Depending on the difference in capacity from said previous network, it may take an
unacceptably long time for the sender to eventually occupy the full available capacity.
Figure 4.8 shows how TFRC slowly adapts to the new network capacity.
Underused capacity
tgrowtss
trecov
Xc
nwasted
x
Xd
Td Tc t
n′
wasted
Xmax
Figure 4.8 After a reconnection, TFRC does not adapt quickly to higher capacities. It slowly uses more
capacity as p decreases.
This adaptation time can be decomposed in two periods. First, once the slow-start phase
has finished, the sender rate may not immediately start increasing above Xc. Indeed, if
there has not been enough packets sent during the slow-start for S0 to be larger than S1
in (4.4), p will not decrease. During the loss recovery time, XBps is kept at value X
i
r =
Rold/R
i
rXd. After trecov, when enough packets have been received, p will start decreasing
again. During this phase, the sending rate slowly adapts to the available capacity, which
is eventually reached after tgrow. In addition of nwasted, a further n
′
wasted packets could be
sent. We develop a formulation of this extra capacity wastage below.
The loss recovery time, until the current loss interval contains enough packets not to be
ignored in (4.4), is such that
0 < S0 − S1
0 < w0 i0︸︷︷︸
iirecov
pkts
+(w1 − w0)i1 + · · ·+ (wi−1 − wi−2)ii−1 − wi−1ii. (4.23)
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To “compete in the global Internet with TCP,” Floyd et al. (2008) recommend to take
n = 8 and the weight vector as w = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2]. The formulation of (4.23)
can thus be simplified as
0 < nnrecovpkts − 0.2
8∑
n=4
in
nnrecovpkts > 0.2
8∑
n=4
in. (4.24)
When nnrecovpkts packets have been sent since the reconnection, p, driven by (4.4), starts
decreasing. It is difficult to estimate the in as they are dependent on the previous network
conditions and specific history. However, assuming a relatively stable network, all in would
be similar and close to the inverse of pr, the loss event rate of the previous network. Thus,
an estimate of the number of packets that need to be sent before p starts to adapt to the
new network conditions can be written as
nnrecovpkts =
1
pr
. (4.25)
This estimation allows to evaluate the duration of the recovery period, trecov, which exists
only if nnrecovpkts > n
nss
pkts (that is trecov > 0).
nnrecovpkts = n
nss
pkts +
Xd
s
trecov
trecov =
s
Xd
(
nnrecovpkts − nnsspkts
)
=
s
Xd
(
1/pr − nnsspkts
)
. (4.26)
The additional amount of wasted capacity can be estimated as
n′wasted =
1
s
(Xmax −Xd) (tidle + tss + trecov) + Rnew
s
ngrow∑
i=0
(
Xmax −Xir
)
(4.27)
with
Xir =
{
Xd if i = 0,
min
(
XBps
(
pr +∆p(n
i−1
pkts, pr), R
i
r
)
, 2Xi−1r
)
otherwise.
(4.28)
Similarly to (4.19), ngrow is the number of RTTs needed to have X
ngrow ≥ Xmax.
4.2.4 Model Validation
The model presented in the previous section is verified by comparing numerical results to
the output of ns-2 simulations for a wide range of network parameters and disconnection
durations.
To check the behaviour of TFRC during the disconnected period—(4.5) and (4.7)—as well
as the resulting number of lost packets (4.9), 60 s disconnections are introduced after a
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variable amount of time, for link capacities of 10, 54 and 100Mbps and for a range of delays
(1–100ms). The number of packets sent after the disconnections is then counted in the
simulation trace file. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of simulation results with predictions
from the model for R = 1ms. It confirms that our model exactly predicts the values of
the internal parameters of the TFRC sender, and accurately estimates the number of lost
packets.
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of simulated TFRC’s internal parameters, and number of lost packets during
disconnections with the model’s predictions. Results shown for R = 1ms.
The number of wasted packets, as determined by (4.19) and (4.27) cannot be derived in
the same way from the ns-2 trace files. Detecting the end of the adaptation periods tss and
tgrow relies on comparing the current rate to Xmax, for which it is impossible to obtain a
ground truth from the simulations. It is therefore impossible to identify over which period
to count the additional packets which could have potentially been sent, and the results
vary depending on the estimate taken for Xmax. In the following, we take Xmax = Xrecv
(from Table 4.3); the order of magnitude of the resulting numbers for the wasted capacity
are coherent, but the reported value is only indicative, and should not be used in further
derivations.
Even though the presented model does not encompass all the details of the behaviour of
a real TFRC sender, it has proven to have sufficient prediction accuracy to be used in
estimating potential performance gains.
4.2.5 Potential for Improvement
We use our numerical model to determine the performance improvements that can be
expected from a better handling of disconnections. The input parameters (Xd and R of
both links) for the model are those observed by TFRC when the stationary state has been
reached. These are summarised in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Network parameters as observed by the ns-2 TFRC sender in the stationary phase, reached at
Tstat. Simulated network characteristics as in Table 2.2 (page 16).
Link type Xrecv [MBps] R [s] Tstat [s]
UMTS 0.044 0.96 660.54
802.16 1.10 0.17 264.14
802.11b 1.27 0.05 50.69
802.11g 4.82 0.04 21.67
Table 4.4 Packet losses and wasted available capacity expected during a MIPv6 handover.
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
Packet losses
UMTS 306 236 226 224
802.16 2760 2614 2614 2614
802.11b 1080 1078 1078 1078
802.11g 2909 2907 2907 2907
Wasted capacity [Number of 500B packets]
UMTS 0 8× 104 3× 102 1× 105
802.16 0 5× 102 2× 102 1× 103
802.11b 0 0 1× 103 5× 104
802.11g 0 0 0 5× 103
MIPv6 relies on message exchanges over the network to update the binding with the HA.7
Therefore, handover delays will vary depending on the characteristics of the current link.
The RTT on the new access network is particularly important as it conditions the delay
until the MIPv6 binding updates (BUs) are received. Lee et al. (2004) thus proposed to
use tho = 2.5+R as the time to complete the handover, and during which packets cannot
be successfully transmitted to the MN. We use this model as tD = tho in our analysis.
An estimate of the stationary phase value for RTT on the new link is used for R in tho.
It is an over-estimation as the RTT is likely not to be as high upon reconnection as when
the full rate is established. However, we use this estimate in our analysis. Therefore, the
presented results should be considered an upper bound for the packet loss and lower bound
for the wasted capacity.
The number of lost packets and the available capacity wasted during a MIPv6 handover, as
predicted by the model, are shown on Table 4.4. These results confirm that the behaviour
of DCCP/TFRC can be improved. The next section offers motivations for why this would
be desirable and suggests a way to achieve this.
7Fast handovers (Koodli and Perkins, 2001) could be used to reduce the disconnection duration. How-
ever, packets arriving during the hand-off are buffered at the new access router, which is not desirable for
real-time traffic as this would create latency at the application layer upon completion of the handover.
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4.3 Freezing the DCCP/TFRC Transmission Upon Disconnections
In this section, we present an enhancement and its implementations to achieve such a
betterment. This modification relies on two main additional stages. The sender’s state is
first frozen just before a hand-off so as not to disrupt its performance, and transmission is
suspended. When the handover is complete, the sender is unfrozen. Then, with assistance
from the receiver it restores its previous rate and, if possible, probes the new network path
for a larger usable capacity.
4.3.1 Rationale of the Improvements
Beyond the packet losses and under-usage of the available capacity, a reduction in the
immediate rate is quite detrimental to real-time applications. As previously shown in
Section 4.2.2, it can take up to several seconds to restore the rate after the completion of a
handover. During this period, applications observe high error rates as they cannot fit the
required amount of data units in the rate allowed by the transport protocol, which results
in bad quality. In such a situation, restarting from the rate achieved before the handover
would enable the application to drastically reduce this period of bad quality.
Considering a communication involving video, the user’s experience can be further im-
proved if the new access network has better characteristics, such as a larger capacity. In
the new network, the video codec could use a higher encoding rate which would increase
the overall quality of experience (QoE). Including a mechanism to probe the new network
path can make the new available path capacity available much faster to the application.
It could then take advantage of this larger capacity to enhance the overall user experience.
Finally, having information about upcoming handovers, it is also possible to limit, or
even nullify, the number of lost packets. Doing so also has the advantage of avoiding the
unnecessary use of the old network path to send data which would never be received as
the receiver has moved.
When a hand-off is imminent, we thus propose to temporarily suspend the evolution of
specific internal parameters. The sender keeps an estimate of the current stationary para-
meters of the network used to derive the sending rate offered to the application. Further
packet transmission is also prevented as the path from the sender to the receiver is known
to be temporarily cut. When connectivity is available anew, the rate is restored imme-
diately and adapted as soon as possible to the new network conditions. The congestion
control algorithm first allows packets to be sent at the same rate as before. If no error is
reported, the sender then tries to probe the network path by increasing its rate. In a way
similar to the initial slow-start, the sending rate doubles every RTT until the capacity of
the new network has been reached.
4.3.2 New States to Support the Freezing Mechanism
We implement our proposed enhancement to TFRC within DCCP’s Congestion Control
Identifier (CCID) 3. The operation of the resulting Freeze-DCCP/TFRC is separated into
three phases: Frozen, Restoring and Probing. New states are implemented into the sender
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and receiver to support these. Additionally, new DCCP options are introduced to enable
the required signalling for state transition and synchronisation.
Figure 4.10 shows the proposed Freeze-DCCP/TFRC state diagram. The sender has three
new states, shown in Figure 4.10a. As most of Freeze-DCCP’s operation is driven by the
sender, its states are directly named after the three phases. The receiver has two “active”
states: Restoration and Probed. Both Recovery states are transient and used to ensure
synchronisation with the sender. These are shown in Figure 4.10b.
The following sub-sections detail the signalling options and the evolution of the states, as
well as their specific actions throughout the Freeze-DCCP/TFRC phases.
4.3.3 Additional Signalling
Though window-based flow-control mechanisms have been proposed for TFRC (Lochin
et al., 2010), they have not been included in the standard. Thus, unlike Freeze-TCP, it
is not possible to freeze a DCCP/TFRC sender by simply reporting a specific value in
a feedback message, as for Freeze-TCP (Goff et al., 2000). Additionally, it is desirable
to be able to locally suspend the sender. To fully support freezing on both sides, it is
necessary to introduce new signalling options, to be carried in the DCCP packet header.
Our proposal does not, however, change or extend the format of this header; the options
will be gracefully ignored by standard implementations.
In a generic typical case, a mobile node, both sending and receiving over the same DCCP
connection, will detect that it is about to lose its current connectivity. In this proposal,
packets with an OPT_FREEZE option will be sent to the remote peer to suspend its sender
operation, then the local sender will be frozen. As the packets carrying the option have
to make it to the remote sender, the transport layer has to be informed about upcoming
disconnection a short while before it is to happen. A minimum of one RTT is usually
considered a reasonable value (Goff et al., 2000). This delay is enough for signalling
packets to arrive on time (1/2 RTT later) to prevent the transmission of messages which
would have arrived after the disconnection (another 1/2 RTT later).
When connectivity becomes available again, the mobile node can restart its traffic, and
instruct the remote peer to act similarly by sending packets with an OPT_UNFREEZE option.
Additional options are used to support further signalling during the unfreezing phases. The
sender uses OPT_PROBING and OPT_RESTORING to indicate the state that it is currently in,
while the receiver sends an OPT_UNFROZEN to signal that it is ready for the Probing phase.
As DCCP is an unreliable protocol, option-carrying packets can be silently lost. Extra
care must be taken to ensure both peers are synchronised. This can be done by exchanging
options in a redundant manner. The naive approach of adding those to every outgoing
packet is chosen here. Depending on the application, this however risks consuming too
much capacity and reduction of the option frequency could be considered.
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Figure 4.10 Additional states and option exchanges to support Freeze-DCCP/TFRC (transitions are
labelled as Condition/Action). The sender (a) can be instructed to freeze or unfreeze either locally or by
the remote peer. The receiver (b) does not have to enter a Frozen state, but must perform some specific
tasks during the Restoration and Probed phases. Options can signal both/either the remote sender and/or
receiver.
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4.3.4 Frozen Phase
When instructed to freeze, either locally or by the remote peer, the sender enters the
Frozen state. In this state, all data transmission ceases. This ensures that no packet will
be lost. It in turn guarantees that the loss event rate calculated by the receiver will be
kept unmodified. The receiver does not need any specific state to support this phase.
The disconnection may however not happen right after freezing, and additional feedback
from the receiver may arrive at the sender. Parameters such as the RTT R, or the receiver
rate Xrecv risk being updated. Thus, while in the Frozen state, the sender ignores all
feedback messages. When entering this state, it also saves the value of Xrecv as it will be
locally modified on every expiration of the nofeedback timer.
To efficiently address longer disconnection periods which may occur, for example, in Delay-
Tolerant Networks (DTNs), it is advisable to additionally increase the connection timeout.
Indeed, disconnections longer than 8 minutes may result in the frozen socket being pre-
maturely closed.8
4.3.5 Restoring Phase
After receiving a local unfreeze instruction or the OPT_UNFREEZE option, the sender enters
the Restoring state. It first restores Xrecv. The send timer is then reset to resume packet
transmission. As the parameters are the same as before the disconnection, the sending
rate will be restored to its previous value.
At the same time, it is no longer necessary to completely ignore feedback from the receiver.
It is however needed to keep ignoring the Xrecv reports. Indeed, the receiver rate is
measured over at least one RTT. The first feedback packets are likely to cover part of the
disconnected period resulting in an incorrectly low value for Xrecv. Using such value may
create instabilities in the sending rate as it is bound by 2Xrecv as per (4.1).
When in the Restoring state, the sender adds an OPT_RESTORING option to all its outgoing
packets to put the receiver into the Restoration state. The Restoring phase ends when the
loss event rate increases or an OPT_UNFROZEN option is received. This option is added by
the receiver after a complete RTT has elapsed, thus signalling that it is no longer necessary
to ignore the value of Xrecv as it will now correctly reflect the receiver rate.
4.3.6 Probing Phase
Standard TFRC quickly reacts to a reduction in the available capacity by responding
promptly to an increase in the loss event rate. The conservative_ mode outlined by
Bansal et al. (2001) further increases this response. Conversely, after idles periods, Kohler
et al. (2008) propose to increase the sending rate back to the previously supported max-
8According to Kohler et al. (2006b), a socket in the Respond state waits a maximum of four Maximum
(TCP) Segment Life for packets before resetting the connection. The Linux 2.6 implementation generalises
this idle timeout to the entire lifespan of the socket.
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imum at an increased pace by quadrupling the rate every RTT.9 There is however no
mechanism to quickly adapt to better network conditions. In the Probing state, our
sender checks for such improvement in the new network. This is done only if no loss
has occurred during the Restoring phase. The sender uses the OPT_PROBING option to
inform the receiver of its new state. Upon receiving this option, the receiver enters the
Probed state.
This phase is similar to a slow-start. Every RTT, the sending rate is doubled. When a
loss is detected while it is in the Probed state, the receiver reinitialises its loss history
to match the last measured rate. It first computes a packet loss rate p equivalent to the
observed receiver rate Xrecv. It then reinitialises a complete history of n loss intervals of
the calculated size.
As p is completely recomputed by the receiver on the first loss, it can be larger, lower
or even equal to its previous value. The exit criterion for the probing phase is therefore
based on the expected evolution of the reported loss event rate, as expressed by (4.10). In
a loss-less period, p will never increase. With a growing loss interval, it will however keep
decreasing slightly. The sender should thus exit the Probing state if
∆p /∈ ]∆pmin(XBps ·R, pprev); 0[ , (4.29)
following (4.11). The absence of the OPT_PROBING option on new packets will in turn take
the receiver out of the Probed state.
It may happen that the sender-recomputed p lies in the acceptable range of variation.
In this case, the sender cannot detect that the Probing phase should be ended. Some
more losses will however be generated during the next RTT. These losses will prevent p
from changing during the next report, thus properly ending the Probing phase as per the
previous criterion.
4.4 Performance Evaluation
This section presents an evaluation of the enhancements proposed in the previous section.
It first compares, in ns-2 simulations, the behaviour of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC with that
of the unmodified version. It then shows that the proposed mechanism still retains a
satisfying level of fairness to TCP flows. Finally, it shows in a real experiment, based on a
Linux implementation, that our proposal is well suited to improve the QoE of a live video
stream experiencing multiple handovers between heterogeneous technologies.
4.4.1 Realistic Handover Scenarios
Simulations were run with ns-2.33. Additional modifications have been made to the TFRC
sender of Mattsson (2004)’s DCCP module to implement the clarified loss average calcu-
lation of Floyd et al. (2008). The DCCP/TFRC/Freeze agent has been implemented by
deriving the DCCP/TFRC C++ class to add the freezing mechanisms described above.
9This draft proposal considers application-limited rates rather than disconnections; it also does not
restore the rate at once as our Restoring phase does.
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As only the impact of disconnections on the transport layer is relevant to our study, it is
irrelevant to simulate all the underlying wireless networks as such. Rather, simple wired
topologies are used, as suggested by Gurtov and Floyd (2004). All wireless links were
modelled as duplex links, even the 802.1x ones. This may not be correct for bi-directional
data scenarios. Such scenarios, however, are not considered here.
A router is placed between the sender and the receiver. Such a topology allows to trans-
parently disconnect the link between the router and the receiver without preventing the
sender from trying to transmit packets during the disconnections. DropTail queues with
the default buffer size (50 packets) are used.
Disconnections are simulated by manipulating the routing model of ns-2 with the
$ns_ rtmodel-at function. The time of the hand-offs is chosen, once the system is in
a stationary state, from a uniformly distributed variable over a time period of four RTTs.
The generic behaviour of both standard TFRC and our variant is thus captured. Link
characteristics are modified using the $ns_ bandwidth and $ns_ delay commands. The
simulations were ended after the rates have settled on the new network. The presented
results have been averaged over 20 runs.
The Freeze-enabled DCCP agent is instructed to suspend its connection locally (i.e., not
using the OPT_FREEZE and OPT_UNFREEZE options). The freeze command is given one
RTT before the disconnection is scheduled to happen (as suggested by Goff et al., 2000).
The unfreeze instruction is given 0.1ms after the network link is reconnected.
The number of losses upon reconnection, as well as the wasted capacity, is shown on
Table 4.5. As Freeze-DCCP/TFRC did not lose any packet, this information is omitted.
The wasted capacity has been estimated by comparing TFRC’s actual rate X to what
is achievable in the steady state (Table 4.3), then converted in number of 500B packets.
Figure 4.11 illustrates these figures by comparing how both regular DCCP and the Freeze-
enabled version perform in key example scenarios.
Two cases stand out in Table 4.5 where the average amount of wasted capacity is larger
with our proposal than with standard TFRC. These correspond to pathological cases for
our ns-2 implementation where either the recovery or probing phase experience losses too
early. The rate reported by the receiver does not cover a full RTT (802.11g to 802.16),
or the probing phase terminates before having discovered the network capacity (UMTS to
802.11b). Future work should address this type of situation by using other or additional
metrics, rather than just losses, to drive the Restoration/Probing phases.
Overall, Freeze-DCCP/TFRC quickly restores an acceptable rate for the application, and
greatly reduces the overall under-usage of the available capacity upon reconnection. It
also prevents traffic after the hand-off to unnecessarily use the rest of the network.
4.4.2 Fairness to TCP Flows
TFRC was designed to quickly respond to reductions of the capacity. The restoring and
probing features of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC, however, aggressively use and test the network.
Though Briscoe (2007) argues that usage fairness should not be based on rate comparisons,
such an approach is still commonly accepted. TCP-friendliness is also a key property of
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of the rate of DCCP/TFRC and the Freeze-enabled version in typical examples
of MIPv6 horizontal or vertical handovers.
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Table 4.5 Simulated MIPv6 handovers performance impact for DCCP/TFRC (top cell) and Freeze-
DCCP/TFRC (bottom cell).
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
Packet losses (DCCP/TFRC only)
UMTS 253.3 269.8 273.6 275.4
802.16 1732.3 1734.6 1734.6 1734.6
802.11b 856 855.5 855.3 855.3
802.11g 2470.9 2470.4 2470.2 2470.1
Wasted capacity [Number of 500B packets]
UMTS
50.5 54018.05 2190.45 92156.1
13.4 3607.9 9342.75 89328.6
802.16
12.45 1827.95 603.05 4185.75
5 591.15 150.9 1520.35
802.11b
150.45 28314 2101.75 57970.65
0 15278 47.45 1045.05
802.11g
42.5 2104.3 943.4 4313
0 7172.75 46.5 188.45
TFRC. It is therefore important to check that our additions do not make the protocol too
greedy.
The criterion to evaluate TCP-fairness f(t) is the ratio of the average capacity occupation
of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC CD(t) to that of concurrent TCP flows CT (t),
f(t) =
CD(t)
CT (t)
. (4.30)
The samples, taken after the disconnection, have been averaged over 100 s, discarding the
initial rate settlement period.
Table 4.6 shows the average fairness of a Freeze-DCCP/TFRC flow to a concurrent TCP
stream, as observed after the reconnection for the studied handover scenarios. The pro-
posed improvement appears to be reasonably fair to TCP flows in various scenarios in-
cluding vertical handovers to technologies with higher or lower capacities. In some cases it
is even too fair, not competing aggressively enough for the network. A similar behaviour
has however also been observed for the regular DCCP/TFRC.
4.4.3 QoE of Mobile Video Streaming
To explore the actual performance improvements of our proposal, we used an OMF test-
bed (Rakotoarivelo et al., 2010) to emulate vertical handovers and observe the impact
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Table 4.6 Fairness comparison of the Freeze-enabled proposal to TCP after a handover. Values in the
range [0.5; 2] are considered “reasonably fair” (Floyd et al., 2008).
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
UMTS 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1
802.16 1.6 1.3 1.1 0.9
802.11b 1.3 1 0.9 0.7
802.11g 1.5 1.2 1 1.1
on the quality of a video stream. An implementation of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC has been
developed in the Linux kernel,10 and used for this experiment.
The scenario is depicted in Figure 4.12. We consider a common scenario where a user,
initially at home (t0), receives a video stream on their mobile terminal connected to their
home Wi-Fi network (1Mbps). They decide to get a coffee from the corner shop. On
the way there, the mobile terminal loses its connectivity to the home network, and hands
off to the 3G network (t1; 500 kbps). The coffee shop has a public wireless network
(700 kbps), to which the device connects when it gets in range (t2). With their coffee in
hand, the user then heads back home, losing connectivity to the public Wi-Fi network and
performing a new handover to 3G at t3 before finally reconnecting to their home network
at t4. Throughout the streaming period, the device thus goes through several handovers
between various wireless networks with different capacities and delays.
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
CAFÉ
Home Wi-Fi
Public Wi-Fi
3G
Video stream
Figure 4.12 Scenario for the evaluation of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC improvements on application quality. A
user viewing a video stream on their mobile device goes out for a coffee then comes back home. In the
process, different networks with various capacities are visited.
10We used the Net:DCCP tree (http://eden-feed.erg.abdn.ac.uk/cgi-bin/gitweb.cgi?p=dccp_
exp.git;a=summary) as a starting point. At the time of this work, it was forked off of vanilla version 2.6.34-
rc5. A Git branch containing these modifications is available at http://github.com/shtrom/linux-2.6/
tree/freezedccp.
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In this experiment, a video file, encoded and packetised using the H.264 codec with a
1Mbps bit-rate, is sent using a specially patched version of Iperf11 to a custom receiver
application. Both endpoints provide information about the sending or receiving rates.
The custom receiver identifies lost packets and computes a moving average of the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) over 24 frames (≃ 1 s). Both sender and receiver have been
instrumented with OMF Measurement Library toolkit (OML; White et al., 2010). This
allows them to report readings of these metrics in real time for analysis or display.
Our OMF testbed currently only supports 802.11-based wireless networks. However, only
a limited set of parameters of the underlying network is relevant at the transport layer.
Therefore, as for the previous section, we follow the suggestion of Gurtov and Floyd (2004)
and emulate the conditions of wireless technologies in different networks by shaping the
available capacity (using Linux’ traffic control tools, Hubert et al., 2004) and regulating
forwarding delays (using NetEm; Hemminger, 2005).
The results, averaged over 8 runs of our scenario, comparing the PSNR of the video
stream when using Freeze-DCCP/TFRC to that with the standard version, are shown in
Figure 4.13. They show that the use of Freeze-DCCP/TFRC, as it is able to adapt much
faster and use close to the full available path capacity to carry application data, results in
a reduced but stable QoE when on those networks which can’t support 1Mbps streams. In
comparison, the PSNR of a video stream supported by the regular DCCP/TFRC reduces
to a minimum (a PSNR of 7 dB is that of a purely random image), and takes a long
time (up to the complete visit duration of a network) to restore to a better level. In
addition, Freeze-DCCP/TFRC does not suffer from the oscillations which appear for the
standard version when visiting the Cafe´’s Wi-Fi network. We hypothesise that the probing
mechanism finds the capacity of the new network more accurately, and its estimates are
not biased by measurements from the previous network.
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we have first identified the issues that TFRC faces in mobility situations.
We have numerically modelled the losses and subsequent under-usage of the available capa-
city that it experiences in those cases. This model allowed us to evaluate the performance
improvements that could be expected from a system with a better awareness and handling
of disconnections. We thus proposed Freeze-DCCP/TFRC, an extension of the TFRC
congestion control mechanism used by DCCP, to approach these possible performance
gains. This proposal is aimed at uses of DCCP in situations where network connectivity
may periodically not be available for varying periods of time, and the access networks’
characteristics may widely vary between disconnections.
Freeze-DCCP/TFRC was both implemented in ns-2 and Linux. Simulation results have
shown that it is possible to prevent handover-induced losses, to restore the rate faster when
reconnecting to a link with lower or similar capacities and to adapt more quickly to higher
capacities. Additionally, we confirmed that our proposal maintains the important TFRC’s
11This version, supporting both DCCP and OML, is available from http://www.nicta.com.au/people/
mehanio/freezedccp#iperf-dccp-oml.
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Figure 4.13 PSNR comparison for a video stream using TFRC or Freeze-TFRC in mobility situations.
Averages over 8 runs; error bars indicate the standard error.
property of being fair to concurrent TCP flows. We have also experimentally shown that
our proposal can significantly improve the performance quality of streaming applications
when disconnections are predictable, for example, for IP mobility or, more generally, DTN.
Though the proposed modifications were designed with real-time applications over DCCP
in mind, they are versatile enough in terms of rate adaptation and packet loss avoidance
to also benefit other types of traffic.
Additional work is however needed for the proposed extension to be used in real deploy-
ments. First, more attention should be paid to the robustness of the state machine. Par-
ticularly, scenarios with both a mobile sender and a mobile receiver may create situations
where packets carrying the synchronisation options get lost, thus putting the commu-
nication socket in an impossible, and currently irremediable, state. Second, it would be
desirable to decouple the freezing mechanism, which caters for hand-off-induced discon-
nections, and the probing phase, which deals with heterogeneous paths. Indeed, only the
latter is needed for make-before-break handovers. Third, the current probing mechanism
assumes packets are lost only when the capacity of the new network is reached. Other
methods of detecting that the current rate matches the available path capacity should
be explored. Both in-band solutions, such as Lin et al. (2006)’s MBTFRC, and out-of-
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band ones (e.g., based on 802.21 and provided by our cross-layer framework) could be
considered.
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Chapter 5
Accuracy of a Measurement Instrument-
ation Library
5.1 Introduction
Our proposed cross-layer framework relies on being able to obtain current performance
indicators from the local stack, as well as metrics about the reachable access networks.
Such data can be used immediately, or stored alongside other miscellaneous contextual
information to support prediction algorithms (e.g., Rathnayake and Ott, 2008; Petander,
2009) and more informed decisions. Figure 5.1 illustrates the data collection path of our
framework, which is the topic of this chapter.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3 (page 43), tools such as Iperf or tcpdump can be used
to probe or observe some network characteristics in order to measure the desired metrics.
However, this type of stand-alone tools usually reports their measurements in incompatible
application-specific formats. This limits their usability for our framework as it entails a
need for on-line data preprocessing mechanisms. In addition, some performance indicators
are directly computed by the elements of the stack for which they are relevant. Therefore
we argue it is more appropriate to directly obtain them from the elements which already
measure them as part of their normal operation (e.g., the transport protocol’s round-
trip time, RTT), rather than trying to recompute or estimate metrics. The Web100
instrumentation (Mathis et al., 2003) provides an application programming interface (API)
exposing internal parameters of the transport protocols. However, such a convenient API
is rarely available natively at other layers.
The OMF Measurement Library (OML; White et al., 2010) is a lightweight instrumenta-
tion and measurement collection system for distributed network experiments. It provides
a simple API allowing a developer, or programmer in charge of instrumenting a third-party
tool, to report any type of information using the OML protocol. All data reported this
way is stored in a timestamped database, thus simplifying unified data access, aggregation
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Figure 5.1 Relation of the contribution presented in this chapter to the cross-layer framework of this
thesis. Bold lines and non greyed-out components are the current focus.
and usage. We therefore propose to use this library as the information-exchange bus of our
cross-layer framework, collecting performance indicators and contextual information from
the various elements of the system, and making it available to the decision mechanism in
a consolidated format.
However, as the OML reporting is done by the application itself, this may disrupt its per-
formance, or even proper functionality of the device by using too many system resources.
It is therefore important to characterise the influence of this software reporting tool on
the observed performance, in order to assess the accuracy of the measurements it collects.
In this chapter, we develop an experimental and analytical process to identify potential
differences in behaviour between different flavours of selected network measurement tools.
This allows us to conduct a comprehensive study of OML in terms of the potential biases
it introduces in measurements it collects, and its impact on the performance of tools that
use it for instrumentation.
OML is described in more details in Section 5.2.1 We choose to evaluate its impact on
stand-alone popular tools Iperf (version 2.0.5) and libtrace (Alcock et al., 2010) (version
3). This instrumentation is described in Section 5.3.1. We design a series of experiments
(Section 5.3.2) to determine the effect of OML instrumentation. We then investigate the
impact of several experimental factors on various dependent variables for both application
performance (Iperf) and accuracy of measurement (libtrace), using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques, for which the results are presented in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5,
we discuss the operating ranges and scenarios where the effects of OML are significant and
1We worked with OML version 2.5.0, the most current at the time of this study.
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where they are negligible. Our results support the use of OML as the collection system
for our framework. Moreover, we find that even a naive instrumentation using OML can
perform equivalently to a sophisticated hand-coded measurement collection strategy; to
better cope with those cases where the measurement rate is too high, we also suggest
recommendations on how to properly instrument applications and set up the collection
path for our framework in Section 5.5.4.
5.2 Presentation of OML
OML is a multithreaded instrumentation and measurement library, which was first de-
veloped as a component of the cOntrol and Monitoring Framework (OMF; Rakotoarivelo
et al., 2010), but is now a stand-alone open source software2 which can collect any type of
measurement from any type of application and store them in a unified format. Measure-
ment reporting via OML can be added alongside original reporting mechanisms or as their
replacement. A unified approach using OML to collect measurements allows effortless
correlation of data from different distributed sources to investigate network anomalies, or
test research hypotheses or developed prototypes.
OML has three components that allow a user to automatically generate and collect meas-
urements. First, a developer defines measurement points (MP) within their applications
or services. An MP is an abstraction for tuples of related metrics which are reported
(“injected”) by the application at the same instant. At run-time all or a subset of these
MPs can be requested to generate measurement streams (MS). Samples from unselected
MPs are discarded, as they are deemed irrelevant for the current experiment. MSs can be
instructed to report samples from their MPs as soon as a specified number (one or more)
of samples has been injected, or compute an aggregate at a defined frequency. Before be-
ing streamed towards repositories to be stored for later analysis, MSs can also be further
processed.
This processing is done through OML’s filtering mechanism, which extends the periodic
aggregation mentionned above. Additional functions can be applied on some of the fields
of an MS to format the data or compute more specific metrics. For example, for an
application reporting the size of each packet it receives in an MP, a filter may be used
to sum these samples over a 1 second period to provide an estimate of the immediate
goodput. This goodput can then be further processed by an averaging filter with a 1
minute period. OML provides some generic filters such as the aforementioned, but also
exposes an API so more specific filters can be developed.
Figure 5.2 shows an example OML data path. An application injects measurement into
three MPs. At run-time, the tuples generated by injections in the MPs are combined in
order to form five MSs. These newly created streams are then filtered, and the results
are directed to either of two different collection servers, or a local file. The right part
of Figure 5.2 represents the server side where the OML server serves as a front-end to a
database.
2http://oml.mytestbed.net
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Figure 5.2 Measurement data path in OML: Three measurement streams (MS) are filtered to generate
measurement streams (MS) which get stored at different locations.
By default, MSs are sent reliably to the server using TCP. However, if the network path
used for reporting experiences transient losses, or cannot provide a sufficient capacity, the
buffers of the OML client may fill up, and samples could be lost before having been sent
to the server.
OML also provides a timestamping mechanism based on each reporting node’s time
(oml_ts_client). Each server remaps the MSs they receive to an experiment-wide
timebase (oml_ts_server) which allows some time comparisons to be made between meas-
urements from different machines. This mechanism however does not remove the need for
a good time synchronisation between the involved experimental nodes.
OML has been integrated in many applications, such as traffic generators, passive network
measurements, GPS coordinate recorders, and pressure/temperature sensor monitors.3
5.3 Method
In order to evaluate the effects of OML 2.5.0, we have designed several experiments. We
compare performance indicators and assess measurement accuracy between the original
and OML-instrumented software tools. This section first presents our modifications to
the Iperf traffic generator and the libtrace packet capture library. We then describe our
experiment designs and procedures.
5.3.1 Instrumented Tools
For this study, we instrumented tools for network measurement (network probing, packet
capture). We use Iperf as the traffic generator and the canonical tcpdump, as well as a
more recent packet capture library, libtrace (Alcock et al., 2010), for network measure-
ments. In addition, we also instrumented a system metrics-measurement library in order
to allow us to observe the potential additional load induced by the use of the tools we are
characterising. This section details these instrumentations.
3http://oml.mytestbed.net/wiki/omlapp
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Network Probing: Iperf
Iperf allows to test the characteristics of a network path using either TCP or UDP. Its
code is multithreaded to limit the impact of reporting—either on the console or to a
CSV file—on the high-speed generation of probe packets. Iperf can report a number of
metrics depending on the transport protocol in use. For TCP, only the transferred size,
from which the throughput is derived, can be observed. For UDP, packet loss and jitter
information can also be reported. The periodicity of Iperf’s reports is configurable from
once for an entire run to as frequently as every half a second. The internal aggregation
function depends on the metric: the transferred size and losses are summed, while the
latest value to date is reported for the jitter.
We have instrumented version 2.0.5 of Iperf to support reporting via OML.4 Two separate
modes of operation have been implemented in the form of new reporting styles, legacy
(iperf -y o) and advanced (iperf -y O), which differ in the amount of processing that
is done in the application. Table 5.1 summarises the performance metrics directly reported
by the different flavours of Iperf used in this study. Figure 5.3 shows the main traffic-
generating loop of Iperf, and how the OML instrumentation has been integrated into it.
Table 5.1 Summary of the information reported by the various flavours of Iperf considered in this study.
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵
flavour
transport Reliable Unreliable
stream datagrams
Vanilla
Transferred size, idem +
Throughput, Losses, Jitter
OML legacy Transferred size
idem +
Losses, Jitter
OML advanced
Packet ID and size, emission
and reception timestamps
In the legacy mode, the aggregation of the measurements is done using Iperf’s native code,
and the periodic reports are sent out through OML via three MPs: transfer for the size,
losses for lost and sent datagrams, and jitter for Iperf’s implementation of (2.1). In the
advanced mode, Iperf directly reports information about each packet sent or received via
OML, in the packets MP which contain identification, size and both sent and received
(if relevant) times for each packet, down to the microsecond. The advanced mode is
more in line with OML’s approach, where the measured data is reported verbatim by
the application and all processing and consolidation is done through filters, thus allowing
more specific treatment. Noting that, in most of the literature based on Iperf, there is a
lack of precise reporting of versions, platforms and parameters, we also implemented MPs
to report such ancillary information about the experiment as the version numbers and
command line arguments.
4The latest instrumented code is available at http://omf.mytestbed.net/projects/Iperf/
repository/show?rev=oml/master
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Figure 5.3 Iperf main loop (black) and OML instrumentation additions (colours). OML reporting is
implemented in two sections. The legacy mode (oml-o, blue) reports aggregate metrics computed by Iperf,
while the advanced mode (oml-O, green) reports each packet. In both cases, the data can be filtered before
being sent for storage (orange). Iperf can delegate reporting to a second thread if activated, while OML
uses a filtering thread for time-based aggregates (e.g., per-second averages).
The code we modified to integrate OML is part of the main sending/reporting loop of
Iperf. It therefore has a potential to impact the application’s performance. Section 5.3.2
describes the experiment we designed to evaluate this effect.
Packet Capture: tcpdump and libtrace
In this study we focus on the use of both the libpcap in its most simple way with the
tcpdump tool and our implementation of a packet-capturing application with OML re-
porting written as a wrapper around libtrace functions, oml2_trace. In our case, both
libraries use the Linux Socket Filter (Insolvibile, 2001) to get packets from the kernel.
The main difference between these tools concerns the range of captured frame information.
In the case of tcpdump, the binary Ethernet frame is dumped in its entirety (up to the
maximum snarflen, as specified by the experimenter). With oml2_trace, the information
is read from the protocol headers and injected into different MPs, thereby giving the
experimenter more control on what is collected. Both applications also support Radiotap
pseudo headers to provide information about wireless channels.5
Though OML provides timestamping on its own, packets captured from the Linux Packet
Filter carry precise timing information. As version 2.5.0 of OML does not provide a mech-
5http://www.radiotap.org
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anism for the application to set the oml_ts_client of the reports, the capture timestamps
are included as fields of the measurement points.
Table 5.2 summarises how the considered tools make these metrics available to the rest
of the system through OML. It highlights the much finer granularity available from
oml2_trace.
Table 5.2 Comparison the way information is reported by both packet-capturing applications.
Protocol Fields tcpdump oml2_trace
Ethernet Packet ID, MAC
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addresses, etc. radiotap
(Radiotap) Wireless channel MP
characteristics
IP ID, length, ip MP
addresses, etc.
TCP/UDP ID, ports, tcp or udp
length, etc. MPs
Timestamp All MPs
Resource Usage: Sigar
Sigar (System Information Gatherer And Reporter) is a library which provides cross-
platform system performance metrics.6 An OML instrumented tool, oml2_nmetrics, has
been developed based on this library in order to enable basic system monitoring.
This tool can report system information such as CPU load, memory used and network
operation as well as per-process state and system usage. In our study, we only use this
tool to observe the changes in system load following the introduction of OML instrumented
applications.
5.3.2 Experiments
We use the simple topology illustrated in Figure 5.4 for numerous experiment trials with
varying applications and parameters on the nodes. We used the NetEm emulation soft-
ware (Hemminger, 2005) to vary the available link capacity between the sender (Snd)
and the receiver (Rcv). We run two main types of experiments to characterise the OML
instrumented tools and their vanilla equivalents.
To provide a reference for meaningful comparisons, we always run a tcpdump instance
on both Snd and Rcv to let us compute, a posteriori, the actual rate and jitter which
we assume to be accurate estimates of the ground truth. We can therefore observe the
6http://support.hyperic.com/display/SIGAR/Home
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Figure 5.4 Experiment topology. An Iperf sender Snd generates traffic towards a receiver Rcv on a link
capacity-shaped using NetEm. When OML applications are used, measurements are sent over the control
network to OML server o.
trials both through the OML instrumented tools and the tcpdump packet traces, using the
following main metrics:
rate RSX observed by tool X (i for Iperf, t for tcpdump) at node S (Snd for sender, Rcv
for receiver) and,
per-packet timestamps TSX from which jitters JX can be computed at the receiver.
The remainder of this section describes the design of our experiments to evaluate the
impact of OML instrumentation on the performance and accuracy of applications, and on
the system resources.
Application Performance
The first potential impact we want to test is the effect of OML on an application’s per-
formance. In the case of Iperf, we are interested in how the traffic generator performance
and the accuracy of the reported measurements may be altered. Our experiment’s null
hypothesis is that the OML instrumentation has no significant impact on the packet send-
ing rate of Iperf’s traffic generator, and on the accuracy of Iperf’s report of measured
throughput and jitter.
Experimental Factors Four fixed factors may prove relevant to our working hypothesis
above.
Iperf flavour and reporting mode The main concern for this experiment, we want to
assess whether the OML instrumentation and the various reporting modes introduce
a deviation from the standard version. This could be seen as two nested factors,
i.e., OML instrumentation or not, with the various reporting modes nested within.
However, it made for a simpler design to flatten them into a single factor with four
treatments:
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nooml-c No modification, CSV reporting to a file;
oml-c OML instrumentation in the code, but CSV reporting to a file; this doubles as
a sanity-check to make sure the instrumentation didn’t break any mechanism;
oml-o OML instrumentation with legacy OML reporting;
oml-O OML instrumentation with advanced OML reporting.
Required sending rate At high rates the processing of each packet for measurement
reporting may take longer than the inter-packet sending period, thus impending the
sending rate. Although the sending rate is continuous, for simplicity, we treat it as
a fixed factor (1, 10, 50, 95 and 100Mbps) and do not focus on other values.
Threads One of Iperf’s features is its use of threads (optional, but enabled by default)
to report the measurements out of the main high-speed traffic generation loop. In
the context of our study, this could hide performance impact introduced by the
instrumentation. We therefore considered this factor with two treatments, threads
and nothreads.
Transport protocol Vanilla Iperf supports both TCP and UDP.
Dependent Variables This experiment focuses on three dependent variables which we
measure to characterise the potential influence of the OML instrumentation.
Actual sending rate Iperf’s real sending rate as computed from tcpdump traces at the
sender, RSndt .
Accuracy of the throughput report The difference between the throughput reported
by Iperf and the one measured by tcpdump at the receiver. For a given sample,
RRcvDiff = |RRcvt −RSndi |.
Accuracy of the jitter report Similarly, the difference between the jitter reported by
Iperf and the one computed from tcpdump at the receiver, JDiff = |Jt − Ji|, where
Jt is computed from tcpdump traces as per (2.1) at the last packet of the period of
each sample Ji.
Experiment Design Our final design is shown in Table 5.3. In this design, we only
use UDP as the transport protocol, as it is unclear what proportion of the effect on the
dependent variables would be due to the OML instrumentation or the TCP congestion
control mechanisms. Furthermore, we decided not to consider the required sending rate
as a direct factor, but rather run separate trials at each rate and consider their grouped
results separately. Indeed, as the sending rate is one of our dependent variables, it is
obvious that changing its set point will have an impact on this observed variable. Another
approach would have been to normalise the measured rates with respect to this set point,
but the first experiments showed a clear effect which may have belittled other factors of
more interest to us.
In each trial, the measurement applications run for 300 s. For each sampling period of 0.5 s,
the measured or computed dependent variables are reported. As we only focus on UDP
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Table 5.3 Experiment design to characterise the impact of the OML instrumentation on Iperf.
nooml-c oml-c
threads nothreads threads nothreads
598 samples · · · · · · 598 samples
oml-o oml-O
threads nothreads threads nothreads
598 samples · · · · · · 598 samples
traffic, there is no transient adaptation period as is usually the case with TCP’s slow-start.
We however ignore the first and last sampling period of each trial as their boundaries do
not match the application’s starting/stopping times, thus resulting in incomplete data on
the observed variables within that period.
In an earlier pilot study with a vanilla Iperf, we did not find any statistical difference
between subsequent trials of the same experiment. We therefore assume that having 598
samples from one trial is equivalent to having one sample from 598 trials, thus ensuring
suitable replication.
Packet Capture
To evaluate the effect of OML instrumentation on packet capturing, we use a similar setup
as above, but with an experiment design involving only two dependent variables. In this
case, our experiment’s null hypothesis is that the OML instrumentation has no significant
impact on the accuracy of packet capturing in terms of the number of observed packets
and their timestamps.
Iperf is used to generate traffic at various rates between the two nodes. On each side, a
plain tcpdump is used as a reference (t) to collect packet identifiers (from the IP header) and
timestamps from the generated traffic. In addition on each side, another packet capture
application is used as an alternative (a) to measure the same variables. This alternative
can either be our OML instrumented oml2_trace application or another tcpdump instance.
Experimental Factors We consider two fixed factors in this experiment. The first one
is the sending rate, with the same treatments as before: 1, 10, 50, 95 and 100Mbps.
The second one is the use of the OML instrumented alternative application, or not. This
corresponds to the two treatments trace (when an OML instrumented application is used),
and notrace.
Dependent Variables This experiment focuses on two dependent variables.
Accuracy of packet report Missing packet reports may introduce a bias in the obser-
vations of a given research study. This may happen, e.g., when the control network
is saturated with large number of reports, resulting in retransmissions and losses of
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samples. Thus for each trial, we count the number of packets sent Nsent based on
the IP identifiers from t, and the number lSa of packets not captured by a on side
S, as identified by gaps in the sequence numbers; we then compute the loss ratio
LSa = l
S
a /Nsent.
Accuracy of timestamp The difference in the reported timestamps between t and a on
either node, TSDiff = |TSt − TSi |.
Experiment Design The timestamp precision TSDiff can be estimated for each packets
in a trial. We therefore have access to many more samples of that variable than in the
previous experiment (e.g., of the order of 1× 107 at 50Mbps). In contrast, the number of
unreported packets, NLoss, is a single aggregate value for each trial. We therefore run 25
trials of this experiment to have sufficient replication and an acceptable number of samples
of NLoss.
System Resources
To evaluate the impact of OML instrumentation on system resources, for each of the
treatment groups in the above experiments we also run the oml2_nmetrics application
to monitor resource usage such as non-idle CPU time CS and used memory MS . In this
context, our null hypothesis is that the OML instrumentation has no significant impact
on the CPU and memory usage of the system running it.
Dependent Variables The following additional two variables are observed for each
previously described experiments. We remove the trend displayed by both CS and MS by
differentiating subsequent samples for each time interval [T − 1, T ].
Differentiated CPU time ∆CS = CST − CST−1 and,
Differentiated memory usage ∆MS =MST −MST−1.
Experiment Design The experimental factors in this last experiment are the same as
the ones for the previous experiments. We run oml2_nmetrics in each treatment groups.
As it is an instrumented tool itself, we assumed it introduces a uniform bias to the system
load for each trial. We therefore ensure that no further trend biases our dependent variables
by starting oml2_nmetrics first to let it measure the idle system before actually starting
the other instrumented tools. This doubles the previously mentioned trial duration. Thus
with a sampling period of 5 s, we collect a total of 120 samples per node, but only the last
60 are representative of the impact of the other measurement tools.
Technical Details of the Experiments
The experiments described before were conducted on an OMF-enabled testbed. The ex-
perimental nodes Snd and Rcv are VIA MB770, 1GHz CPU with 1GB of RAM and
two 100Mbps Ethernet cards. The measurement server o is a 6-core AMD Phenom II
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X6 1055T Processor with 12GB of RAM, and is connected to the experiment nodes on
a 1Gbps internet LAN. The experiment nodes run Ubuntu Linux with kernel 2.6.35-25-
generic #44-Ubuntu SMP.
5.4 Results
This section presents the results of the analyses which we performed on the collected
experimental data.
Prior to analysing the data, we first assess the precision of our measurements by com-
puting the relative standard error (RSE) of all measured variables within a trial for each
treatment groups of the previously described experiments. The minimum and maximum
RSE in our datasets are 8 × 10−6% and 0.17%. Thus our collected set of data has a
sufficient precision (< 5%) to be used in further analyses.
We now consider the dependent variables introduced in Section 5.3.2 and attempt to
disprove our null hypotheses by identifying significant variations between each treatment
groups in our experimental factors. To this end, we perform ANOVAs on the dependent
variables. We choose the significance level α = 0.05 to have 95% confidence when finding
significant differences.7 We note that some of the assumptions of the ANOVA are not
always met by our datasets. We address these problems as follows.
Independence of samples As the samples of each variables for one trial come from
a time series, they are clearly not independent, which is confirmed by Turning points
tests (Morley and Adams, 1989). We therefore make our data iid by sampling it randomly
with replacement as suggested by Le Boudec (2010; sec. 2.3.3).
Homoskedasticity In some cases, Breusch-Pagan tests show that the variance of our
samples differs significantly between treatment groups. Studies have however shown that
the ANOVA is robust to deviations from this assumption at the price of a small reduction
of the confidence 1 − α and an increase of the power of the test β (Glass et al., 1972;
Harwell et al., 1992). Moreover, we note that these studies focused on ratio of variances
as low as 1:2. Even in our extreme cases, computing the ratio of the variances reveals that
the heteroskedasticity is much more modest than the cases studied in those articles. We
therefore conclude that our performed ANOVAs give us valid results even with this caveat
on the confidence.
Normality This is the assumption from which our data deviated the most, both in
terms of skewness and kurtosis (flatness). We characterised this deviation with a Shapiro-
Wilk test for each treatment group and proceeded with an ANOVA if the deviation was
not found to be significant. In the case that the deviation was significant, we used a
non-parametric version of the ANOVA (PERMANOVA) which removes the assumption
7If a factor is found to have a significant impact, the probability of it being a false positive (Type I
error) is smaller than 5%.
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on the source distribution of the data by creating an empirical null distribution through
permutations of the samples throughout treatments (Anderson, 2001).
5.4.1 Application Performance
We performed two-way ANOVAs with interactions for each of the variables RSndt , R
Rcv
Diff
and JDiff for each of the studied set rates. However, we judged the results for 100Mbps
invalid as the sender was rate-limited by its local network interface in all treatment groups.
Characteristic results for other rates are presented below.
Actual Sending Rate
The results of the PERMANOVA for Iperf’s sending rate as measured by an un-instrumented
tcpdump, RSndt , at rates 1, 50 and 95Mbps are shown in Table 5.4. The results of the
analysis for set rate 10 are similar to those for 50.
Table 5.4 Two-way PERMANOVA with interactions on the actual sending rate of Iperf, RSndt .
d.f. SS MS F p Signif.
1Mbps
oml 3 2.00× 106 6.65× 105 1.01 0.394 —
threads 1 4.62× 105 4.62× 105 0.70 0.418 —
oml:threads 3 4.89× 105 1.63× 105 0.25 0.864 —
Residuals 3192 2.11× 109 6.61× 105
50Mbps
oml 3 3.55× 1011 1.18× 1011 22.70 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
threads 1 2.33× 1011 2.34× 1011 44.76 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml:threads 3 3.55× 1011 1.18× 1011 22.74 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Residuals 3192 1.66× 1013 5.21× 109
95Mbps
oml 3 6.29× 1011 2.10× 1011 8.60 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
threads 1 9.03× 1011 9.03× 1011 37.03 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml:threads 3 3.43× 1011 1.14× 1011 4.68 0.003 ⋆⋆
Residuals 3192 7.79× 1013 2.44× 1010
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
For rates 10Mbps and higher, there are statistically significant differences in Iperf’s sending
rates, which are introduced by changes in both the use of threads and OML instrument-
ation, as well as the interaction of those two factors. When significant, this interaction
has to be studied first, which we do in Figure 5.5 for case 95Mbps. This figure shows
the so-called graph of means, with each treatment of the oml factor on the x-axis and
a connecting line linking means for the same treatment of the thread factor. It shows
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an interaction between the threads and oml factors. For the threads treatment, the oml
factor does not appear to have an impact, while its oml-o treatment affects RSndt in the
nothreads treatment.
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Figure 5.5 Graph of means for the interaction between experimental factors on RSndt at 95Mbps. Legacy
OML reporting allows unthreaded Iperf to achieve a throughput with no significant difference from the
threaded version (see Table 5.5).
The Tukey Honest Significant Differences test allows us to quantify the deviations observed
in Figure 5.5. We present the relevant results allowing to characterise the previous figure
in Table 5.5. For legibility’s sake, we only show the mean differences and the p-values. We
however include all the differences between interactions which were found to be significant.
Table 5.5 further indicates that, contrary to our expectations, the version integrating
OML performs better than the vanilla version. Indeed, with a set rate of 95Mbps, an
unthreaded OML-instrumented Iperf was able, in the same conditions, to send an average
of about 130 kBps (≃ 1Mbps) more than the vanilla version reporting to a CSV file, which
is the same as the threaded version. We found similar significant effects, though of smaller
amplitude, at rates 10Mbps and above.
Accuracy of the Throughput Report
Next, we assess the variations of RRcvDiff between the treatment groups, as an evaluation of
the impact of the instrumentation on the accuracy of Iperf’s report. Table 5.6 presents
the corresponding PERMANOVA results.
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Table 5.5 Tukey Honest Significant Differences for oml:threads interactions with significant differences
in the sending rate RSndt at 95Mbps. Only differences relevant to Figure 5.5 and all those found to be
significant with 95% confidence are shown.
oml:threads interaction diff [kBps] p adj Signif.
oml-c:nothreads–nooml-c:nothreads −20.77 0.98 –
oml-o:nothreads–nooml-c:nothreads 107.41 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
nooml-c:threads–nooml-c:nothreads 88.27 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-c:threads–nooml-c:nothreads 91.85 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-o:threads–nooml-c:nothreads 108.71 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-O:threads–nooml-c:nothreads 98.91 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-o:nothreads–oml-c:nothreads 128.17 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
nooml-c:threads–oml-c:nothreads 109.04 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-c:threads–oml-c:nothreads 112.62 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-o:threads–oml-c:nothreads 129.47 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-O:threads–oml-c:nothreads 119.67 0.00 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml-O:nothreads–oml-o:nothreads −75.13 0.02 ⋆
oml-o:threads–oml-o:nothreads 1.30 1.00 –
oml-o:threads–oml-O:nothreads 76.43 0.01 ⋆⋆
oml-O:threads–oml-O:nothreads 66.64 0.05 ⋆
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
Table 5.6 Two-way PERMANOVA with interactions on the difference RRcvDiff between the actual received
rate and Iperf’s report.
d.f. SS MS F p Signif.
1Mbps
oml 3 3.66× 106 1.22× 106 0.44 0.714 —
threads 1 9.62× 106 9.62× 106 3.47 0.061 —
oml:threads 3 3.26× 105 1.09× 105 0.04 0.990 —
Residuals 3192 8.85× 109 2.77× 106
50Mbps
oml 3 5.41× 109 1.80× 109 1.39 0.230 —
threads 1 1.42× 1010 1.42× 1010 10.96 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml:threads 3 6.05× 109 2.02× 109 1.56 0.191 —
Residuals 3192 4.14× 1012 1.30× 109
95Mbps
oml 3 7.81× 1015 2.60× 1015 83300.57 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
threads 1 3.97× 1012 3.97× 1012 127.03 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml:threads 3 8.09× 1012 2.70× 1012 86.35 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Residuals 3192 9.97× 1013 3.12× 1010
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
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At 1 and 50Mbps, no statistically significant difference seems to be due to OML. At the
latter rate, threads are the only source of deviation. At 95Mbps, both factors, as well as
their interaction, are found to have a significant effect. However, there is a discrepancy in
the sum of squares for factor oml at this rate.
Further investigation of the data revealed that some packet reports in the advanced mode
(oml-O treatment) are lost, thus introducing a bias in report accuracy similar to that
mentioned in Section 5.3.2. This leads to underestimating (by 3–4%) the throughput for
that case when computing it a posteriori based on these reports. Because of the heavy
bias introduced by this treatment, particularly on the homoskedasticity of the data, it is
impossible to draw any conclusion from the analysis of this case.
To shed some light on the causes of these losses, we first verified that the problem did not
arise because of a saturation of the control link. We found that, even at high rates (95 and
100Mbps), the reporting generated a steady 3–4Mbps, which is well below the 100Mbps
limit of the control network and the interfaces of the experiment nodes.
We also performed another ANOVA for this case, ignoring treatment oml-O. It showed
no statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) between the other treatments of the oml
factor, including OML legacy reporting. We then ran a modified oml-O trial where a
summing filter was used at a 0.5 s interval, thus generating the same amount of reports to
the server as in the oml-o treatment. An analysis of the data consisting of the previous
set, with the reports from oml-O replaced by those from the newly introduced filtered trial
suggests that no significant difference can be observed when using interval-based filters.
However, as both approaches imply modifications of the experiment design, they cannot
be rightly compared to the rest of the results presented here. We keep this as future work
for the design of confirmatory experiments.
Based only on the remaining valid results we collected, we find no statistically significant
difference in the accuracy of Iperf’s throughput which is due to OML instrumentation or
reporting. However, although no significant interaction effect is found at 50Mbps, we still
include the graph of means for RRcvDiff in Figure 5.6. This graph shows a trend
8 which we
find interestingly similar to that of Figure 5.5, thus suggesting that a similar significant
interaction of factors may appear at 95Mbps.
Accuracy of the Jitter Report
We finally attempt to find differences in JDiff in a similar fashion. Due to the large amount
of memory required by our implementation of the a posteriori jitter computation based
on packet dumps, we could only study the cases in 1–50Mbps. Table 5.7 summarises our
findings, and shows a significant difference introduced by OML in the 10Mbps (p < .01)
and 50Mbps (p < .001) cases.
We conduct Tukey HSD tests to evaluate this difference. They show that no statistically
significant difference could be observed between vanilla Iperf with CSV output and OML
legacy reporting. However, a significant increase in the jitter is observed in the case of the
8We do not refer to the apparent “trend” of the lines, which is a meaningless artifact of the graphical
representation of categorical data. Rather, we mean the similarity of the behaviours observed for the same
combination of factors.
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Figure 5.6 Graph of means for the interactions on Iperf’s RRcvDiff at 50Mbps. OML reporting appears to
increase the accuracy of the reports from the unthreaded trials, bringing them up to that of the threaded
ones.
Table 5.7 Two-way PERMANOVA with interactions on the difference JDiff between the actual jitter and
Iperf’s report.
d.f. SS MS F p Signif.
1Mbps
oml 3 0.10 0.03 0.48 0.684 –
threads 1 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.833 –
oml:threads 3 0.25 0.08 1.22 0.322 –
Residuals 4784 322.15 0.07
10Mbps
oml 3 0.65 0.22 4.24 0.006 ⋆⋆
threads 1 0.11 0.11 2.08 0.149 –
oml:threads 3 0.36 0.12 2.35 0.075 –
Residuals 4561 233.55 0.05
50Mbps
oml 3 1.85 0.62 51.18 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
threads 1 0.63 0.63 52.63 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
oml:threads 3 2.12 0.71 58.72 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Residuals 4784 57.67 0.01
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
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advanced OML reporting at 50Mbps, as illustrated by Figure 5.7. For the 10Mbps case,
the graph of means (not reported here) suggests a similar but much smaller effect. This
effect size may be too modest to be detected with statistical significance by our current
tests. Tests with higher statistical power may be able to detect such effect and will be
considered for future work.
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Figure 5.7 Graph of means for the interactions of experimental factors on JDiff at 50Mbps. Iperf’s legacy
OML reporting does not seem to introduce any significant effect.
5.4.2 Packet Capture
We performed a similar analysis on the relevant dependant variables of our packet-capture
experiment. Characteristic results are reported thereafter.
Accuracy of Reports
We perform a two-way PERMANOVA on the loss ratio LSnda for our treatment groups in
the packet capture experiment. Table 5.8 presents a summary of this analysis. Though
the trace factor seems to have the most statistically significant impact, its interaction with
the rate factor needs to be studied first. The related graph of means in Figure 5.8 shows
that the interaction of the trace factor and high rates has the largest effect, increasing the
packet loss ratio.
In Table 5.9, we reproduce those results of the Tukey HSD test which are relevant to the
interpretation of Figure 5.8. It shows that, at low rates (1–50Mbps), the difference is not
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Table 5.8 Two-way PERMANOVA with interactions on the loss ratio LSnda .
d.f. SS MS F p Signif.
trace 1 0.07 0.07 9.24 0.001 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
rate 4 0.08 0.02 2.56 0.027 ⋆
trace:rate 4 0.08 0.02 2.65 0.021 ⋆
Residuals 200 1.48 0.01
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
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Figure 5.8 Graph of means for the interaction of factors trace and rate on the loss ratio LSnda .
statistically significant but becomes significant for the 95Mbps treatment. We however
note that, regardless of significance, the difference is always positive, which means that
our OML-instrumented libtrace tool tends to miss more packets than tcpdump.
Timestamp Accuracy and Precision
As mentioned in section 5.3.1, the timestamps for both tools come directly from the kernel
capture. We found the accuracy for both the reference and the alternative to always be
equal (TSDiff = 0).
It is worthwhile to note that, while both libraries can access and store packet timestamp
information with a microsecond resolution, we found in our experiments that the libpcap
trace files only had a millisecond resolution. We therefore discarded the microsecond
information from oml2_trace when computing TSDiff .
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Table 5.9 Tukey HSD for trace:rate interactions with significant differences in the loss ratio LSnda . Only
differences relevant to Figure 5.8 are shown.
trace:rate diff [%] p adj Signif.
trace:1-notrace:1 9.08× 10−4 1.00 –
trace:10-notrace:10 0.46 1.00 –
trace:50-notrace:50 1.26 1.00 –
trace:95-notrace:95 9.87 0.02 ⋆
trace:100-notrace:100 6.89 0.26 –
Significance level: ⋆ 0.05, ⋆ ⋆ 0.01, ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0.001
5.4.3 System Resources
We analysed the system usage variables ∆CS and ∆MS in the same manner as the other
dependent variables, for both experiments on Iperf performance and packet capture. Some
of the resulting ANOVAs showed significant effects. However, further investigation showed
that in these cases the affected node had been doing memory maintenance tasks, thus
confounding our results.
This leads us to conclude that, overall, no statistically significant deviation can be found,
either in terms of CPU or memory usage, between the different treatment groups involving
OML enabled tools or not.
5.5 Discussion
Based on the interpretation of the results just presented, we now discuss their implications
with respect to the performance of OML and the studied applications. We then provide
recommendations for the use of OML within our framework.
5.5.1 On Application Performance
Our study of an OML instrumented Iperf gave us insight, both on the influence of OML
and Iperf itself, which we present here.
Vanilla Version
As a side effect of our OML impact study, we have performed what can be considered
one of the first deep investigations of Iperf’s performance and reporting accuracy. This
performance analysis of Iperf brought some insight on its potential impact on networking
research. In particular, we unexpectedly found that the Iperf reporting function can impact
the accuracy and performance of the traffic generation up to 2% in our worst case scenario.
This difference can be explained by the reporting functions, which are run synchronously
in the non-threaded version of vanilla Iperf.
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This discovery raises several questions about previously published Iperf-based measure-
ments. Indeed, although most distributions provide an Iperf built with threads support,
some platforms—mostly embedded—do not support threads (e.g., Windows CE Pocket
PCs).
OML-Instrumented Flavour
Nevertheless, the analysis of the impact of legacy OML reporting on unthreaded Iperf
suggests that, even if the reporting is done within the main thread, the use of OML
instead of the usual CSV file-writer allows to reach similar performances as the threaded
builds. It is important to note that the OML reporting did not introduce any threads in
this case.
Our results also show that reporting every packet information for Iperf (advanced mode)
could impact the overall performance of both threaded and unthreaded versions of Iperf.
Early results from confirmatory experiments however suggest that the use of OML filters
before reporting measurements can mitigate this issue. This result is consistent with that
of the packet capturing tool as discussed next.
5.5.2 On Reporting Accuracy
Our results for the packet capture software show that there is a significant difference
between our OML-instrumented wrapper for libtrace and tcpdump at high rates. In our
worst case scenario the OML based tool would lose an average of about 10% more packets
at 95Mbps. This behaviour may be explained by two main reasons.
First, the OML architecture may contain a bottleneck which would cause measurements
to be lost when generated at too high a rate. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 5.9, when a
sample is injected by the client, the data stream is transferred reliably to the OML server
over TCP. On the server side, the samples are inserted into an SQLite database. The
server’s default parameter for OML is to perform one writing transaction every second.
In this study, two clients were reporting two MPs (IP and TCP headers) per packet. This
resulted in four injections on the server side. At high rates, too many packets may therefore
have been reported for the OML server to be able to empty the TCP buffers in time. In
those cases, the TCP receiver would start sending zero-window advertisements, therefore
blocking the TCP sender and, finally, the injection function. As our basic capturing
packet application was not threaded, blocking the measurement injection in turns caused
packet capture buffers to be overwritten before being read by the application. The same
hypothesis can be proposed to explain the relatively poorer performance of the oml-O
treatment of our Iperf experiment at high rates.
Also, in oml2_trace we do not dump the binary packet directly into a file as tcpdump
does, but rather access specific fields of the relevant headers. This process is done for
every packet prior to the injection into the measurement stream. We therefore suspect our
application may be slowed down even before the OML process is started. In order to have
a fairer comparison, it would be interesting to conduct a complementary experiment. The
notrace treatment would either be tcpdump operated in a verbose mode and dumping out
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Figure 5.9 Data path from injection to database. When the transaction takes place on the server side,
the TCP receiver buffer fills up. As a result a null rwnd is advertised to the client, which results at the
other end in data discarding in the application.
the parsed packets in a file, or oml2_trace configured to directly dump the samples from
the captured packets to a local storage.
5.5.3 On Resource Usage
For all experiments, the OML instrumentation has not been found to induce any significant
impact on the system’s CPU and memory usage. These results were expected for the
experiments at low traffic rates but not for the ones at higher rates. In particular we
anticipated that the advanced OML reporting mode of Iperf would show an increased
system load, but our results did not identify such impact. Overall, our results suggest
that the resource footprint of OML can be considered as negligible.
5.5.4 Recommendations for OML Instrumentation
We claim that OML is a good candidate as the information-collection bus for our cross-layer
framework. Indeed, aside from its design goal of centralising measurement collection from
multiple sources and storing them in a unified format, our analysis suggests that, in most
cases, this library does not have a significant impact on the instrumented applications or
the host system. It also simplifies the development of active measurement applications by
removing the need for a complex threaded architecture. Nevertheless some considerations
have to be taken into account when instrumenting applications.
A developer, be they in charge of writing a new tool or just instrumenting already existing
applications, must be careful in establishing which metrics should be reported together
in one MP. It is a trade-off between providing flexibility to the system and limiting the
number of MPs—and, ultimately, generated samples—that need be reported to the server.
For example, it may be relevant to group fields for which new measurements always arrive
at the same time (such as various metrics for a packet). However, only some aspects may
ultimately be of interest to the experimenter (e.g., throughput but not jitter). Thus MPs
with a lot of fields may only result in wasted database storage space.
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Then, an experimenter would have to be careful with respect to the number of MPs
selected to be reported to the OML server, and make sure it does not receive more than a
few reports per millisecond. To do so one should take advantage of the filtering capabilities
of OML to pre-process data on the client side and reduce the number of samples.
5.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have conducted an in-depth performance evaluation of the OML 2.5.0. With a reason-
able sample rate, we could not find any significant negative impact of such an instrument-
ation. Moreover, we identified statistically significant positive effects in some cases where
the instrumented application did not use threads. Indeed, OML removes the complexity of
reporting from an application’s main purpose, therefore making it an interesting and unin-
trusive tool to collect metrics from applications which main purpose is not measurement.
However, our results indicate that a single OML server cannot currently scale to sample
rates of the order of more than a few per millisecond, though preliminary experiments
suggest that this issue can be avoided by the use of OML filters.
Incidentally to this evaluation, we could also identify a shortcoming in the performance
of Iperf 2. We found that disabling threads on the vanilla version has a significant impact
on the accuracy of the generated rate and measurements. This raises concerns about the
validity of Iperf-based studies comparing platforms which do not support threads with
others which do.
Finally, we presented a set of recommendations for software instrumentation with OML
and use as part of our proposed framework. We believe that, with a proper use of filtering
before aggregating the reported metrics in the database, OML is a valid choice as the
information-passing bus of our cross-layer framework. We intend to instrument more
applications for integration in our proposed system. However, the operation of OML’s
filters should be studied more thoroughly, to the same level of what we did in this chapter,
to formally confirm this hypothesis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Research Challenges
The evolution of mobile technologies, including both communications and devices, is cre-
ating a number of challenges for the classical protocols used in the Internet, which were
designed for fixed, wired networks. The increased use of wireless connectivity, together
with a growing number of wireless technologies and networks which may be used simultan-
eously by a mobile device, create both opportunities to be always connected to a network
which will provide the best quality, and performance issues when mobility events occur. In
addition, more powerful mobile devices and emerging, more demanding, applications put
additional strain on the required performance and the supporting networks and protocols.
More specifically, important issues which need to be addressed include
• appropriate network selection so that the requirements of applications, devices and
users can be catered for to the best within the limits of the current available network,
and
• provision of new functionality in the network stack so that it can adapt to dynam-
ically changing conditions due to mobility and heterogeneous wireless technologies.
The contributions presented in this dissertation address these problems. They are related
in the next section.
6.2 Contributions of this Thesis
To address these issues, we have introduced a cross-layer control framework for the protocol
stack of a mobile node. The framework consists of three classes of elements. The first one
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is the monitoring of the current environment, in terms of running applications, state
of the device, usable access networks and other contextual information. Based on this
information, a decision system derives the parameters for all the stack elements (e.g.,
network selection, transport protocols’ or applications’ parameters) which globally provide
an appropriate performance. To act based on this decision, parameters of some of the
elements of the stack need to be updated. This necessitates the development of new
interfaces and algorithms. The contributions of this thesis aim at providing proposals for
those three elements.
Our first contribution is a generic model of a multihomed mobile device, its network envir-
onment and the currently running applications. We showed, using constrained optimisa-
tion, that directly considering high level metrics allows for improved performance quality.
We have argued that considering user-perceivable criteria such as QoE, battery lifetime or
price is a better approach than considering QoS- and other network metrics-based criteria.
We concluded that these user- and application-centric criteria should therefore be directly
considered in network selection and flow distribution mechanisms.
As our second contribution, we introduced a mobility-aware extension to the TCP-Friendly
Rate Control (TFRC), to address the disruption in connectivity resulting from the mobil-
ity hand-offs and flow redistribution. Using simulations, we demonstrated how this enables
faster recovery after disconnected periods as well as significantly improved adjustments to
the newly available network conditions. We showed that, when used with the Datagram
Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP), the proposed mechanism provides improved sup-
port for real-time applications, for which the user-perceived quality is highly dependent
on the immediate transmission rate. We have also demonstrated, based on our Linux im-
plementation, that this proposal can provide a mobile video-streaming application with a
higher quality throughout several changes of supporting networks, compared to what can
be achieved with standard TFRC.
Our third contribution is a performance evaluation of the OMF Measurement Library
(OML) for reporting and collection of measurements. This library is a lightweight off-the-
shelf reporting tool which can be used to instrument third-party applications, allowing for
a unified monitoring bus across all of the stack. We therefore proposed to use OML as the
observation element of our framework. To justify our choice, we showed that OML does
not significantly impact the performance of the instrumented applications, while accurately
reporting the observed metrics.
6.3 Future Work and Perspectives
This thesis highlighted and evaluated elements and mechanisms for various steps of an
adaptation system to better exploit the network resources available to a mobile node.
However, this has been done separately for each part. The obvious and most needed next
step is to integrate the contributions from this thesis into a coherent system following the
described architecture.
The following task would be to globally evaluate this system. Performance or quality
improvement from the perspective of the device running our cross-layer framework is the
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main evaluation metric. However, it is also important to ensure large scale use of our
proposal does not introduce instabilities in the patterns of access network usage or, if so,
to study and integrate solutions to these instabilities.
Additionally, the work presented here was working under the strong assumption that all
elements of our proposed framework were colocated within the same device. With the
advent of NEMOs, this assumption is violated. Extension of our proposal to distributed
systems and decision, where applications run on devices different from the routers, is a
desirable extension. This would be particularly appropriate for ITS applications imple-
menting the ISO/ETSI ITS Station reference architecture ETSI EN 302 665 (2010), which
already provides a set of cross-layer functions for interface and path selection.
From a network stack perspective, it is evident that the transport layer has taken upon
itself to serve many roles and provide many features missing from the lower layers (e.g.,
session control or path management). While such features truly belong at that layer, it
may serve the whole architecture better if some functionalities were relocated to more
appropriate layers. For example, a richer network layer could identify all paths to a given
host, and provide this information in a standard way to the transport protocol, along with
unified congestion information. The upper layer would only be left in charge of its original
tasks, such as connected mode semantics or reliability, while per-node congestion control
would be done only once for each path. This would also greatly simplify the development
of multipath-aware transport, by introducing a clearer understanding of what a path is,
and leaving only adequate packet scheduling to the transport.
Throughout work on this thesis, it also became apparent that one of the main limitations in
the migration path from legacy protocols of the TCP/IP stack was the socket API. Indeed
as it over-specifies the requirements an application has on the protocol stack, it prevents
smooth migration to newer alternative providing the same services without intervention
of the application developer (e.g., from IPv4 to IPv6, or from TCP to a more adapted
transport protocol). The current API also ignores newer, but now common, parameters
(e.g., firewall configuration), leaving it up to the application itself to perform such ancillary
tasks which should be globally provided by the system. While the low level socket API
provides a tested foundation to establishing network connections, perhaps it is time to
revisit the interface which is exposed to high-level networked applications.
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A.2 Software
A.2.1 Freeze-TCP
• ns-2 module: http://www.nicta.com.au/people/mehanio/freezetcp#nsfreezetcp
• Linux-2.6 implementation: http://github.com/shtrom/linux-2.6/tree/freezetcp/
A.2.2 Freeze-DCCP/TFRC
• ns-2 patch: http://www.nicta.com.au/people/mehanio/freezedccp#nsfreezedccp
• Linux-2.6 implementation: http://github.com/shtrom/linux-2.6/tree/freezedccp/
A.2.3 Additions to OML
• OMFMeasurement Library (OML)-enabled Iperf: http://mytestbed.net/projects/
iperf/repository/show?rev=oml%2Fmaster
• Various contributions to the OML codebase (liboml2 and filters http://mytestbed.
net/projects/oml/repository; oml-apps http://mytestbed.net/projects/omlapp/
repository)
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A.2.4 Miscellaneous
• IPv6 support patch integrated in vanilla GPSd: http://lists.berlios.de/pipermail/
gpsd-commit-watch/2010-January/003759.html
• Various ns-2 patches and featureset updates: http://www.nicta.com.au/people/
mehanio/nsmisc
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Introduction
A wireless world
◮ Prevalence of wireless access
◮ Unlicensed: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, . . .
◮ Licensed: 2–4G, WiMAX, . . .
◮ Built-in support for multiple technologies
◮ New connectivity modes
◮ MANETs, VANETs, . . .
◮ DTNs, UPNs, . . .
◮ “Always best connected”devices [References on slide 38]
◮ Increase computational power in mobile devices
◮ Emerging uses
◮ Multimedia
◮ VoIP, Video streaming, Video conferencing, . . .
◮ Mobility → ITS
◮ Route planning, safety, traffic and fleet management,
infotainment
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Introduction
Problem statement. . .
How to enable mobile communicating peers to make the best use
of the network resources when they are available, and degrade
gracefully when they are scarce?
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Introduction
State of the stackˆWart
IP
Ethernet
Sonet ATM
FibreCoax
Cat5 Wi-Fi 3G
Web
Email
VoIP P2P
RTSP
TCP UDP
ICMP
Based on image by Xander89
(CC-BY-SA-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0)
◮ Mobility
◮ Proposals at every single layer
◮ Ubiquitous network layer
◮ MIPv6
◮ Cross-layer designs
◮ Information/control over multiple layers
◮ In-stack too specific
◮ Vertical control plane
◮ Standards: IEEE 802.21, ISO CALM
manager, ETSI ITSC management
◮ Network selection
◮ Unclear which metrics are relevant
◮ S(I)NR, network QoS, prioritising
(e.g., Wi-Fi with 3G fallback), . . .
◮ Rare fine grained management of
multiple interfaces
[Selected references on slide 38]
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Introduction
Problem statement. . . and how to address it
How to enable mobile communicating peers to make the best use
of the network resources when they are available, and degrade
gracefully when they are scarce?
◮ Research directions
◮ Network selection
◮ Adaptation to changes
◮ Provide incremental
modifications
◮ Approach: OODA loop
◮ Contribution axes
◮ Optimisation of networks
selection and use
◮ Improvement of rate
control mechanism for
mobility
◮ Study of measurement
platforms and tools
Observe
Orient
Decide
Act
Application-aware
Network selection and
Flow distribution
Mobility-resilient
Rate-control
Data collection
framework
Contextual information
Network characteristics
User preferences
Data consolidation
Filtering
History
Experimental
performance
evaluation
Environment
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Summary
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Problem of a multihomed mobile node: Mix and match?
◮ Multiple networks, interfaces
and flows (of different types)
◮ How to decide
◮ Which interface(s) to use?
◮ Which network(s) to
connect to? (e.g., BS or
ESS)
◮ How to distribute the
flows?
◮ To optimise. . .what?
◮ raw QoS (e.g., goodput or
delays)?
◮ Multihomed Flow
Management problem
Wireless Access Point Mobile Base Station
Global network
3G network coverage
Wi-Fi network coverage
CN2
CN1
Wi-Fi interface
3G interface
Web browsing
Video
streaming
A/V
conversation
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Problem of a multihomed mobile node: Privileging users’ perceptions and expectations
◮ User experiences the application’s output
◮ QoS only directly relevant to the application
◮ Adjustable parameters
◮ Optional requirements
◮ Non-linear QoE/QoS
relation (e.g., H.264)
[ITU E-Model on slide 42]
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◮ Flat battery the worst experience
◮ User’s wallet not a bottomless bag
◮ Conflicting goals
◮ Need for tradeoffs
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Problem of a multihomed mobile node: Formalisation
◮ Quality-aware Multihomed Flow Management
◮ Maximise application quality [UML on slide 41]
◮ Reduce costs
◮ Energy consumption
◮ Access price
◮ Decision scope
◮ (De)activate interfaces
◮ Select most appropriate networks
◮ Distribute flows
◮ Adjust stack parameters (e.g., application or transport)
◮ Constrained optimisation model [Notations on slide 43]
◮ MiniZinc language
◮ Branch-and-bound search
◮ Optimal solution
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Evaluation and comparison: Techniques and scenarios
◮ Comparison to more common techniques
QA Quality-aware Multihomed Flow Management
[Objective function on slide 44]
NS Single network/interface selection (e.g.,
iPhones) [Objective function on slide 45]
LB Load balancing on each interface’s best network
[Objective function on slide 46]
◮ Two types of scenarios
Smart-phone example Single Wi-Fi and 3G interfaces, random
networks, fixed demand (2 VoIP and video flows,
3 web sessions)
More generic scenarios Interfaces, networks and flows chosen
randomly
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Evaluation and comparison: Smart-phone example
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[Data sources on slide 47] [Approach and data quality on slide 48]
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Evaluation and comparison: Generic scenarios
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[Battery and price on slide 49] [Medians on slide 50] [Data sources on slide 47]
[Approach and data quality on slide 48]
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Multi-layer Optimisation of Network Choice and Usage
Summary and future work
◮ Summary
◮ Mobile-centric model of multihoming
◮ Constrained formulation
◮ QoE-aware Multihomed Flow Management
◮ Evaluation
◮ Real data from QoS testbed
◮ Future work
◮ Global stability
◮ Finer-grained routes
◮ Extension to NEMOs
◮ Actual implementation
◮ Linear programming formulation
◮ Remove simplificating assumptions (e.g., direction of flows,
pricing)
◮ Prioritisation weights from user
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Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Problem: Classical congestion control assumptions broken by mobility
◮ TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [References on slide 52]
◮ Rate-based congestion control mechanism
◮ TCP-fair congestion control
◮ Uses packets losses p and RTT R
◮ Well adapted to real-time streaming
◮ Used with Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
◮ Unreliable datagrams
◮ Real-time traffic over shared networks
◮ Problems with mobility
◮ Losses during hand-off period force a rate reduction
◮ Poor adaptability to new network characteristics
◮ How much resources are wasted?
◮ How not to?
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
TFRC during handovers: Modelling losses and wasted capacity
Lost packets Underused capacity
Sending
rate
Reconnection tDisconnection
◮ Sending rate
◮ Lost packets during disconnection
◮ “Wasted”capacity after reconnection
◮ Additional “wasted”capacity on higher capacity networks
[Formulas on slide 53]
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
TFRC during handovers: Analytically derived possible performance improvements
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
Packet losses
UMTS 3× 102
802.16 2× 103
802.11b 1× 103
802.11g 3× 103
Unused capacity [500B packets]
UMTS 0
. . .
...
802.16 0 2× 102–8× 104
802.11b
...
. . .
. . .
802.11g 0 · · · 0
[Real numbers on slide 54]
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Solution: Temporarily “freezing” the transport to avoid losses
◮ Freeze-DCCP/TFRC
◮ Sender/receiver cooperation
◮ DCCP-level options
◮ New states supporting
1. rate restoration
2. path probing
◮ Related work: Freeze-TCP [References on slide 55]
◮ Predictable disconnections at receiver
◮ Suspend TCP traffic
◮ Restore rate on reconnection
◮ Better support for mobility handoffs
sender-based freezing for mobile senders
slow-start-like probing for higher new capacities
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Mobility-Aware extension to TFRC: Additional states and options to support freezing
Unfreeze command/
restore rate
OPT_UNFREEZE
loss
Packet
Save rate
Freeze command/
OPT_FREEZE
loss
Packet
OPT_UNFROZEN/-
Probing
OPT_RESTORINGOPT_PROBING
Double rate
Ignore feedbacks
Inhibit sending
FrozenNormal TFRC
sender
Restoring
Sender
Drives the restoration
process
Receiver
Ensures synchronisation
Normal TFRC
receiver
OPT_UNFROZEN
RecoveryProbed
Restoration
1 RTT elapsed/
OPT_UNFROZEN
OPT_PROBING/-
Packet loss
OPT_RESTORING/-
Packet loss
Packet loss
[Complete state diagram on slide 56]
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Evaluation: ns-2 simulations
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Evaluation: Experiments with emulated handovers
◮ Video streaming (H.264,
1Mbps)
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
CAFE´
Home Wi-Fi
Public Wi-Fi
3G
Video stream
◮ QoE metric: PSNR
◮ Linux kernel code
◮ Emulated links and
handovers [References on slide
55]
◮ Home: 1Mbps, 52ms
◮ 3G: 500 kbps, 250ms
◮ Cafe´: 700 kbps, 70ms
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Mobility-aware rate control for transports
Summary and future work
◮ Summary
◮ Model TFRC in vertical handovers
◮ Freeze-TFRC protocol within DCCP
◮ ns-2
◮ Linux
◮ Evaluation
◮ Future work
◮ Robustness of state machine
◮ Decouple freezing and probing to cater for “make before break”
◮ Stopping criteria for probing
◮ Information from decision framework
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Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
Problem: Obtaining accurate measurements
◮ Network measurements needed at every step
design based on observations
monitoring of the world
experimentation to evaluate performance
◮ Requirements for network measurement tools
generic multiple different experiments
validated confidence in the measurements
extensible as many variables as possible
◮ Needed for the information reporting loop of the framework
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Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
Problem: Obtaining accurate measurements
◮ OMF Measurement Library (OML) [References on slide 62]
◮ Open Source C library (MIT licensed)
◮ Timestamped samples
◮ Unified output format (SQL databases)
◮ Instrumentation of already existing applications
◮ In-line filtering and aggregation
◮ Domain-free (cf. SNMP for network, DTrace for systems)
OML
Server
database
SQL
OML
Server
database
SQL
file
Local
App
MS3
MS2
MS1 Filters
OML client library
MP3
MP2
MP1
◮ Are reports using OML trustworthy?
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Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
OML’s Impact on Instrumented Applications: Experimental setup
◮ Instrumented measurement tools
◮ Active: iperf(1)
◮ Passive: pcap(3)-based packet capture
◮ System load
◮ Generic experiments
◮ Various factors
◮ iperf(1): traffic rate, OML support,
threads [Some results on slide 63]
◮ pcap(3): traffic rate, OML support
[Some results on slide 64]
◮ Statistical tests
◮ (PERM)ANOVA
◮ Data usability: Standard error,
independence, normality,
homoskedasticity
Snd Rcv
NetEm
o
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Accuracy of a Measurement Instrumentation Library
Summary and future work
◮ Summary
◮ First evaluation of OML’s operation ranges
◮ Non-threaded reporting performs equally to a threaded
application
◮ Bottleneck in passive measurement beyond 50Mbps when all
packets are reported
◮ Seems adequate for the proposed framework
◮ Future work
◮ Instrument more applications
◮ Remove bottleneck
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Summary
Contributions
◮ Models, validation and evaluation
◮ Multihomed device
◮ Quality-based decision
◮ TFRC in handovers
◮ Protocols and software
◮ Freeze-DCCP/TFRC (Linux, ns-2)
◮ Freeze-TCP (Linux, ns-2)
◮ Ported other ns-2 patches (DCCP, MobiWan)
◮ Additions to OML codebase
◮ Experimental evaluation
◮ Freeze-DCCP/TFRC
◮ OML
[Publications on slide 36]
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Summary
Future work and perspectives
◮ Future Work
◮ Framework implementation
◮ Applicability of the results
◮ Relation to ITS standards?
◮ Perspectives
◮ Evolution-limiting factor
◮ Direct application access to socket(2) interface
◮ Higher-level interface needed (e.g., hide network names,
provide service exposure and discovery or perform local and
remote firewall configuration)
◮ Internet Hourglass’ waist too narrow, transport too deep
◮ Network layer should expose more information (e.g., detected
paths or congestion)
◮ Transport should be split: Per peer path-to-host congestion
management (channel), per channel packet scheduling and
high level semantics (transport)
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Backup: Multihomed Flow Management
UML model
Object Relation
Link
#AccessRouter: G
ApplicationFlow
#ApplicationQoEWeight: R
+SelectedCodec = CodecID
+SelectedLink: Link
Interface
+SelectedLink: Link
Network
QoS
#Capacity: Bps
#Delay: ms
#PacketLossRate: %
MonetaryCost
#ConnectionPrice: $/h
#TransferPrice: $/MB
QoE
#QoE(QoS,FlowParameters): R
PowerCost
#EnabledConsumption: W/h
#TransferConsumption: W/MB
FlowParameters
#Codec = CodecID
#Rate = Bps
*
1
Flow
1
1..*
*
Application
#AcceptableQoE: [1;5]
#QoEWeight: R
Battery
#FullCharge: Wh
#CurrentCharge: Wh
#AcceptableRemainingTime: s
#Weight: R
UserRequirements
Wallet
#AcceptablePrice: $/s
#Weight: R
1..*
max
min
Scope of decision
Input/Output
Associations’ multiplicity is 1 unless otherwise stated.Constraints:∑
f ∈F |f .SelectedLink=l FlowParameters(f .SelectedCodec).Rate ≤ l .Capacity∀l ∈ L∑
f ∈F |Network(f .SelectedLink)=n,Destination(f )=d FlowParameters(f .SelectedCodec).Rate ≤ n.Capacity∀n ∈N , d ∈D
Obtained through,
e.g., 802.21
One dummy link
representing an
unused interface
exists for each
Route
*
Destination*
*
Usually only
EnabledConsumption
Usually only
TransferConsumption
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Backup: Multihomed Flow Management
ITU-T’s QoE
VoIP R = 93.193− Is − Id − Ie−eff
Video Vq = 1 + Icoding exp
(
PplV
DPplV
)
(linear combination for A/V)
Web MOSweb = 5 + 4 · ln(WeightedST )−ln(Min)ln(Min)−ln(Max) ,
WeightedST = 0.98 · T3 + 1.76 · T4 (discarding search phase)
[References on slide 40]
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Backup: Multihomed Flow Management
Notations Set of networks N
None ∈ N null network to represent unassociated interfaces
Set of interfaces I
~A, |~A| = |I | network association vector where Ai ∈ N, ∀i ∈ I
Set of links L ⊆ I × N
QoS(l) achievable QoS achievable on link l ∈ L
Pw(l) power consumption of link l
Pr(l) access price of link l
QoS tuple q = 〈c, r , e, s, . . .〉
C(q) = c available capacity
R(q) = r round-trip time
e link error rate
s security index
. . . other metrics relevant to an application
Set of flows F
~D, |~D| = |F | flow distribution vector where Df ∈ L, ∀f ∈ F
~p, |~p| = |F | application-specific parameters (pf for flow f )
Q(f , pf , qf ) quality profile of flow f ∈ F under QoS qf
qreq(f , pf ) min. required QoS to maximise Q(f , pf , qreq(f , pf ))
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Multihomed Flow Management objective
max
~A,~D,~p
(∑
f ∈F
WfQ(f , pf , qreq(f , pf ))− Wb
∑
i∈I
Pw(li )−Wp
∑
i∈I
Pr(li )
)
(1)

∀f ∈ F , ∃i ∈ I Ai 6= None ∧ Df = li ,
∀i ∈ I
∑
f ∈F |Df=li
C (qreq(f , pf )) ≤ C (QoS(li ))
(2a)
(2b)
[Notations on slide 43]
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Network Selection objective
max
~A
∑
i∈I
C (li )
s.t.
{ ∃i ∈ I Ai 6= None
∀j ∈ I − {i} Aj = None
(3)
[Notations on slide 43]
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Load Balancing objective
Lr(l) =
∑
f ∈F |Df=l
C (qreq(pf ))/C (l)
Fr =
(∑
i∈I Lr(li )
)2
|I |∑i∈I Lr(li )2 (4)
max
~A,~D
(
Wc
∑
i∈I
C (li ) +Wf Fr
)
(5)
[Notations on slide 43]
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Supporting data
◮ QoS measurement testbed
◮ Wi-Fi, WiMAX, 3G
(Australia, Germany)
◮ Know measurement
servers (Australia, France)
◮ Sep.–Nov. 2010
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◮ Quality profiles
◮ MOS from ITU-T’s objective E-Model [Formulas on slide 42]
◮ VoIP, video conferencing, web browsing
◮ Easily extended given similarly formulated objective profiles
◮ Other interactive applications
◮ Non-interactive applications with evaluable performance
◮ Battery consumption and web usage data from
Petander (2009) [References on slide 40]
◮ Access prices surveyed from Australian operators in
Dec. 2010
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Approach and data quality
◮ Scenarios
◮ Smart-phone (subset): 57
◮ Synthetic (total): 95
◮ Run from 1 to n flows
◮ Evaluate behaviours with
increasing load
◮ For 7 flows, usually not
more than 20 s
◮ Not quite real-time. . .
◮ Statistical significance of
averages
◮ At least 20 data points
◮ Discarded otherwise
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Generic scenarios, battery and price results
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More results
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Modelling losses and capacity wastage
X i =
{
Xd
2i
if 0 ≤ i < ix ,
s
tmbi
otherwise,
nlost =


⌊
7
8
tDX
0
s
⌋
(tD ≤ t
0
RTO)⌊
7
8
t0RTOX
0
s
+
∑iD−1
i=1
t iRTOX
i
s
+
t
iD
RTO
X iD
2s
⌋
(otherwise)
(6)
nwasted =
1
s
(
tidle · Xd +
nss∑
i=0
Rnew
(
Xd − 2
iXc
))
(7)
n′wasted =
1
s
(Xmax − Xd) (tidle + tss)
+
Rnew
s
ngrow∑
i=0
(
Xmax − X
i
) (8)
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TFRC during handovers: Analytically derived possible performance improvements
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
Packet losses
UMTS 306 236 226 224
802.16 2760 2614 2614 2614
802.11b 1080 1078 1078 1078
802.11g 2909 2907 2907 2907
Unused capacity [500B packets]
UMTS 0 82938 263 109541
802.16 0 471 155 1029
802.11b 0 0 1085 54674
802.11g 0 0 0 4699
[Simulation results on slide 57] [Link characteristics on slide 58]
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Mobility-Aware extension to TFRC: Additional states and options to support freezing
pprev − p ≥ ∆p†/–
p ≥ pprev ||
save(Xrecv)
Freeze command/
OPT_FREEZE
Remotely
signaled
Unfreeze command/
restore(Xrecv)
OPT_UNFREEZE
OPT_UNFREEZE/
restore(Xrecv)
p ≥ pprev/–
OPT_UNFROZEN/-
Probing Restoring
OPT_RESTORINGOPT_PROBING
Double rate Ignore Xrecv
Ignore feedbacks
Inhibit sending
FrozenNormal TFRC
sender
OPT_FREEZE/ save(Xrecv)
Sender
Drives the restoration
process
Receiver
Ensures synchronisation
Normal TFRC
receiver
a p equivalent to the currently observed Xrecv.
†When a packet is lost, the receiver computes and reports
OPT_UNFROZEN
RecoveryProbed†
OPT_UNFROZEN
Recovery2
Restoration
1 R elapsed/
OPT_UNFROZEN
OPT_PROBING/-
new loss/–
OPT_RESTORING/-
new loss/–
new loss/–
¬OPT_RESTORING/-
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Evaluation: ns-2 simulations
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
Packet losses (DCCP/TFRC only)
UMTS 253.3 269.8 273.6 275.4
802.16 1732.3 1734.6 1734.6 1734.6
802.11b 856 855.5 855.3 855.3
802.11g 2470.9 2470.4 2470.2 2470.1
Unused capacity [500B packets]
UMTS 50.5 54018.05 2209.5 92156.1
— 13.4 3607.9 9342.75 89328.6
802.16 12.45 1827.95 603.05 4185.75
— 5 591.15 150.9 1520.35
802.11b 150.45 28314 2101.75 57970.65
— 0 15278 47.45 1045.05
802.11g 42.5 2104.3 943.4 4313
— 0 7172.75 46.5 188.45
[Analytical predictions on slide 54] [Fairness on slide 60] [Link characteristics on
slide 58] [Handover durations on slide 59] [References on slide 55]
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Commonly accepted link characteristics
Technology Capacity [bps] Delay [s]
UMTS 384 k 125m
802.11b/g 11M/54M 10m
802.16 9.5M 40m
[References on slide 55]
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Handover durations
Thandoff = 2.5 + RTTwireless + RTTwired
= 2.6 + 2Delaywireless
Destination network Thandoff [s]
UMTS 2.85
802.16 2.68
802.11b/g 2.62
[References on slide 55] [Link characteristics on slide 58]
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Fairness
◮ Single TCP flow from AR to CN
◮ Wait for settlement of rate after reconnection
◮ 100 s samples afterwards
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
from
to
UMTS 802.16
802.11
b g
UMTS 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1
802.16 1.6 1.3 1.1 0.9
802.11b 1.3 1 0.9 0.7
802.11g 1.5 1.2 1 1.1
◮ Values in [0.5, 2] considered“reasonably fair”
◮ Closely similar to DCCP/TFRC in the same conditions
[Link characteristics on slide 58] [Handover durations on slide 59]
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Passive measurement, libpcap
◮ Number of unreported packets
●
●
●
●
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◮ Hints at potential bottleneck with high-speed reporting
Sending
blocked
Buffer
samples lost
overwritten,
App
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TCP
OML reporting thread
OML client library
database
SQL
TCP
OML
Server
rwnd=0 Full
◮ Coherent with Iperf
◮ Mitigated by in-line filtering
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Acronyms
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
ABC Always Best Connected (Gustafsson and Jonsson, 2003)
AIMD additive increase/multiplicative decrease (congestion control)
ANOVA analysis of variance
ANACOLUTHON rhetorical device where a sentence abruptly changes from one
structure to another; used to show excitement, confusion, or laziness
in, e.g., dramatic monologues or stream of consciousness writing.
API application programming interface
AR access router (MIP/NEMO); the router providing connectivity for a
specific access network.
BER bit error rate
BU binding update (MIP/NEMO); procedure by wich an MN registers a
new CoA for use with its HA; also refers to the packets sent by the
MN during this procedure.
CALM Communications Access for Land Mobiles (ISO 25111:2009)
CCID Congestion Control Identifier; numeric identifier of one of the
selectable congestion control mechanisms used by DCCP.
CN correspondent node (MIP/NEMO); network node having established
sessions with an MN; may or may no implement mobility features.
COP constrained optimisation problem
CSP constraints satisfaction problemDechter (2003)
CTS clear to send (IEEE Std 802.11-2007); frame sent in response to an
RTS request to confirm the channel is free.
CoA care-of address (MIP/NEMO); locator address of an MN to which
packets can be delivered from the HA and supporting CNs (RO).
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DCCP Acronyms
DCCP Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (Kohler et al., 2006b)
DSRC Dedicated Short-Range Communications
DTN Delay-Tolerant Network (Fall, 2003)
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification (Ramakrishnan et al., 2001)
ETT Expected Transmission Time (Draves et al., 2004)
ETX Expected Transmission count (De Couto et al., 2003)
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FEC forward error correction
HA home agent (MIP/NEMO); router to an MN’s home network in
charge of maintaining mobility bindings and forwarding packets for
the MN’s HoA to its current CoA(s).
HIP Host Identity Protocol (Moskowitz et al., 2008)
HSPA High Speed Packet Access
HoA home address (MIP/NEMO); identifier address of an MN.
I2V infrastructure-to-vehicle communication
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol; core protocol of the IP suite, used
to exchange query or error messages between IP hosts.
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IPPM IP Performance Metrics working group (IETF)
ISO International Organization for Standardization
ITS Intelligent Transportation System
ITU International Telecommunication Union
LTE Long Term Evolution (3GPP)
MAC medium access control
MANET Mobile Ad hoc Network
MCoA Multiple Care-of Address (MIP/NEMO)
MIH media-independent handovers (IEEE Std 802.21-2008)
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Acronyms QoS
MIP Mobile IP (Perkins, 2002); often used in this thesis to refer to MIPv6
in unambiguous contexts.
MIPv6 Mobile IPv6 (Johnson et al., 2011)
MNN mobile network node (NEMO); network node attached to a NEMO;
may or may not implement mobility features.
MN mobile node (MIP/NEMO); network node moving in the network
topology while maintaining its established sessions thanks to a
mobility protocol.
MOO multi-objective optimisation
MOS mean opinion score (ITU-T Recommendation P.800)
MR mobile router (NEMO); MN acting as the router to a NEMO.
MP measurement point (OML); group of measurements reported together
by an OML-intrumented application.
MS measurement stream (OML); loose equivalent of an MP within OML’s
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INSTITUT DES SCIENCES ET TECHNOLOGIES
Contributions aux mécanismes de réseau pour un usage adaptatif des
ressources mobiles
Résumé: Avec les larges déploiements de multiples technologies sans fil, les terminaux informatiques
mobiles bénéficient d’une connectivité presque permanente, changeant de réseaux d’accès au gré de
leurs déplacements. Ceci pose cependant le problème de la sélection de ces réseaux, afin de fournir
les meilleures performances. Cette mobilité risque aussi d’impacter la qualité des applications, souvent
lors des « handovers » d’un réseau à l’autre, ou en raison de la disparité des caractéristiques des ré-
seaux d’accès. Pour aborder ces problèmes, cette thèse introduit et évalue trois éléments de contrôle
(observation, décision, action) permettant une meilleure utilisation des ressources réseau par les équi-
pements mobiles.
Nous montrons d’abord qu’un mécanisme de décision qui utilise directement les métriques pertinentes
pour les utilisateurs et les applications est plus approprié que l’approche indirecte classique basée sur
les métriques réseau. Ce mécanisme contrôle de manière coordonnée l’ensemble de la pile protocolaire,
plutôt que des composants séparés, afin d’éviter des combinaisons conflictuelles. Nous démontrons que
la flexibilité des paramètres applicatifs peut être exploitée et permet de maintenir une qualité élevée pour
les applications tout en réduisant les coûts d’accès (énergétique et financier).
Une extension au TCP-Friendly Rate Control mechanism (TFRC) est ensuite introduite, en tant qu’élé-
ment d’action, pour atténuer les perturbations lors des handovers. Nous proposons de suspendre la
transmission avant la déconnexion, puis de sonder le réseau après reconnexion. Nous montrons que cela
permet un rétablissement plus rapide et une meilleure adaptabilité aux conditions du nouveau réseau.
Son usage en combinaison avec le Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) offre un meilleur
support aux applications temps-réel, dont la qualité dépend de la vitesse de transmission immédiate.
Finalement, nous présentons une méthode pour évaluer la OMF Measurement Library (OML), une
bibliothèque d’instrumentation dont nous proposons l’usage comme élément d’observation. Nous mon-
trons que cette bibliothèque n’a pas d’impact significatif sur les applications instrumentées et qu’elle
permet un suivi précis des métriques idoines.
Mots clés: mobilité réseau, pile protocolaire, architecture inter-couche, optimisation, qualité d’expé-
rience, protocole de transport
Contributions to Mechanisms for Adaptive Use of Mobile Network Resources
Abstract: With the widespread availability of multiple wireless network technologies, mobile computing
devices can benefit from almost uninterrupted connectivity by changing network attachments as they
move. This however raises the problem of the selection method to be used for the choice of the wireless
networks to associate with, in order to provide the best performance. Moreover, mobility events may
result in poor application quality, due to either a disruption in connectivity during the handover or the
heterogeneity of the characteristic of different access networks. To address these problems, this thesis
introduces and studies all three elements (observation, decision, action) of a control framework to enable
better use of available network resources.
We first show that a decision mechanism which directly considers the relevant user- and application-
centric metrics is more appropriate than using the common network metrics-based indirect approach.
This mechanism is used to control the entire network stack of the mobile node in a coordinated way,
rather than individual components, to avoid potentially conflicting combinations. Our results indicate that,
by exploiting the flexibility of application parameters, it is possible to maintain high application quality
while reducing both the power consumption and access price.
We then introduce a mobility-aware extension to the TCP-Friendly Rate Control mechanism (TFRC),
as an action element, to address the disruption in connectivity resulting from the mobility events. We
propose to suspend the transmission before disconnections and to probe the network after reconnec-
tions. Simulations demonstrate how this enables faster recovery after disconnected periods as well as
a significantly improved adaptation to the newly available network conditions. When used with the Data-
gram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP), experiments show that it provides better support for real-time
applications for which the user-perceived quality is very dependent on the immediate transmission rate.
Finally, we present an experimental process to evaluate the OMF Measurement Library (OML), a
lightweight instrumentation and reporting tool which we propose to use as the observation element of our
framework. We show that this library does not significantly impact the performance of the instrumented
applications, while accurately reporting the observed metrics.
Keywords: network mobility, communication stack, cross-layer framework, optimisation, quality of expe-
rience, transport protocol
